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AGREEMENT
Between the
Utility Workers Union of America , AFL-CIO, Local 600
and
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc.
Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc.

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into between the Utility Workers Union of America,
AFL-CIO, Local 600, formerly the Independent Utilities Union, hereinafter referred to as the
"Union," and Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc., hereinafter referred to
as the "Company," through and by their duly authorized representatives.
WITNESSETH: Whereas, the parties to the Agreement as are mentioned above
are desirous of maintaining collective bargaining between the Employer and its
Employees, as are represented by the Union as bargaining agent, and are desirous of
stabilizing employment, eliminating strikes, lockouts, curtailment of employment, and the
peaceful settlement of all employer and employee disputes, and of making an honest effort
to improve the conditions of both the employer and the employees.
WHEREAS, it is deemed desirable and necessary that definite operations and
practices between the Company and the employees of the Company represented by the
Union be formally set forth and described, with a desire that uniformity of working
conditions exist between the aforementioned Companies and such employees.
WHEREAS, the Company and the Union recognize that in order for the parties to
meet the challenge of competition, the need for long term prosperity and growth, and
establish employment security, each must be committed to a cooperative labor
management relationship that extends from the bargaining unit members to the
executive employees. The Company and the Union agree that employees at all levels
of the Company must be involved in the decision making process and provide their
input, commitment, and cooperation to improving productivity and helping the Company
become the lowest cost producer and highest quality provider of energy service .
NOW, THEREFORE, the Company and the Union do hereby agree to the following terms
and conditions, to-wit:
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ARTICLE I
Section 1. (a) The Company hereby recognizes the Union during the term of this A-14
Agreement as the sole and exclusive representative of all regular full-time and part-time
employees of the occupational classifications in the units defined as "The Office, Clerical
and Technical Unit" and "The Residual Unit," as described in the Order issued by the
National Labor Relations Board dated August 12, 1944 and amended by the National
Labor Relations Board Order dated February 24, 1967. The units so defined shall retain
jurisdiction over such work as was normally performed by them prior to this Agreement
but such jurisdiction shall not be expanded except by mutual agreement of the parties
hereto or through due processes under the National Labor Relations Act.

(b) The Company recognizes the Union as the sole bargaining agent of the units
contained in the preceding paragraph for the purpose of collective bargaining with respect
to rates of pay, wages, hours of employment, or other conditions of employment, and the
Company agrees to attempt to adjust any and all disputes, and any other matters, arising
out of or pursuant to this Agreement, with the Union.
(c) This Agreement shall be final and binding upon the successors , assignees or
transferees of the Union and the corporate entity of the Company.
Section 2. (a) The Company agrees not to interfere, restrain , coerce, or
discriminate against any of the members of the Union , because of their membership in
the Union , or because of their activity as a member or officer of the Union. Should
reasonable proof of any such interference, restraining , coercion or discrimination by any
person in a supervisory capacity against a member of the Union be shown to the
Company by the Union, the Company agrees to take immediate corrective action in
connection with such complaint. It is further agreed that no member shall be discharged
because of his or her service, or lawful activity as a member of the Union , nor will the
Company at any time attempt to discourage membership in the Union.

(b) There shall be no discrimination, interference, restraint or coercion by the
Company or the Union or their agents against any employee because of race, color,
religion, sex, disability, national origin or ancestry or for any other reason. References to
the masculine gender are intended to be construed to also include the feminine gender
wherever they appear throughout the Agreement.
(c) The Union recognizes that the management of the Company, the direction of
the working forces, the determination of the number of people ,it will employ or retain in
each classification , and the right to hire, suspend , discharge, discipline, promote, demote
or transfer, and to release employees because of lack of work or for other proper and
legitimate reasons are vested in and reserved to the Company.
(d) The above rights of Management are not all-inclusive, but indicate the type of
matters or rights which belong to and are inherent to Management. Any of the rights,
powers, and authority the Company had prior to entering this Agreement are retained by
the Company, except as expressly and specifically abridged , delegated, granted or
2
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modified by this Agreement.
(e) The foregoing two paragraphs do not alter the employee's right of adjusting
grievances as provided for in Article VI I, Section 1 of this Agreement.

Section 3. Respecting the subject of "Union Security," the parties mutually agree
as follows:
(a) All regular employees in the bargaining unit represented by the Union shall be
required as a condition of their continued employment to maintain their membership in the
Union in good standing on and after the thirty-first (31 st ) day following the employee's date
of hire. The Union shall notify the Company's Labor Relations Department of any
members who are not in good standing as determined by the Union. For the purposes of
this provision, "membership in good standing" shall mean being a full member or a core
fee payer of the Union.
(b) The Union agrees that neither it nor any of its officers or members will
intimidate or coerce any of the employees of the Company to join or become members of
the Union, nor will said Union or any of its officers or members unfairly deprive any
employee within the bargaining unit represented by the Union of union membership or of
any opportunity to obtain union membership if said employee so desires. In this
connection the Company agrees that it will not discriminate against any employee on
account of activities or decisions in connection with the Union, except as the same may
become necessary on the part of the Company to carry out its obligations to the Union
under this Agreement.
(c) If a dispute arises as to the actual union status of any employee, at any time,
as to whether or not the employee has been unfairly deprived of or denied union
membership, the dispute shall be subject to arbitration , in accordance with the arbitration
provisions of Article VII of this Agreement.
(d) The Company shall provide the Union with time to discuss with new employees
the Union and the existence of the collective bargaining agreement. The Company will
provide new employees with electronic and/or paper access to the collective bargaining
agreement, along with the Union's "Membership Application" and the "Payroll Deduction
Authorization" cards for Union dues or core fees, so that enrollment will be effective 31
days after being hired.
(e) Except for those employees mentioned in subsection (d) of this section and
subject to all state and federal laws, all employees who are not members of the Union
shall be required, as a condition of their continued employment, to pay to the Union the
applicable core fees representing the percentage of the Union 's expenses that are for
representational and other legally chargeable activities.
(f) The Union agrees that any present or future employee who is now or may
become a member of the Union may withdraw from membership in the Union by giving
notice in writing to the Labor Relations Department of the Company and to the Union.
3
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However, the Union will not impose restrictions, which are prohibited by law, on
employees who wish to withdraw from Union membership. After such withdrawal, an
employee shall not be required to rejoin the Union as a condition of continued
employment. Any such employee will remain obliged to pay the applicable core fees .
(g) The Company agrees to dismiss any employee represented by the Union, at
the written request of the Union, for nonpayment of union dues or core fees or to
discipline employees represented by the Union in the manner herein provided for violation
of this Agreement, if requested to do so, in writing, by the Union. Nothing in this clause,
however, shall be construed so as to require the Company to dismiss or discipline any
employee in violation of any state or federal law.
(h) The Company agrees, after receiving proper individual authorizations by
means of written individual assignments in a form mutually agreeable to both parties, to
deduct Union dues or core fees and initiation fees from employees' pay. This deduction
shall be made a mutually agreed upon number of times each year and shall be forwarded
to the Treasurer of the Union.
(i) The Union agrees that in the event of any strike, work stoppage, slowdown,
picketing or any other interference to the work or the operations of the Company by any
individual employee or group of employees in the bargaining unit represented by the
Union this section of the Agreement is then and there and by reason thereof automatically
canceled and of no further force and effect; provided , however, that the Company shall
upon the presentation of proof satisfactory to the Company, within ten days thereafter,
that the Union did not directly or indirectly authorize, permit, endorse , aid or abet said
strike, work stoppage, slowdown, picketing or interference referred to, reinstate this
section of the Agreement, which section , if reinstated will, from and after the date of
reinstatement, be of the same validity, force and effect as if it had not been canceled. In
this connection , it is the expressed intention of the parties that for the purpose of making
this cancellation provision effective without affecting the other sections of the Agreement,
this Agreement is to be considered a severable agreement. Should the automatic
cancellation of this section occur, it is the intention and agreement of the parties that all
other sections and provisions of the Agreement remain in full force and effect as therein
provided. The Company agrees that it will not deliberately arrange or incite such
interference to the work or operations of the Company as are referred to in this section.
Section 4. The Company agrees that it will not attempt to hold the Union
financially responsible or institute legal proceedings against the Union because of a
strike, slowdown or work stoppage not authorized, abetted or condoned by the Union.
The Union agrees that, in the event of an unauthorized work stoppage, it will in good faith
and without delay exert itself to bring the work stoppage to a quick termination and insist
that the employee(s) involved cease their unauthorized activities. To that end , the Union
will promptly take whatever affirmative action is necessary. Furthermore, the Union
agrees that any employee or employees who agitate, encourage, abet, lead or engage in
such a strike, work stoppage , slowdown or other interference with the operations of the
Company shall be subject to such disciplinary action as the Company may deem suitable ,
including discharge, without recourse to any other provision or provisions of the
4
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Agreement now in effect.

ARTICLE II
Section 1. The Company agrees to designate and authorize a representative or
representatives to meet with The General Board of the Union. It is agreed that these
meetings shall be held quarterly, at a time mutually agreed upon, and at any other time
upon the written request of either party to this Agreement. These meetings will be held
within seven days after such request is made.

A- 32

Section 2. The Company agrees to meet and confer with any special committee
of the Union, duly appointed by the President to administer any activity relating to the
welfare of the members of the Union.

ARTICLE Ill
Section 1. (a) This Agreement and the provisions thereof, shall become effective
April 15, 2015 and shall continue in full force and effect until April 1, 2019, and from yearto-year thereafter unless changed by the parties.

(b) Either of the parties hereto desiring to change any section or sections of this
Agreement and/or to terminate this Agreement shall notify the other party in writing of the
desired changes at least 60 days prior to April 1, 2019 or any subsequent anniversary
date. During this 60-day period, conferences shall be held by and between the parties
hereto, with a view to arriving at a further Agreement, and in all events this Agreement
shall remain in full force and effect during the period of negotiations.
(c) In the event agreement is reached on or before April 1, the 2015 - 2019
Agreement will be extended for a mutually agreed number of calendar days. The Union
shall have one-half of the mutually agreed number of calendar days immediately following
the date an agreement is reached in which to submit the Agreement to its membership for
ratification and in case of failure to ratify, in order that the Company shall have the
remaining one-half of the mutually agreed number of calendar days as notice before a
strike or work stoppage commences. Providing the mutually satisfactory Agreement is
ratified by the membership within the first one-half of the mutually agreed number of days
following the date an agreement is reached, such Agreement will be made retroactive to
the 1st day of April and any agreed upon wage adjustments will be made retroactive to
the 1st day of April.
Section 2. It is agreed that this Agreement may be amended or added to at any
time by the written consent of both parties hereto.
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ARTICLE IV
Section 1. The Company agrees to do nothing to encourage an employee to
bargain individually.
Section 2. The Company agrees that if a matter rightfully termed a Union activity
is referred by an employee to his or her representative or delegate, and this is taken up
with the supervisor or any one qualified or authorized to act for the Company, such
Company representative shall not initiate, negotiate, or discuss this question with the
employee without affording the representative or delegate of the division an opportunity to
be present.
Section 3. Departmental supervisory personnel will notify the departmental union
delegate when a significant change or condition affecting that department or a work group
within that department is contemplated by the management of the particular department.
Upon written request by the departmental union delegate or the President of the Union, a
meeting shall be arranged between the Company and the Union to discuss such
changes . When major organizational changes affecting personnel in various departments
are contemplated , the Company agrees to notify the Union President, in writing, at least
14 calendar days in advance of the change, and, upon written request by the President of
the Union, a meeting shall be arranged between the Company and the Union to discuss
such changes.
Section 4. Copies of bulletins issued by the Company concerning working
cond itions for any division or department represented by the Union , shall be forwarded to
the General Board of the Union .
ARTICLE V
Section 1. The principle of seniority is recognized by the Company. There shall
be two types of seniority defined as follows:
1.

System service shall be based upon the length of time an employee has
been continuously employed by the Company, and shall be the governing
factor in establishing vacation dates.

2.

Classified seniority shall be the length of time worked by an employee on a
specific classified job.

It shall be considered a break in system service and seniority when an employee has
been off the Company payroll, except when an employee has:
(1)

Been laid off because of lack of work and has not, at any time during the
period of layoff or during a period not to exceed three years from the date of
layoff, refused to return to work for the Company in a capacity formerly held
or comparable to the capacity formerly held , by the employee. However,
actual time away will be deducted from the employee's system service .
6
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(2)

Been granted a leave of absence for good cause by consent of the
Company, without loss of system service and seniority rights, providing the
employees are available whenever necessary for the Company's medical
examinations during the leave of absence. However, the employees will
receive vacation in accordance with the second paragraph of Article IX,
Section 5. Requests for leave of absence and consent hereto shall be in
writing.

(3)

Entered the military service of the United States or has been conscripted by
the United States Government. No deductions for time away shall be made
from the employee's system service and seniority record.

(4)

Resigned voluntarily and subsequently been re-hired. Actual time away will
be deducted from the employee's system service and sen iority record, and,
while previous system service shall be maintained , no classified seniority
shall be retained.

Existing system service and seniority records shall not be rearranged to meet the above
requirements in exceptions (1 ), (2) and (3), but they shall be met in all cases beginning
March 21, 1983.

Section 2. (a) Job available postings for job classifications covered by this
Agreement shall be provided by the Company and posted for a period of seven
calendar days on the appropriate bulletin boards and/or on the Duke Energy Job
Opportunities Portal page.

A-65
A-82

(b) If after the initial posting the job opening has not been filled by a qualified
applicant from the department or division, the job available notice will then be reposted
for a period of seven calendar days on all bulletin boards throughout the Company
where there are employees covered by this Agreement. In certain cases where it is
known that there are no qualified applicants within a division or a department, the initial
posting may be waived and the job posting will then be initially posted throughout the
Company where there are employees covered by this Agreement. However, if
applications are received from employees within the department requesting the job
opening, these applications will be given consideration before those received from
employees in other departments. Furthermore , anytime employees are accepted for a
job opening on a lateral or cross bid, they shall not be eligible to laterally or cross bid
again for a period of six months from the date of acceptance. The only exception to this
six month waiting period is that employees may cross bid to another headquarters
within the same bidding area at any time.
(c) In those departments where the multiple posting system is in use, employees
are permitted to submit their applications for promotions, lateral bids or cross bids in
advance of an opening according to the multiple posting administrative procedures of
the applicable department.

7
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{d) It is agreed that classified seniority will be considered within a department,
district or departmental section concerning available advancements, although other
qualifications for the particular position will of necessity be considered. All other factors
being sufficient, the employee oldest in the point of classified seniority shall be given a
reasonable opportunity to qualify for the position.

(e) Should the classified seniority of any two or more employees be equal, the
respective seniority position of such employees shall be determined by the Union
randomly drawing the names of the affected employees. The Company will be notified
of the results, in writing.
In the event no fully qualified individual has bid on a Union wide job opening, the
previous experience requirement only will be waived, with the exception of positions
within the General Clerical sequence, and an employee will not be disqualified for
promotion on the basis of not having passed through a lower job in the promotional
sequence if otherwise qualified. Employees who have at least one half of the required
previous experience and are in the direct promotional sequence of a job opening,
posted Union wide, where previous experience has been waived, will be considered for
the job before all other non-qualified employees. Any claim of discrimination in this
connection may be taken up by the Union as a grievance.
(f) An employee may waive his right to promotion, providing such waiver is
presented to the Company in writing and does not prevent other employees from
acquiring experience in the job held by the employee . When an employee waives his
right to promotion, the employee next in seniority, other qualifications being sufficient,
shall be entitled to such promotion . When it is necessary to fill an open position, and no
employees are willing to promote , the Company may assign the junior qualified
employee to promote to the job classification .
(g) If no qualified regular full-time employee has been accepted following the
posting procedure and consideration of requests for demotion, second consideration for
non-technical job openings shall be given to part-time employees within the bargaining
For technical job
unit based on qualifications as determined by the Company.
openings, the Company will give second consideration to part-time employees with a
technical degree and/or technical expertise based on qualifications as determined by
the Company. As a result of these determinations, if the top two or more part-time
applicants have equal assessments, then the non-technical or technical job opening will
be offered to the applicant with the greatest system seniority.
(h) Should the job opening not be filled after the posting procedure above, at the
discretion of management, consideration may be given to requests for transfer which
have been received from employees outside the bargaining unit or may be filled from
outside the Company.
{i) If the particular job opening is not filled within 60 days from the expiration date
of the bargaining unit-wide posting, the job opening will be reposted in accordance with
8
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the job posting procedure outlined above.

U) The job posting procedure outlined above does not restrict the Company's
right to cancel a job posting at any time .
(k) An employee shall not have seniority rights to bid on a demotion but may, in
writing by letter or by submitting a bid for a posted job opening, request consideration
for a demotion. However, if an employee's request for demotion is granted by the
Company, any accumulated classified seniority will be forfeited in job classifications
above the job to which he demotes.
(I) The Company and the Union agree that the job posting procedure will be
waived for the employment of Co-ops, as probationary employees in job classifications
represented by the bargaining unit, providing that the next opening in the same job
classification and bidding area is posted and made available to employees within the
bargaining unit. If such opening is not filled by a bargaining unit employee, openings in
the same job classification and bidding areas will continue to be posted and made
available to employees within the bargaining unit until such time that a bargaining unit
employee fills one of the openings.

Section 3. (a) In the event of any layoffs or curtailments of employment, the A- 49
Company will attempt to place the employee in a temporary assignment. Prior to making A-SS
an assignment, the Company will discuss such assignment with the Union. If a
temporary assignment is not available, rollbacks and layoffs shall be made in
accordance with system seniority rights. When the Company reduces the number of
employees in a job classification, the Company will use the following process to
determine rollbacks and layoffs. Employees with the least amount of System Service
seniority within the job classification that is targeted for a reduction will be assigned to
vacant positions and/or replace full-time employees in the bidding area with the least
amount of System Service seniority. Displaced employees must be qualified for the job
classification to which they are assigned and the job classification must be within the
same bidding area and below their former job classification. Displaced employees will
be reclassified into the next lower job classification within their bidding area for which
they are qualified, if there are employees in that job classification and they have less
system seniority than the displaced employees. Displaced employees will have their
wage rates red-circled for a period of 18 months. At the end of 18 months, their wage
rates will be reduced to the maximum wage rate of the job classification to which they
were reclassified . Displaced employees who are assigned to perform work in lower
level job classifications, if qualified, will be reassigned to higher job classifications as
they become available within the bidding area, until the displaced employees return to
assignments within their former job classification; obtain a job within the bidding area at
the same or higher wage level as their former job classification; or, obtain a job in
another bidding area. Displaced employees will not be assigned to or be required to
perform the duties of job classifications at levels higher than their former job
classification . Any employees unable to be assigned to vacant positions and/or replace
full-time employees in the bidding area will be subject to layoff.

9
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Part-time Meter Readers will be laid off before any full-time Meter Readers are rolled
back or laid off. The same holds true for part-time and full-time call-takers in the Call
Center.
Where multiple part-time employees in a job classification at the same location are
scheduled to work a total of 40 or more hours per week, a qualified displaced full-time
employee in the same bidding area may replace the part-time employees by accepting
a full-time job at that location, if the department can still schedule straight-time coverage
for the required hours.
For those full-time displaced employees with at least 15 years of service and subject to
layoff, including employees who have been placed in a temporary position in
accordance with this subsection, an effort will be made by the Company to find another
job at the same or lower wage level for which the employee is qualified. The Company
will discuss the employee's reclassification with the Union prior to it going into effect. If
there are multiple displaced employees, vacant positions will be offered by system
seniority; an employee has the right to turn down one offered position. An employee
who turns down a position and who is not currently in a temporary assignment, could be
subject to immediate rollback or layoff in accordance with this Section or to rollback or
layoff at the end of the temporary assignment if no job is available . If the Company
identifies such a vacant position for which the employee is qualified, the Company may
reassign and reclassify the employee without posting the position. If no positions are
identified by the Company the displaced employee, if qualified, will be allowed to
displace the employee with the least amount of system seniority outside of the
displaced employee's bidding area. Those employees with 15 or more years of service
will have their wage rates red-circled for 18 months. After 18 months, the employee's
rate of pay will be reduced to the maximum rate of pay for the classification to which
they are assigned.
An employee unable to be reassigned and subject to being rolled back to the Call
Center or Meter Reading Departments, will have the option of accepting the assignment
in the Call Center or Meter Reading, being laid off, or being offered a severance as
outlined in Sidebar Letter A-70.
Displaced employees unable to displace full-time employees and subject to layoff, if
qualified, will be allowed to replace employees in part-time positions within their bidding
area, by accepting the wage rate, benefits, work hours and other terms and conditions
of employment of the part-time employee. The two exceptions are Meter Reading and
Call Center, where these employees may retain their full-time status and accept the
wage rate applicable to new full-time employees in these departments. Full-time
employees within the Customer Relations bidding area, but outside the Call Center and
Meter Reading Departments, may displace a maximum of four part-time employees in
each department (i.e., Call Center and Meter Reading) within a 12-month period.
Employees who were rolled back prior to April 1, 2012 and whose wage rates are redcircled will continue to have their wage rates red-circled.

10
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An employee will not have the right to recede to a position within his bidding area that
he did not pass through before reaching his present position . For purposes of this
section, if an employee is unable to exercise system seniority rights in lower job
classifications within his department because he did not pass through those job
classifications before reaching his present position, he will be credited with system
seniority in all job classifications lower than his initial job within the bidding area which
are in the same direct promotional sequence. Under no circumstances may an
employee exercise seniority rights outside his own bidding area or in the selection of a
specific job within a classification.
(b) In a department where there have been layoffs and a subsequent increase in
employment exists within three years, the Company agrees to recall those employees in
the department who have suffered a layoff because of lack of employment, in the
reverse order of the dates of their layoffs. It is further agreed that the Company will
notify the employee or employees, in writing by registered or certified mail , to report
back to work. The Company agrees to send a copy of these letters to the Union at the
time of the mailing of the original. If they do not report back to work within a 15-day
period, the Company shall have the right to recall the next employee in line.
(c) It shall be the duty of all employees, including those on layoff status, to have
their proper post office address and telephone number on file with their individual
departments and the Human Resources Department of the Company.
(d) The Union may designate a witness to tests given in a departmental section,
and shall have the right to review the results of these departmental tests upon request.
This does not apply to standard tests given by the Staffing Services Division or by
outside consultants.

A-4

(e) The Company will make an effort to find another job classification for which
an employee is qualified if his job is abolished. An employee who, because of this job
abolishment, is assigned to a classification having a lower rate of pay, will maintain his
existing level of pay until the maximum wage rate of the job classification to which he is
assigned is equal to his existing wage rate. This provision does not affect the right of an
employee to bid on a future posted job opening for which he may be qualif,ied.

Section 4. (a) Temporary transfers from one department, district, or
departmental section to another will not affect an employee's system service or seniority
rank and his record will remain posted in the department, district, or departmental
section from which he was transferred.
(b) Permanent transfers from one department, district, or departmental section to
another will not affect an employee's system service or classified seniority, which will be
used to determine his system service and seniority rank in his new department, district,
or departmental section.
(c) When an employee has successfully bid on a posted job and his move to the
posted job is delayed, consideration shall be given to the proper adjustment of the

11
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employee's seniority rank so that the employee will not be penalized with respect to
future promotions. The employee will receive a seniority date and the wage rate of the
job on which he has been accepted no later than the beginning of the third week after
the employee is notified that he has been accepted for the new job.
Section 5. All new employees shall be classed as probationary for a period of
one year and shall have no system service or seniority rights. After one year's service
as a probationary employee, they shall be reclassified and their system service and
seniority record shall include their previous employment as a probationary employee.
Effective January 1, 2016, the probationary period of any employee on an approved
leave of absence lasting more than thirty days, will be extended by the duration of the
leave of absence.
Section 6. Temporary employees shall be those hired for a specific job of a
limited duration, not to exceed six months unless agreed upon by both parties, and shall
not acquire system service or classified seniority rights. The Union shall be notified of the
hiring of such employees.
Section 7. (a) Part-time employees shall be those hired to perform a continuing
specific work requirement that is temporary in nature or less than 40 hours per week.
Part-time employees will only be used for part-time applications in order to supplement
the regular full-time workforce, unless otherwise agreed. While the intention is for parttime employees, who are non-temporary in nature, to be regularly scheduled to work less
than 32 hours per week, the actual hours worked may be greater due to temporary
operational needs or trading of hours with other employees. The departments utilizing
part-time employees will develop schedules to be worked by such personnel. However,
schedules for part-time employees may at times vary according to work needs. These
employees will work in bargaining unit positions and will be paid the minimum wage rate
for the job classification or at a specially negotiated rate. They shall not acquire classified
seniority rights. Part-time employees may be laid off for any reason without recall rights.
Such layoffs shall not be subject to the grievance procedure. Benefits for part-time
employees shall be on a prorated basis as agreed to by the parties.
(b) Part-time employees may request consideration for other part-time openings
and may submit applications for openings in regular full-time positions. When part-time
employees become full-time employees, they shall be cred ited with system service for the
length of time they were employed by the Company as a part-time employee on or after
January 1, 1996. For part-time employees who become full-time employees after April 1,
2008 and who have been employed as part-time for at least 12 consecutive months prior
to becoming full-time, the probationary period shall be reduced from one year to nine
months.
(c) The overtime provisions of this Agreement, including meal compensation , will
only apply to part-time employees when they work in excess of their regular scheduled
hours per day or eight hours per day, whichever is greater. Part-time employees will not
be called out for overtime assignments unless all full-time available employees have
12
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been called . The total number of part-time employees, excluding those in the Call
Center and Meter Reading work groups and those hired to perform a continuing specific
work requirement that is temporary in nature, will not exceed 5% of the total number of
full-time employees performing work represented by the Union .
ARTICLE VI
Section 1. The parties hereto recognizing the importance of safety projects and
regulations for the protection of the health, life and limb of all employees, agree to make
all reasonable efforts to maintain such rules and regulations conducive to the health and
safety of all concerned. The Company will notify the Union leadership of any work related
accident resulting in the hospital admission or death of any employee in the bargaining
unit.
ARTICLE VII
Section 1. Any dispute or disagreement arising between an employee and the
Company or the Union and the Company involving wages, hours or work, conditions of
employment, or otherwise of any nature arising out of this Agreement may become the
subject of a grievance. However, with respect to any claim or dispute involving the
application or interpretation of an employee welfare or pension (includes defined benefit
and 401 (k) plans) plan, the claim or dispute shall not be resolved under the grievance
procedure outlined herein, but instead, shall be resolved in accordance with the terms
and procedures set forth in the relevant plan document. Additionally, should the content
of any communication relating to employee benefits conflict with the terms of the
relevant plan document, the terms of the plan document shall govern. Recognizing the
importance of resolving disputes or disagreements in a peaceful and timely manner and
at the earliest stage possible, grievances shall be processed in accordance with the
following procedure:
1st Step

An employee must take up any grievance initially with the supervisor involved, within 20
days of its occurrence or 20 days from the time the employee or the Union became
aware of the occurrence. The initial meeting shall be held between the supervisor(s),
the employee involved and the elected union representative or delegate. Grievances in
this step shall be answered verbally at the meeting or within 5 days of the conclusion of
the meeting. The supervisor will also inform the Union of the appropriate management
person to notify in the event that the Union wishes to pursue the grievance to the
second step.
2nd Step

If the parties are unable to resolve the grievance following the first step , within 10
workdays of the first step response, the Union may submit a written grievance to the
management of the department designated in the first step. Department management
will schedule a meeting with a small committee representing the Union within 20
13
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workdays after receipt of the written grievance. A written decision will be sent by email
and/or US Mail to the President of the Local Union within 20 workdays of the Step 2
meeting.

3rd Step
If the parties are unable to resolve the grievance following the second step, within 20
workdays of the second step response, the Union may notify the Labor Relations
Department in writing of its desire to advance the grievance to the third step of the
grievance procedure. The Labor Relations Department will schedule a meeting with the
appropriate management representatives and a small committee representing the Union
within 20 workdays after receipt of the written request. The Labor Relations Department
will render a written decision within 20 workdays of the date of the third-step meeting.
The written response will be sent by email or US Mail to the President of the Local
Union.
In the case of a discharge, the Union may bypass the first step of the grievance
procedure and submit a written grievance requesting a second step grievance meeting,
within 10 days following the date of discharge.

Arbitration
Section 2. (a) If the parties are unable to resolve the grievance following the
third-step, the Union, within 30 workdays of receipt of the third step response, may
notify the General Manager, Labor Relations in writing of its desire to advance the
grievance to arbitration.
(b) Upon receipt of the Union's notification, the parties within ten workdays will
petition the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) for a panel of seven
arbitrators and will cooperate to select promptly an arbitrator from that list. In the event
that no acceptable arbitrator appears on the panel of arbitrators submitted by FMCS,
either party may request an additional panel from FMCS.
(c) The arbitrator so selected shall hold a hearing as promptly as possible on a
date satisfactory to the parties. If a stenographic record of the hearing is requested by
either party, the initial copy of this record shall be made available for the sole use of the
arbitrator. The cost of this initial copy and its own copy shall be borne by the requesting
party, unless both parties desire a copy. If both parties desire a copy, they shall equally
share the cost of the arbitrator's copy, and shall each bear the cost of any copies of the
record they desire.
(d) After completion of the hearing and the submission of the post-hearing briefs,
the arbitrator shall render a decision and submit to the parties written findings that will
be binding on both parties to the Agreement.
(e) The arbitrators' and other joint expenses mutually agreed upon shall be
borne equally by both parties.
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(f) Any grievance that is not taken to the next step within the time limits specified
will be deemed to have been withdrawn. If at any step in the grievance procedure, the
Company does not answer within the designated time frame, the Union may notify the
Company of its desire to advance the grievance to the next step of the grievance
procedure. Any time limits may be extended by written agreement between the parties.
(g) The arbitrator shall have no authority to add to, detract from, alter, amend, or
modify any provision of this Agreement. It is also mutually agreed that there shaU be no
work stoppage or lockouts pending the decision of the arbitrator or subsequent thereto.

ARTICLE VIII
Section 1. (a) The parties hereto agree that the wage rate schedules in effect
immediately prior to the execution of this Agreement shall be amended as follows:
MAXIMUM HOURLY WAGE RATES

Clerical (N on-Manual) Maximum Waqe Rates
As Of
Effective Effective Effective Effective
April 15,
April 1,
April 1,
April 1,
April 1,
2014

al
>

~
(I)

Ol

<1l

s

Base Increase
Lump Sum
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15*
16*
17*

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

NA
NA
13.79
15.25
17.05
17.05
18.30
19.98
19.98
22.17
23.70
25.48
25.48
26.56
27.74
28.76
29.39
30.02
31.52

2015
1.50%
1.00%
$14.00
$15.48
$17.31
$17.31
$18.57
$20.28
$2028
$22.50
$24.06
$25.86
$25.86
$26 .96
$28.16
$29.19
$29.83
$30.47
$31.99

2016
2.00%
0.00%
$14.28
$15.79
$17.66
$17.66
$18.94
$20.69
$20.69
$22.95
$24.54
$26.38
$26.38
$27.50
$28.72
$29.77
$30.43
$31.08
$32.63

2017
2.00%
0.00%
$14.57
$16.11
$18.01
$18.01
$19.32
$21.10
$21.10
$23.41
$25.03
$26.91
$26.91
$28.05
$29.29
$30.37
$31.04
$31.70
$33.29

2018
2.00%
0.00%
$14.86
$16.43
$18.37
$18.37
$19.71
$21.52
$21.52
$23.88
$25.53
$27.45
$27.45
$28.61
$29.88
$30 .97
$31.66
$32.33
$33.96

* Specially negotiated rates not subject to the Job Evaluation Committee.
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Meter Reading Maximum Wage Rates
(Sidebar A48
Effective Effective Effective Effective
As Of
April 1,
April 15,
April 1,
Apri l 1,
April 1,
2014

ai

>
.!12
(l)
0)

C1l

s

Base Increase
Lump Sum
MR1
MR2
MR3
MR4
MR5
MR6

$
$
$
$
$
$

NA
NA
17.00
17. 19
20. 19
23.93
25.74
18.17

2015
1.50%
1.00%
$17.26
$17.45
$20.49
$24.29
$26. 13
$18.67*

2016

2017

2018

2.00%
0.00%
$17.61
$17.80
$20.90
$24 .78
$26 .65
$19 .04

2.00%
0.00%
$17.96
$18 .16
$21 .32
$25 .28
$27 .18
$19.42

2.00%
0.00%
$18.32
$18. 52
$21.75
$25.79
$27.72
$19.81

* Maximum wage rate increased by $0.50 in lieu of General Wage Increase.

<ii

>
(l)

_J

Base Increase*
Lump Sum*
C2**
C3 **
C4 **
C5***

Call Center and Re ven ue Services Maximum Wage
(Sidebar A61 and A64)
As Of
Effective
Effective
Effective
April 1,
April 15,
April 1,
April 1,
2014
2015
2016
20 17
1.50%
2.00%
2.00%
NA
0.00%
1.00%
0.00%
NA
$ 15.08
$ 15.08
$ 15.08
$
15.08
$
15.08
15.08
$
15 08
$
$ 15.08
$ 12.00
$
13.00
$ 13.00
$
13.00
$
19.00
18 .50
$ 19.00
$ 19.00
$

Rates
Effective
April 1,
2018
2.00%
0.00%
$ 15.08
$ 15.08
$ 13.00
$
19.00

*Increase applicable to Clerical employees unless otherwi se negotiated.
**Employees hired after 4/ 1/ 12 are not eligible for the annual wage increase . Employees at
or above the maximum rate of pay will receive the annual wage increase applicable to
Clerical employees in the form of a lump sum. Min imum and maximum wage rates do not
increase.
***Eligible for the annual wage increase until maximum rate of pay. Employees at the
maximum rate of pay will receive the annual wage increase appl icable to Clerical
employees in the form of a lump sum. Minimum and maximum wage rates do not increase.

As Of
April 1,
2014

Q)

>
.92
(])
0)
(l)

s:

Base Increase
Lump Sum
7
10
12
16

NA
$
$
$
$

NA
27.26
25 .81
29.42
29.42

Manual Maximum Wa e Rates
Effective Effective Effective
April 15,
April 1,
April 1,
2015
2016
201 7
1.50%
2.00%
2 00%
1.00%
0.00%
0.00%
$27.67
$28 22
$28.78
$26.20
$26.72
$27.25
$29.86
$30.46
$31.07
$29.86
$30.46
$31.07
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a,
>
(1)
_J
(1)

Ol
Cll

s:

Base Increase
Lump Sum
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10*
11*
12*

As Of
April 1,
20 14
NA
NA
$
21.74
23.75
$
$
26.34
$
28.22
$
30 .32
$
31.65
$
32 .96
$
34 .20
$
35. 18
$
36 .84
$
37.83
$
38.82

Technical Maximum WaQe Rates
Effective Effective Effective
April 15,
April 1,
April 1,
20 15
20 16
20 17
1.50%
2.00%
2.00%
1.00%
0.00%
0.00%
$22 .07
$22.51
$22.96
$24. 11
$24.59
$25.08
$27.27
$27.82
$26.74
$29.21
$29. 79
$28.64
$31.39
$32.02
$30.77
$32.12
$32.76
$33.42
$33.45
$34.12
$34.80
$34.7 1
$35.40
$36 .1 1
$35.7 1
$36.42
$37 .15
$3 7.39
$38.14
$38.90
$38.40
$39.17
$39.95
$39.40
$40.19
$40.99

Effective
April 1,
2018
2.00%
0.00%
$23.42
$25.58
$28.38
$30.39
$32.66
$34. 09
$35.50
$36.83
$37.89
$39 .68
$40 .75
$41 .81

* Specially negotiated rates not subject to the Job Evaluation Committee.

As Of
April 1,
2014

Q)

>
Q)

.....I

Q)

>

Q)

.....I

Base Increase
Lump Sum
CP1
CP2
CP3

Base Increase
Lump Sum
IT1
IT2
IT3

NA
NA
$
$
$

27.00
31. 84
38 .82

CPC Maximum W age
Effective Effective
April 15,
Apri l 1,
2015
2016
1.50%
2.00%
1.00%
0.00%
$27.4 1
$27 .96
$32 .97
$32 .32
$39.40
$40.19

Rates
Effective
April 1,
2017
2.00%
0.00%
$28.52
$33.63
$40.99

Local Information Technology Maximum Wage
(Sidebar A73
As Of
Effective Effective Effective
Apri l 1,
April 15,
April 1,
April 1,
2014
201 5
2016
201 7
1.50%
2.00%
2.00%
NA
0.00%
NA
1.00 %
0.00%
$
$
$

36.84
31.67
26.79

$37.39
$32.15
$27 .19

$38 .1 4
$32.79
$27.73

$38.90
$33.45
$28.28

Effective
April 1,
2018
2.00 %
0.00%
$29.09
$34.30
$41.8 1

Rates
Effective
April 1,
2018
200%
0.00%
$39.68
$34. 12
$28.85

(b) These wage rate increases shall not apply to the minimum wage rates of
starti ng job classifications.
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(c) The wage increases mentioned above shall not apply to any employee whose
present wage rate is on or above the new maximum wage rate of his job classification,
except employees who are on physical retrogressions, who shall receive the increase
applicable to their individual wage rate as of the indicated dates of increase.
(d) Manual employees shall be provided the higher of a $10.00 promotional
increase above the maximum wage rate of the job classification from which they promote,
or the minimum wage rate of the job classification to which they promote . Clerical and
Technical employees shall be provided the higher of a $10.00 promotional increase or the
minimum wage rate of the job classification to which they promote. This provision will not
apply when the maximum wage rate of a job classification is not at least $10.00 above the
maximum wage rate of the job classification from which it promotes.
(e) Whenever the difference between the minimum and maximum wage rates of a
job classification is not divisible by $0.25, the intermediate wage rates will be by $0.25
steps, with the exception of the last step to the maximum wage rate of the job. In such
case the increase to the maximum wage rate will include the $0.25 increment plus the
odd amount necessary to equal the maximum wage rate, provided, however, that the total
amount of this increase is less than $0.50 .

(f) Any employee in the Union who was on or below the maximum wage rate of
his job classification as of the indicated dates of increase shall receive the increase
applicable to the maximum wage rate of his job classification.
(g) The shift differentials and Sunday premium paid to employees on scheduled
shifts on classified jobs will be as follows :

Name
of Shift
Day
Shift

Afternoon
Shift

Night
Shift

Definition
of Shift
Where the majority of the
scheduled hours worked
are between 8:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m.
Where the majority of the
scheduled hours worked
are between 4:00 p.m.
and 12:00 Midnight
Where the majority of the
scheduled hours worked
are between 12:00
Midnight and
8:00 a.m.

Shift Differential Cents Per Hour
May 11, 2015- March 31, 2019
$0.00

$1.75

$1.80

When the majority of the hours in a shift are on a Sunday, a Sunday premium will
be paid to an employee for all scheduled straight time hours worked on that shift.
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Sunday Premium

As of May 11, 2015
$1.90

As of April 1, 2016
$1.95

As of April 1, 2017
$2.00

(h) The nature of the work involved under each payroll classification shall be
defined, as nearly as possible, by the Company and occupational classifications and job
descriptions shall be prepared by the Company and be subject to review by the Union.
(i) The Job Evaluation Committee of the Company will be responsible for
evaluating all new or revised job classifications. The evaluation established by this
Committee will be used to determine the maximum wage rate for each new or revised job
classification. Results of the evaluation will be communicated to the Union at least two
weeks before the effective date of the new or revised job classification.
U) The Union shall appoint a Classification Committee consisting of not more than
five members who may review the evaluation and wage rate of any new or revised
classification. The Union's Committee may, by request, meet with the Company's
Committee as soon as possible at a mutually agreeable time, but within 30 days after the
Union has been notified by the Company of the proposed new or revised classification,
for the purpose of presenting any information relative to the evaluation of a new or revised
classification. The Union will be notified after the Company's Committee has reviewed
the information presented by the Union. All wage rates so established shall be final and
binding and not subject to the grievance and arbitration procedure. However, if any
revised wage rates are reduced as a result of the evaluation(s), they will not be placed
into effect until the Company and the Union have had an opportunity to negotiate them
during full contract negotiations, even though the revised job classification will be in effect.
Employees, presently in, or promoting to, such job classifications will continue to receive
wage adjustments in accordance with the other provisions of the Agreement just as if the
wage rate had remained at the same level until a new Agreement is reached.
(k) When the Union believes that a new or revised job description does not
adequately describe the principal duties and minimum qualifications necessary to provide
a sufficient basis for evaluating that job description , a letter outlining the Union's
suggested changes may be sent to the management of the appropriate department for
consideration. However, there will be no recourse to the grievance and arbitration
procedure because of the language of a job description or the evaluation of a job
classification.
(I) Where the Union deems an employee to be improperly classified, it will be
considered as a grievance and shall be handled under the grievance procedure described
elsewhere in this Agreement.
Section 2. (a) With the exception of shift differential premium, and a holiday
occurring during an employee's vacation, it is agreed that under no circumstances shall
any section of this Agreement be interpreted to provide the pyramiding of a benefit or
premium payment to employees covered by this Agreement. For example, no employee
may claim sick pay while receiving vacation pay or holiday pay while receiving sick pay.
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(b) It is further agreed that there shall be no interruption in the payment of one
benefit in order that employees may receive payment for another benefit. For example ,
employees may not interrupt vacation to begin sick leave or interrupt sick leave to include
a holiday. The only exceptions to this provision are that an employee's sick pay may be
interrupted to include vacation pay and that vacation pay may be interrupted to include
death in family pay as set forth in the Agreement.
ARTICLE IX
Section 1. ABSENCE DUE TO SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT:
(a) Regular
employees who are actively working on January 1, regular employees who return to work
from an authorized extended absence on or after January 1, probationary employees who
become regular employees on or after January 1 , shall be paid as gross wages, for absent
time due to bona fide illness or injury, a maximum annual amount equal to 40 hours at
their regular Straight Time Pay. Such payment shall be made by the Company on the
nearest practicable regular pay day following the date such employee becomes eligible .

(b) After a part-time employee with 12 months of service or a full-time employee
has been continuously disabled , subject to medical determination , and unable to return to
work for more than seven consecutive calendar days, the employee will receive ShortTerm Disability pay consisting of up to 26 weeks of pay per incident with payment based
on the schedule below or until the employee is able to return to work, whichever occurs
first.
Years of Service
0-1
1-5
6-10

11-14
15-20
21 or more

Maximum Weeks at 100% Pay
None
10
15
20
26
ALL

Weeks at 66 2/3% Pay
All
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
N/A

(c) After an employee has been continuously disabled , subject to medical
determination , and is unable to return to work for more than 27 consecutive weeks , and
has exhausted Short-Term Disability benefits, the employee will receive Long-Term
Disability benefits as described in the Company's Long-Term Disability Plan Description.
Section 2. Compensation will not be provided for illnesses resulti ng from such A- 50
causes as: illegal use of drugs or alcohol , willfu l intention to injure oneself, the
commission of a crime, elective or cosmetic procedures not covered by the medical plan ,
the employee's refusal to adopt such remedial measures as may be commensurate with
the employee's disability or permit reasonable examinations by the Company.
Section 3. It is also mutually understood and agreed that the Company shall have
the right to investigate and determine for its own satisfaction the bona fide nature of any
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illness for which pay is requested as well as the duration thereof. In order to facilitate the
scheduling of the work forces, employees who will be absent from work are expected to
notify the Company as soon as possible , but not later than one hour after their regular
starting times and in the case of shift workers, one hour before the start of their shifts.
Unless an employee submits a legitimate excuse for not reporting the cause of absence
before the end of the first hour of such absence, the employee's claim for sick leave pay
shall not begin until such notice is received.
Section 4. When employees have received all of the disability pay to which they
are entitled under this Agreement they shall be granted, upon written request on a form
provided by the Company, a "leave of absence" and shall not be eligible for further
disability pay benefits until they have returned to steady employment.

A-S

Section 5. (a) An employee accrues entitlement of 1/12 of their current year's
vacation for each full month the employee is employed during the current calendar year
or is on STD, or leave of absence. Any employee leaving the Company's service during
any calendar year shall receive payment for any unused portion of accrued vacation for
that current year. However, in the event of an employee's death , the estate of the
employee will be paid the unused portion of the employee's total vacation allotment for
the current year.

A-S 2

Employees returning from military service will receive vacations with pay in the calendar
year in which they return as follows:
Month in which Employee Returns to
Company's Employment
Up to and including June

July, August and September

Amount of Vacation Based on
System Service of Employee
Full

One-Half

After September

None

(b) In order for an employee to qualify for a vacation , the employee must have
been ready, willing and able to work as a full-time regular or probationary employee
during the calendar year the vacation is taken.
(c) The anniversary of employment shall determine the employee's vacation
status. Every effort will be made to grant vacations at a time suitable to the employee,
but should the vacation of an employee handicap the operations of the Company in any
way, the Company reserves the right to require the vacation be taken at another time .
Normally, preference shall be granted in the selection of vacation dates on the basis of
system service.
(d) Employees with less than one year of service with the Company shall be
entitled to one day of vacation for each month worked, with a maximum of 10 total days.
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(e) Employees with one year of service with the Company shall be entitled to a
vacation of two weeks.
(f) Employees with seven or more years of service with the Company shall be
entitled to a vacation of three weeks. Should the amount of work or other working
conditions be such that the operations of the Company would be handicapped by granting
of the third week of an employee's vacation, the Company reserves the right to require an
employee to take his third week of vacation at such time that does not interfere with the
operations of the Company.
(g) Employees with 15 or more years of service with the Company shall be entitled
to a fourth week of vacation or payment of one week's wages (40 hours) at straight time
in lieu thereof. The Company may also require such employees to take the fourth week
of their vacation at such time as does not interfere with the operations of the Company.
(h) Employees with 21 or more years of service with the Company shall be entitled
to a fifth week of vacation or payment of one week's wages (40 hours) at straight time in
lieu thereof. The Company may also require such employees to take the fifth week of
their vacation at such time as does not interfere with the operations of the Company.
(i) Employees with 32 or more years of service with the Company shall be entitled
to a sixth week of vacation or, if required to work by the Company, payment of one
week's wages (40 hours) at straight time in lieu thereof. The Company may also require
such employees to take the sixth week of their vacation at such time as does not interfere
with the operations of the Company.
ARTICLE X

Section 1. Regular employees entering the armed services of the United States
or employees who are conscripted by the United States Government during a period of
national emergency shall continue to accumulate full system service and full seniority and
may return to their former position or one of equal pay and rank, provided they report for
work with a certificate of satisfactory completion of military or governmental service within
90 days after their release from active service .
Section 2. (a) All Company sponsored life and AD&D insurance coverage for
employees starting an approved military leave of absence will be continued for a period
of at least 90 days after the employee's leave of absence begins with the same cost
sharing as before the leave began.
(b) Company Group Life Insurance of employees returning to Company service
within 90 days after their release from active service will be reinstated without physical
examination or waiting period.

Section 3. None of the foregoing provisions in this Article shall apply to those
employees who are not eligible for statutory re-employment rights.
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ARTICLE XI
Section 1. (a) The following days are observed as regular holidays which will be
recognized on the indicated dates. The Company may change the date for recognizing a
holiday if the date indicated is changed by a legislative enactment or if the prevailing
community practice is not consistent with the indicated date.

HOLIDAY
New Year's Day
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day after Thanksgiving
Christmas Eve
Christmas Day

DATE RECOGNIZED
January 1
Last Monday - May
July 4
First Monday - September
Fourth Thursday - November
Friday after Thanksgiving
December 24
December 25

(b) If the recognized date of a holiday occurs on a Saturday or Sunday, the
Company will have the option of either celebrating that holiday on another date which is
consistent with community practice or paying eight hours of regular straight time holiday
pay in lieu thereof for the holiday.
(c) Regular employees whose duties do not require them to work on holidays will
be paid straight time. Regular employees who are scheduled to work on a recognized
holiday will be paid at time and one-half for the first eight hours worked in addition to their
straight time holiday pay. However, those employees who work less than the eight hours
scheduled will have their straight time holiday pay correspondingly reduced.
(d) Regular employees who are called out to work on a recognized holiday for a
period of four hours or less not contiguous with hours worked into or out of the holiday will
be paid for four hours at time and one-half in addition to their straight time holiday pay.
Employees who are called out to work on a recognized holiday for more than four hours
not contiguous with hours worked into or out of the holiday but less than eight hours will
be paid for eight hours at time and one-half in addition to their regular straight time
holiday pay. Employees who are required to work more than eight hours on a recognized
holiday will be paid at the rate of double time for all such work in excess of eight hours.
An employee must work either his full scheduled day before, or his full scheduled day
after a holiday to be entitled to receive holiday pay. An employee will not be compensated
for travel time on a call-out which occurs on a regular holiday.
(e) When a holiday falls within an employee's vacation, the employee shall, at the
discretion of the Company, either be allowed an additional vacation day at such time in
the same year as shall be mutually agreed upon between the employee and his
supervisor or shall receive eight hours additional pay to compensate for the loss of such
holiday pay.
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(f) An employee beginning a leave of absence will not receive holiday pay for
holidays occurring after the last day worked except when the employee works the full
calendar day immediately before a recognized holiday which is in the same pay period.
Section 2. (a) An employee who has completed six months of service with the
Company shall be entitled to four compensated Personal days off and one compensated
Diversity day off each calendar year. Requests for Personal/Diversity days should be
made at least seven calendar days prior to the date requested and must be approved by
management. However, because of extenuating circumstances, a day off with less than
a seven calendar-day notification may be approved by an employee's supervisor; such
approval will not be unreasonably denied. The Company reserves the right to limit the
number of employees who can be off on a specific day. Individual departments will
attempt to accommodate as many requests as possible to take a Personal/Diversity day
or vacation day on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, Presidents' Day, and/or Good Friday.

(b) If a Personal/Diversity day is not used during a year, it shall be lost and no
additional compensation shall be granted. Any employee who resigns, retires or is
discharged from the Company for any reason shall not receive compensation for any
remaining Personal/Diversity days.
(c) Personal/Diversity days must be taken in full day increments. Paid
Personal/Diversity days will not be cons,idered as absences for purposes of an individual's
attendance record.

ARTICLE XII
Section 1. (a) It is agreed that the present establishment of 40 hours per week of
the Company will remain in effect, except in those divisions where longer or shorter hours
are now being worked, and the Company guarantees employment of not less than 40
hours per week for 52 weeks of each year to all employees represented by the Union as
bargaining agent, who are available and ready to work, and who are regular full-time
employees of the Company, except those on a less than 40 hour basis now. No such
employees shall be required to work more than 40 hours in any one week, consisting of
seven days, nor more than eight hours in any one day except as hereinafter provided.

(b) Nothing in this section will affect in any manner the right of the Company to
make temporary or permanent reductions in forces when considered necessary by the
Company.
(c) Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to require the Company or the
Union to commit an unfair labor practice or other act which is forbidden by, or is an
offense under, existing or future laws affecting the relations of the Company with the
employees bargained for by the Union.
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Section 2. (a) The work week of an employee for payroll purposes and for
determining off-days shall consist of seven consecutive days with a minimum of two
scheduled off days and be from midnight Sunday to midnight the following Sunday.
Employees working on a shift beginning two hours or less before midnight will be
considered as having worked their hours following midnight.

(b) Regular scheduled hours of work per day will be at straight time for regular
scheduled work days, time and one-half for the employee's first scheduled off-day in the
work week, double time for the employee's second scheduled off-day in the work week
and time and one-half for any additional scheduled off-days in the work week. Any time in
excess of the employee's regular scheduled hours per day will be paid at the rate of time
and one-half except the employee's second scheduled off-day worked which will be paid
at double time.

A-12
A-17

A-71
A-76

(c) Employees required to work more than 16 consecutive hours will be paid
double time for all time worked in excess of, and contiguous with, the 16 consecutive
hours.
(d) Schedules for all employees will be based on the time prevailing in the City of
Cincinnati.
(e) In no case will an employee be forced to take time off in lieu of overtime pay.
The Company shall be the sole judge as to the necessity for overtime work, and the
employee shall be obligated to work overtime when requested to do so. When overtime
occurs in a group or department, where more employees are qualified and available to
work than are necessary at the moment, the Company agrees to establish a system of
selecting the employees who are to work, in a sincere effort to equalize overtime work.
The employees will be notified in advance, whenever possible, when they are required to
work overtime.
Section 3. (a) The Union recognizes the need for shift work and weekend work in
order to provide for continuous operation, and overtime rates will apply as set forth in
Article XII, Section 2.

(b) An employee who is transferred from his regular shift to another shift shall be
notified of said transfer at least 24 hours prior thereto.

A-13

Section 4. (a) Employees called out for other than planned overtime shall be paid
a minimum of four hours at the appropriate overtime rate. Travel time of one-half hour
each way will be allowed on a call-out when such call-out exceeds four hours of
continuous work that is not contiguous with a regular scheduled shift. Employees will not
be compensated for any travel time for planned overtime; or on a call-out when the
employee is not released from work before his regularly scheduled shift; nor will travel
time be allowed when overtime is worked continuously at the end of a regularly scheduled
shift.

A-74
A-78
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(b) Planned overtime shall be defined as time worked upon notice to an employee
given before leaving his headquarters or place of reporting , or in case of an off-day,
during or before what would have been his scheduled hours on that day, that he is to
report outside of his regular schedule on any succeeding day. Such time worked shall be
paid for at the appropriate overtime rate but not for less than four hours unless such
planned overtime extends into or directly follows the employee's regularly scheduled work
day, when it shall be paid for at the appropriate overtime rate for the actual hours worked.
Section 5. (a) Employees working two hours or more in excess of their normal
work day, shall receive a meal, or compensation in lieu thereof, and an additional meal, or
compensation in lieu thereof, after each additional five hours of continuous overtime work
over and above the original two hours mentioned above .

(b) Employees called out on either their scheduled off day, or four or more hours
before his regularly scheduled starting time, shall be furnished a meal, or compensation in
lieu thereof, for each contiguous five hour interval worked even though he works into his
regularly scheduled work day.
(c) The meal compensation allowance referred to above shall be as follows:
Effective May 11, 2015 - March 31, 2019
$11.25
Section 6. It is further agreed by the Company that any manual employee
temporarily advanced to a higher classification shall receive the minimum rate of pay
applicable to that classification if such work is for four hours or more. If such work is for
more than four hours the employee shall receive the minimum rate of pay applicable to
that classification for the remainder of the normal day worked. In the administration of
this section of the Agreement, a temporary assignment shall be construed to mean any
job assignment which is not expected to continue for more than 90 consecutive days.
Section 7. (a) Employees in this bargaining unit temporarily assigned to a
supervisory position outside the bargaining unit for four hours or more, shall receive $1 .50
per hour above the maximum rate of pay of either their job classification, or the highest
rated job classification they supervise, whichever is greater. It is expressly understood
that employees temporarily assigned to a supervisory position shall direct the flow of work
and oversee the assignment and completion of work in accordance with applicable
policies and procedures in the department. However, they shall not have any
responsibility for making hiring decisions, issuing evaluations or discipline, or moving
work currently performed by other bargaining unit members into or out of any department.

(b) Employees promoted to a job outside the bargaining unit and who return to the
bargaining unit within six months, shall retain all classified seniority accumulated up to the
date of their promotion . If employees who were in a job outside the bargaining unit for
more than six months, return to the bargaining unit, they will be placed in a starting job
classification and receive a classified seniority date behind all employees. No employee
may return to a bargaining unit job classification if, as a result, an employee represented
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by the Union would be laid off.
ARTICLE XIII
Section 1. (a) The Company agrees that upon his or her return to work from
illness or disability, consideration will be given to the employee's physical condition, and,
if possible, a less vigorous type of work will be granted at no reduction in the employee's
regular pay for a temporary period to be determined by the employee's and the
Company's physicians.

(b) If an employee with 15 or more years of service becomes physically unable to
satisfactorily and safely perform the regular duties of his classification, an effort will be
made by the Company to find work of a less strenuous nature for which he is qualified
and to which the employee will be retrogressed. The employee's wage rate will be
reduced by an amount equal to the semi-annual merit increase for the employee's job
classification at the time of the assignment to a job of a lower classification and at six
months' periods will be reduced by an amount equal to the semi-annual merit increase for
the employee's job classification until the employee's wage rate is equal to the maximum
wage rate of the job classification to which he has been retrogressed.
(c) If an employee with 10 to 14 years of service becomes physically unable to
satisfactorily and safely perform the regular duties of his job classification, he may request
a demotion to a lower classification requiring work of a less strenuous nature for which he
is qualified to perform. If such a demotion is granted by the Company, the employee will
be assigned to a lower classification and will have his wage rate red-circled until it is
equal to the maximum wage rate of the job classification to which he has been demoted .
Employees whose wages have been red-circled and who subsequently achieve 15 years
of service will become retrogressed in accordance with paragraph (b) above.
(d) If an employee with less than 10 years of service becomes physically unable to
satisfactorily and safely perform the regular duties of his job classification, he may request
a demotion to a lower classification requiring work of a less strenuous nature for which he
is qualified to perform. If such a demotion is granted by the Company, the employee will
be assigned to a lower classification and will have his wage rate established at the
maximum wage rate of the job classification to which he has been demoted.
Section 2. Injured employees who are unable to work because of an industrial
accident will be paid a supplement in an amount equal to one half of the difference
between what he/she would have received at regular work and the amount received as
compensation for such injury, for a period not to exceed 26 weeks. This supplemental
industrial accident compensation will begin after the initial seven calendar day waiting
period and will continue for not more than 26 weeks of continuous disability. If, however,
an industrial accident disability continues for two or more weeks, the employee will
receive this supplemental industrial accident compensation for the initial seven day
waiting period.
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Section 3.

Upon the death of the designated relatives of an employee, the
employee, upon request, may be entitled to the stipulated maximum number of calendar
days off for which the employee is entitled to receive regular pay for not more than the
indicated number of consecutive working days, including the day of the funeral. No pay
will be granted for regular scheduled off days.
Relationship

Maximum Consecutive
Calendar Days Off

Maximum Consecutive
Working Days Off With Pay

Spouse or Domestic Partner
Child/Step/Foster
Mother/Step/Faster
Father/Step/Foster
Brother/Step
Sister/Step
In-Laws (father, mother,
brother, sister, son or
daughter)
Grandchild/Step
Grandparent/Spouse's
Grandparent

7
7
7
7
7
7
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
3

5

3

4

2

If an employee has reported to work and is notified of a death in the family and leaves the
job, the day will not be charged as one of the consecutive working days for which the
employee is entitled to receive regular pay.

ARTICLE XIV

Section 1. The Company agrees to erect bulletin boards at locations to be
selected by the Union and the Company. The use of these boards is restricted to the
following: notices of Union meetings, notices of Union elections, notices of changes
within the Union affecting its membership, and any other notices issued on the letterhead
of the Union and signed by the President and Secretary of the General Board. There
shall be no other general distribution or posting by the members of the Union of
pamphlets, or political literature of any kind, except as herein provided.
ARTICLE XV

Section 1. Any member or members not to exceed three members elected or
employed by the Union whose duties for the Union require their full time shall be granted
a leave of absence by the Company for six months and additional six months' periods
thereafter, provided that each member is from a different promotional sequence or that
the Company has granted permission for two members to be from the same promotional
sequence. On return to the employ of the Company, such employees shall be employed
at their previous classification or other higher classification within this unit for which they
may be qualified.
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ARTICLE XVI
Section 1. (a) The Company agrees to notify the Union of the contemplated hiring
of any outside contractors to do work normally performed by regular employees covered
by this Agreement. Such notification will be given if it is contemplated that the work will
be in excess of 2,000 man-hours.

(b) It is the sense of this provision that the Company will not contract/outsource
any work which is ordinarily done by its regular employees if as a result thereof, it would
become necessary to lay off any such employees.
Section 2. (a) Each employee shall have a specific headquarters for reporting
for work. However, the right of the Company to effect transfers and reassignments to
properly run its business is recognized.

(b) When it is necessary to temporarily assign employees to a headquarters A-15
other than their own or to a job site reporting location that is further from their home than
their regular headquarters, these employees will be paid mileage at the prevailing rate
based on the additional round-trip mileage employees are required to drive. No mileage
compensation will be paid for the temporary assignment if the other reporting location is
closer to the employee's home. Employees reassigned (non-temporary assignment) to
a different headquarters will be paid mileage compensation during the first fourteen
calendar days of the reassignment.
(c) When an entire work group is assigned to a new headquarters, paragraph (b)
of this Article shall not apply.
(d) Job site reporting and other temporary assignments will be offered on a
voluntary basis. If there is an insufficient number of volunteers, assignments will be
made on a junior qualified basis. When assigning the junior qualified, unusual or
extenuating circumstances will be taken into consideration.
(e) Employees may be assigned to drive Company vehicles from and to the job
site from home or sites close to home. If Company vehicles are used in such a manner,
the mileage provisions for job site reporting are not applicable . An option to the mileage
provision is that employees may, during a job site reporting assignment, pick up and
return a Company vehicle to their regular headquarters, provided travel is on their own
time.
ARTICLE XVII
Section 1. Witness Fees. Regular pay and reasonable or required expenses will
be allowed employees who may be summoned or requested to testify for the Company.
Section 2. (a) Employees required to serve on a jury shall be compensated on
the basis of their regular salary. Employees must report to work during the working hours
when they do not need to be present for jury duty.
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(b) An employee working on either a night or afternoon shift at a time when he is
scheduled for jury duty, who is unable to postpone the jury duty until a time when he will
be working on a day shift, may request the Company to assign him to a day shift
schedule. Such a request must be made at least seven working days before the jury duty
service is scheduled to begin. When the term of jury duty for such an employee has
ended, he shall return to his normal working schedule.
ARTICLE XVIII
Section 1. RETIREMENT INCOME PLAN: (a) Eligible Union employees hired or
rehired before January 1, 2016 will participate, or continue to participate, in the existing
Cinergy Corp. Union Employees' Retirement Income Plan (the "Retirement Income
Plan"); provided, however, that effective January 1, 2009, the cash balance feature
provided under the Retirement Income Plan shall be amended to provide that all future
pay and interest credits provided thereunder to eligible Union employees will mirror the
pay and interest credits provided as of the date of this Agreement under the Duke Energy
Retirement Cash Balance Plan (i.e., 4% - 7% depending on age and years of service),
and as further amended under the terms set forth in the April 15, 2015 Letter Agreement
titled "Amendment to A58 Retirement Plan Agreement. Employees hired or rehired on or
after January 1, 2016 will not be eligible to participate in the Retirement Income Plan.

(b) It is agreed that the Company will not reduce the benefits and the Union will not
request any change in the Retirement Income Plan until the expiration of the Agreement
on April 1, 2019.
ARTICLE XIX
Section 1. Any insurance benefit plans under the Duke Energy Health & Welfare
Benefit Plans not specifically referenced elsewhere in this Contract (i.e. life insurance,
supplemental, accidental death and dismemberment and dependent life insurance) that
the Company maintains and/or implements for the general non-unionized employee
population shall also be provided to the bargaining unit employees at the same benefit
levels, costs and plan design structure as for the non-unionized employees. The
Company has the right to add, eliminate, and alter or to make any other changes to these
insurance benefit plans or the employee costs for the plans, consistent with any changes
it makes for the general , non-unionized employee populations.
ARTICLE XX
Section 1. HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL PLANS: (a) Health care coverage shall A-42
consist of the specially negotiated EPO Plan and shall remain in effect for the term of A42b
the 2008 - 2012 Contract. All terms of the specially negotiated EPO Plan , regarding
plan design , covered services, premiums and other employee costs, shall be in
accordance with the 2008 negotiations letter of agreement entitled "Health Care
Benefits ."
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(b) Any other health care plans (medical or dental) that the Company unilaterally
implements at its sole discretion for the general non-represented employee population
shall also be provided to the bargaining unit employees at the same costs and plan
design structure as for the non-represented employees. It is expressly understood that
the right to add, eliminate, and alter or to make any other changes to these health care
plans or to employee costs for the plans, is reserved to the Company.
(c) The Company's part of the premium will continue to be paid while an employee
is receiving illness or accident compensation provided the employee was covered by
such a contract immediately prior to their sickness or industrial accident.
ARTICLE XX.I

Section 1. The level of benefit coverage within the medical, dental, flexible
spending accounts, basic and additional life, long-term disability, and pension plans will
remain substantially equivalent to the coverages mutually agreed upon during
negotiations.
ARTICLE XX.II

Section 1. (a) Eligible Union employees will participate or continue to participate in
the existing Duke Energy Retirement Savings Plan (the "RSP"); provided, however, that
(i) for eligible Union employees in the Cinergy Traditional Formula under the Cinergy
Corp. Union Employees' Retirement Income Plan (Retirement Income Plan), the
matching contribution formula (rate and definition of eligible compensation) under the
RSP will continue to be the formula in effect prior to January 1, 2009 (i.e . 100% match on
pre-tax and Roth 401 (k) contributions up to 3% of the participant's eligible pay, 50%
match on the pre-tax and Roth 401 (k) on next 2% of the participant's eligible pay, and an
incentive match based on the attainment of corporate goals established by Duke Energy),
(ii) for all other eligible Union employees, the matching contribution formula rate (rate and
definition of eligible compensation) under the RSP will mirror the matching contribution
formula provided under the RSP for all eligible union employees other than "Cinergy
Traditional Employees" as of the date of this Agreement (i.e. 100% match on pre-tax and
Roth 401 (k) contributions up to 6% of the participants eligible compensation, with no
incentive matching contribution opportunity), and (iii) for eligible Union employees who
are not eligible for the Retirement Income Plan on or after January 1, 2016, the RSP shall
provide the employer retirement contribution formula (rate and definition of total pay under
the RSP that mirrors the employer retirement contribution formula provided for all
participants who are not eligible to participate in a defined benefit pension plan (i.e.4% of
total pay) as of the date of this Agreement.
(b) The RSP is contained in the existing Duke Energy Retirement Savings Plan as
amended and restated effective January 1, 2014 and as amended by an amendment
dated December 19, 2014.
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(c) The Company hopes and expects to continue the RSP indefinitely, but must
reserve the right to alter it or discontinue Company contributions to it for a time.
However, under no circumstances shall any part of the corpus or income held by the
Trustee of the RSP be recoverable by the Company or be used for or diverted to any
purposes other than for the exclusive benefit of the employee participants or their
beneficiaries as provided in the RSP.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the Utility Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO, Local 600,
formerly the Independent Utilities Union, Cincinnati, Ohio and Duke Energy Ohio, Inc.,
Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc., do hereby, by their du~
orized agents, execute and sign
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TENTATIVE AGREEMENT
UWUA, IUU LOCAL 600
2019-2022
TERM OF THE AGREEMENT - Effective April 1, 2019 - March 31, 2023.
WAGE INCREASES -Applicable to all employees unless otherwise negotiated

Base Increase
•

2019
2.5%

2020
2.5%

2021
2.5%

2022
2.5%

All wage increases will be effective the first day of the pay period that includes April 1st , of each year of the contract.

METER READER WAGE INCREASE - Employees in the Meter Reader - Full Time classification (Job Code 61425) will
be reclassified as Meter Reader - New. The wage rate will be established at the MR 3 level. Incumbent employees will
receive an increase to the minimum MR 3 rate and be eligible for merit increases in addition to the annual General Wage
Increase.
MODIFICATION OF THE UNION EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE PLAN (UEIP) - Beginning with the 2020 performance period,
the incentive plan goals for all employees will be solely based on the applicable corporate goals (i.e. earnings per share
("EPS"), operational excellence, customer satisfaction), as determined by the Company.
MEAL COMPENSATION - Increases to $11.50, for the term of the Agreement, effective the first full payroll week following
ratification.
SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL - The shift differential for the afternoon shift will increase to $1.80 and the differential for night shift
will increase to $1.85 effective the first full payroll week following ratification .
SUNDAY PREMIUM - The Sunday hourly premium amount will increase to $2.05 effective the first full payroll week following
ratification.
BEREAVEMENT - Modified to provide for time off benefits following the death of a foster brother/sister, aunt/uncle,
nephew/niece and any relative who resides in the employee's household. Maximum number of days off increased for the
death of a grandparent or spouse's grandparent.
CINCINNATI CALL CENTER - For the term of the Agreement, employees in the Cust Svc Rep-FT Regular and Customer
Service Rep-Full Time New job classifications will be eligible for the annual General Wage Increase effective April 1, 2020.
The Agreement also provides for the use of Virtual Agents and a 33% response rate for call outs associated with outages,
abnormal, or emergency situations.
REVENUE SERVICES - The premium associated with specialty work will be expanded to include switched meter work .
The minimum wage rate will increase to $17 .00 upon ratification of the Agreement and will not increase in subsequent years.
The maximum wage rate will increase to $19.50 on ratification and to $19.75 on April 1, 2021.
MODIFIED COMPETENCY BASED SELECTION - Enhancements made to the Competency-Based Selection process to
further support employee development.
DIVERSITY AND PERSONAL DAYS - The notice for requesting Personal/Diversity days has been reduced from seven
days to five days.
PAID PARENT AL LEAVE - Upon ratification of the Agreement, employees will be eligible for paid parental leave on the
same basis as the Company's general, non-represented employee population.
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SICK AND FAMILY CARE - Effective January 1, 2020, employees will be eligible for 80 hours of paid time off due to
qualifying sick or family care reasons on the same basis as the Company's general , non-represented employee population
in lieu of pre-paid sick time. Employees completing their probationary period prior to December 31 , 2019 will receive 40
hours of pre-paid sick time. Unused hours can be rolled over from year to year, up to a maximum of 120 hours.

VACATION CARRYOVER - Vacation carryover increased from 40 to 80 hours.
BARGAINING UNIT SENIORITY - Effective January 1, 2020, Bargaining Unit Seniority will be used for vacation selection
purposes.
EFFECTIVE DATE OF PAY CHANGES - Any changes to wage rates, including merit or general wage increases, will be
applied beginning the first day of the pay period that includes the effective date of the increase.
PAY DAY - Pay Checks will be directly deposited into one or more bank accounts employees shall designate and authorize .
Direct Deposit advices will be mailed to the employee's home address if he/she has elected to receive a printed copy. For
any employee who specifically declines to authorize direct deposit. a paper check will be mailed to the employee's home
address.
TEMPORARY UPGRADING - When employees are temporarily upgraded they will receive the minimum rate of the higher
job classification or $10.00 per week more than their current wage rate, whichever is greater.
POST-RETIREMENT HEALTHCARE - Beginning as soon as January 1, 2021, employees who do not enroll in Duke
Energy-sponsored pre-65 retiree medical, dental and vision coverage at the time of retirement or following the expiration of
any COBRA continuation will not be permitted to enroll themselves or their eligible dependents at a future date.

This Summary of the Tentative Agreement contains highlights of the parties' negotiations outcomes. More detailed
information is contained in the side letter agreements and language modifications to the collective bargaining agreement.
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Union Proposal 2
Article I - Section 3

Union Proposal 2: Kentucky Right to Work
The provisions of this Article I, Section 3(a) regarding Union Security, shall not be applied to bargaining unit
members in any state in which such union-security provisions are prohibited by law. The parties agree that, if the
current law changes to make such union security provisions applicable, or not applicable, to any employees covered by
this Agreement, the Parties will deem the Agreement amended to comply with the then current law.

At the Request of Counsel (PrivHeged)
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Article V Modifications

ARTICLE V
Section 1. The principle of seniority is recognized by the Company. There shall be two types of seniority defined as follows:
1.

System service shall be based upon the length of time an employee has been continuously employed by the Company,
and shall be the governing factor in establishing vacation dates.

_2._ _ Classified seniority shall be the length of time worked by an employee on a specific classified job.
~-

Bargaining unit seniority shall be the length of time an employee has been (continuously} employed in a iob position within
the bargaining unit represented by the Union, and shall be the governing factor in the selection of vacation. The bargaining
unit seniority list will be maintained by the Union based on information provided to the Union by the Company. The
bargaining unit seniority list will be provided to the Company and used for the purpose of vacation selection beginning
January 1, 2020.

It shall be considered a break in system service and seniority when an employee has been off the Company payroll, except when an
employee has:
(1)

Been laid off because of lack of work and has not, at any time during the period of layoff or during a period not to exceed
three years from the date of layoff, refused to return to work for the Company in a capacity formerly held or comparable
to the capacity formerly held. by the employee. However, actual time away will be deducted from the employee's system
service.

(2)

Been granted a leave of absence for good cause by consent of the Company, without loss of system service and seniority
rights, providing the employees are available whenever necessary for the Company's medical examinations during the
leave of absence. However, the employees will receive vacation in accordance with the second paragraph of Article IX,
Section 5. Requests for leave of absence and consent hereto shall be in writing.

(3)

Entered the military service of the United States or has been conscripted by the United States Government. No deductions
for time away shall be made from the employee's system service and seniority record.

(4)

Resigned voluntarily and subsequently been re-hired. Actual time away will be deducted from the employee's system
service and seniority record, and, while previous system service shall be maintained, no classified seniority shall be
retained.

Existing system service and seniority records shall not be rearranged to meet the above requirements in exceptions (1 ), (2) and (3), but
they shall be met in all cases beginning March 21, 1983.

Section 2. (a) Job available postings for job classifications covered by this Agreement shall be provided by the Company and posted
for a period of seven calendar days on the appropriate bulletin boards and/or on the Duke Energy Job Opportunities Portal page.
(b) If after the initial posting the job opening has not been filled by a qualified applicant from the department or division, the job available
notice will then be reposted for a period of seven calendar days on all bulletin boards throughout the Company where there are employees
covered by this Agreement. In certain cases where it is known that there are no qualified applicants within a division or a department, the
initial posting may be waived and the job posting will then be initially posted throughout the Company where there are employees covered
by this Agreement. However, if applications are received from employees within the department requesting the job opening, these
applications will be given consideration before those received from employees in other departments. Furthermore, anytime employees
are accepted for a job opening on a lateral or cross bid, they shall not be eligible to laterally or cross bid again for a period of six months
from the date of acceptance. The only exception to this six month waiting period is that employees may cross bid to another headquarters
within the same bidding area at any time.
· -In those departmenis wheFe tt:lo multiple posting syslem is in t.iso, employees are permitted to submit their applioalions for promotioAG,
.m~I bids or srnss bids in ad,.•anoo of an opening aosording to tho mulliplo posting administrati,.•o pFOseduros of tho applicable
department
Page 1 of 4
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.

(e}.{Q). It is agreed that classified seniority wm be consid:red withi~ _a de~artment, di~trict or de~artmental section concern!ng ava!l~ble
advancements, although other qualifications for the particular pos1t1on will of necessity be considered. All other factors being suff1c1ent,
the employee oldest in the point of classified seniority shall be given a reasonable opportunity to qualify for the position.

(eQ) Should the classified seniority of any two or more employees be equal, the respective seniorit>: positio~ ?f such employee~ sh~I! be
determined by the Union randomly drawing the names of the affected employees. The Company will be notified of the results, m writing.
In the event no fully qualified individual has bid on a Union wide job opening, the previous experience requirement only will be waived,
with the exception of positions within the General Clerical sequence, and an employee will not be disqualified for promotion on the basis
of not having passed through a lower job in the promotional sequence if otherwise qualified. Employees who have at least one half of the
required previous experience and are in the direct promotional sequence of a job opening, posted Union wide, where previous experience
has been waived, will be considered for the job before all other non-qualified employees. Any claim of discrimination in this connection
may be taken up by the Union as a grievance.

(fe) An employee may waive his right to promotion, providing such waiver is presented to the Company in writing and does not prevent
other employees from acquiring experience in the job held by the employee. When an employee waives his right to promotion, the
employee next in seniority, other qualifications being sufficient, shall be entitled to such promotion. When it is necessary to fill an open
position, and no employees are willing to promote, the Company may assign the junior qualified employee to promote to the job
classification.
(gf) If no qualified regular full-time employee has been accepted following the posting procedure and consideration of requests for
demotion, second consideration for non-technical job openings shall be given to part-time employees within the bargaining unit based on
qualifications as determined by the Company. For technical job openings, the Company will give second consideration to part-tirr"
employees with a technical degree and/or technical expertise based on qualifications as determined by the Company. As a result
these determinations, if the top two or more part-time applicants have equal assessments, then the non-technical or technical job opening
will be offered to the applicant with the greatest system seniority.
(!:lg) Should the job opening not be filled after the posting procedure above, at the discretion of management, consideration may be given
to requests for transfer which have been received from employees outside the bargaining unit or may be filled from outside the Company.

(ih) If the particular job opening is not filled within 60 days from the expiration date of the bargaining unit-wide posting, the job opening
will be reposted in accordance with the job posting procedure outlined above.

OD The job posting procedure outlined above does not restrict the Company's right to cancel a job posting at any time.
(ki} An employee shall not have seniority rights to bid on a demotion but may, in writing by letter or by submitting a bid for a posted job
opening, request consideration for a demotion. However, if an employee's request for demotion is granted by the Company, any
accumulated classified seniority will be forfeited in job classifications above the job to which he demotes.

(!jg The Company and the Union agree that the job posting procedure will be waived for the employment of Co-ops, as probationary
employees in job classifications represented by the bargaining unit, providing that the next opening in the. same job classification and
bidding area is posted and made available to employees within the bargaining unit. If such opening is not filled by a bargaining unit
employee, openings in the same job classification and bidding areas will continue to be posted and made available to employees within
the bargaining unit until such time tha! a bargaining unit employee fills one of the openings.
Section 3. (a) In the event of any layoffs or curtailments of employment, the Company wm attempt to place the employee in a temporary
assignment. Prior to making an assignment, the Company will discuss such assignment with the Union. If a temporary assignment is not
available, rollbacks and layoffs shall be made in accordance with system seniority rights. When the Company reduces the number of
employees in a job classification, the Company will use the following process to determine rollbacks and layoffs. Employees with the
least amount of System Service seniority within the job classification that is targeted for a reduction will be assigned to vacant positions
and/or replace full-time employees in the bidding area with the least amount of System Service seniority. Displaced employees must be
qualified for the job classification to which they are assigned and the job classification must be within the same bidding area and below
their former job classification. Displaced employees will be reclassified into the next lower job classification within their bidding area fd
which they are qualified, if there are employees in that job classification and they have less system seniority than the displaced employees.
Displaced employees will have their wage rates red-circled for a period of 18 months. At the end of 18 months, their wage rates will be
reduced to the maximum wage rate of the job classification to which they were reclassified. Displaced employees who are assigned to
Page 2 of 4
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perform work in lower level job classifications, if qualified, will be reassigned to higher job classifications as they become available within
the bidding area, until the displaced employees return to assignments within their former job classification; obtain a job within the bidding
area at the same or higher wage level as their former job classification; or, obtain a job in another bidding area. Displaced employees will
not be assigned to or be required to perform the duties of job classifications at levels higher than their former job classification. Any
employees unable to be assigned to vacant positions and/or replace full-time employees in the bidding area will be subject to layoff.
Part-time Meter Readers will be laid off before any full-time Meter Readers are rolled back or laid off. The same holds true for part-time
and full-time call-takers in the Call Center.
Where multiple part-time employees in a job classification at the same location are scheduled to work a total of 40 or more hours per
week, a qualified displaced full-time employee in the same bidding area may replace the part-time employees by accepting a full-time job
at that location, if the department can still schedule straight-time coverage for the required hours.
For those full-time displaced employees with at least 15 years of service and subject to layoff, including employees who have been
placed in a temporary position in accordance with this subsection, an effort will be made by the Company to find another job at the same
or lower wage level for which the employee is qualified. The Company will discuss the employee's reclassification with the Union prior to
it going into effect. If there are multiple displaced employees, vacant positions will be offered by system seniority; an employee has the
right to turn down one offered position. An employee who turns down a position and who is not currently in a temporary assignment, could
be subject to immediate rollback or layoff in accordance with this Section or to rollback or layoff at the end of the temporary assignment
if no job is available. If the Company identifies such a vacant position for which the employee is qualified, the Company may reassign
and reclassify the employee without posting the position. If no positions are identified by the Company the displaced employee, if qualified,
will be allowed to displace the employee with the least amount of system seniority outside of the displaced employee's bidding area.
Those employees with 16 or more yeaFG of seF¥ice will ha¥e their wage rates red oirsled for 18 months. After 18 months, the employee's
rate of pay will be red1a1oed to tt:ie maxim1a1m rate of pay for tho classification to whioh they are assigned .
.n employee unable to be reassigned and subject to being rolled back to the Call Center or Meter Reading Departments, will have the
option of accepting the assignment in the Call Center or Meter Reading, being laid off, or being offered a severance as outlined in Sidebar
Letter A-70.
Displaced employees unable to displace full-time employees and subject to layoff, if qualified, will be allowed to replace employees in
part-time positions within their bidding area, by accepting the wage rate, benefits, work hours and other terms and conditions of
employment of the part-time employee. The two exceptions are Meter Reading and Call Center, where these employees may retain their
full-time status and accept the wage rate applicable to new full-time employees in these departments. Full-time employees within the
Customer Relations bidding area, but outside the Call Center and Meter Reading Departments, may displace a maximum of four parttime employees in each department {i.e., Call Center and Meter Reading) within a 12-month period.
Employees who were rolled back prior to April 1, 2012 and whose wage rates are red-circled will continue to have their wage rates redcircled.
An employee will not have the right to recede to a position within his bidding area that he did not pass through before reaching his present
position. For purposes of this section, if an employee is unable to exercise system seniority rights in lower job classifications within his
department because he did not pass through those job classifications before reaching his present position, he will be credited with system
seniority in all job classifications lower than his initial job within the bidding area which are in the same direct promotional sequence.
Under no circumstances may an employee exercise seniority rights outside his own bidding area br in the selection of a specific job within
a classification.
{b) In a department where there have been layoffs and a subsequent increase in employment exists within three years, the Company
agrees to recall those employees in the department who have suffered a layoff because of lack of employment, in the reverse order of
the dates of their layoffs. It is further agreed that the Company will notify the employee or employees, in writing by registered or certified
mail, to report back to work. The Company agrees to send a copy of these letters to the Union at the time of the mailing of the original. If
they do not report back to work within a 15-day period, the Company shall have the right to recall the next employee in line.
(c) It shall be the duty of all employees, including those on layoff status, to have their proper post office address and telephone number
file with their individual departments and the Human Resources Department of the Company.

')O

(d) The Union may designate a witness to tests given in a departmental section, and shall have the right to review the results of these
departmental tests upon request. This does not apply to standard tests given by the Staffing Services Division or by outside consultants.
Page 3 of 4
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(e) The Company will make an effort to find another job classi_ficat~on for ~hich an employee is qual~fied i! hi~ job_ is a~l_ished. An employ~
who because of this job abolishment, is assigned to a classdicatron havmg a lower rate of pay, wall mamtam his existing level of pay until
the :naximum wage rate of the job classification to which he is assigned is equal to his existing wage rate. This provision does not affect
the right of an employee to bid on a future posted job opening for which he may be qualified.
Section 4. (a) Temporary transfers from one department, district, or departmental section to another will not affect an employee's system
service or seniority rank{§} and his record will remain posted in the department, district, or departmental section from which he was
transferred.

(b) Permanent transfers from one department, district, or departmental section to another will not affect an employee's system service or
classified seniority, which will be used to determine his system service and seniority rank in his new department, district, or departmental
section.
(c) When an employee has successfully bid on a posted job and his move to the posted job is delayed, consideration shall be given to
the proper adjustment of the employee's seniority rank so that the employee will not be penalized with respect to future promotions. The
employee will receive a seniority date and the wage rate of the job on which he has been accepted no later than the beginning of the third
week after the employee is notified that he has been accepted for the new job.
Section 5. All new employees shall be classed as probationary for a period of one year and shall have no system service or seniority
rights. After one year's service as a probationary employee, they shall be reclassified and their system service and seniority record shall
include their previous employment as a probationary employee.

effeetii,ce Jam•al}' 1, 2Q16, tThe probationary period of any employee on an approved leave of absence lasting more than thirty days, will
be extended by the duration of the leave of absence.
Section 6. Temporary employees shall be those hired for a specific job of a limited duration, not to exceed six months unless agreed

upon by both parties, and shall not acquire system service or classified seniority rights. The Union shall be notified of the hiring of such
employees.
Section 7. (a) Part-time employees shall be those hired to perform a continuing specific work requirement that is temporary in nature or

less than 40 hours per week. Part-time employees will only be used for part-time applications in order to supplement the regular full-time
workforce, unless otherwise agreed. While the intention is for part-time employees, who are non-temporary in nature, to be regularly
scheduled to work less than 32 hours per week, the actual hours worked may be greater due to temporary operational needs or trading
of hours with other employees. The departments utilizing part-time employees will develop schedules to be worked by such personnel.
However, schedules for part-time employees may at times vary according to work needs. These employees will work in bargaining unit
positions and will be paid the minimum wage rate for the job classification or at a specially negotiated rate. They shall not acquire classified
seniority rights. Part-time employees may be laid off for any reason without recall rights. Such layoffs shall not be ~ubject to the grievance
procedure. Benefits for part-time employees shall be on a prorated basis as agreed to by the parties.
{b) Part-time employees may request consideration for other part-time openings and may submit applications for openings in regular fulltime positions. When part-time employees become full-time employees, they shall be credited with system service for the length of time
they were employed by the Company as a part-time employee on or after January 1, 1996. For part-time employees who become fulltime employees after April 1, 2008 and who have been employed as part-time for at least 12 consecutive months prior to becoming fulltime, the probationary period shall be reduced from one year to nine months.
(c} The overtime provisions of this Agreement, including meal compensation, will only apply to part-time employees when they work in
excess of their regular scheduled hours per day or eight hours per day, whichever is greater. Part-time employees will not be called out
for overtime assignments unless all full-time available employees have been called. The total number of part-time employees, excluding
those in the Call Center and Meter Reading work groups and those hired to perform a continuing specific work requirement that is
temporary in nature, will not exceed 5% of the total number of full-time employees performing work represented by the Union.
Section a. Employees promoted to a job outside the bargaining unit and who return to the bargaining unit Within six months. shall retain all
classified and bargaining unit seniority accumulated up to the date of their promotion. If employees who were in a job outside the bargaining
unit for more than six months. return to the bargaining unit, they will be plaged in a starting job classification and receive a classified seniorityi
date behind all employees but shall retain all bargaining unit seniority agcumulated up to the date of their promotion out of the bargaining
unit...- No employee may return to a bargaining unit job classification if management does not approve. a position ts not available or if as a
result. an employee represented by the Union would be laid off.
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MP #9- Effective Date of Wage Changes -TA
Article VIII, Section 1

I

(b) These wage rate increases shall not apply to the minimum wage rates of starting job classifications.
Any changes to wage rates, including merit or general wage increases, will be applied beginning the first day of the pay period
that includes the effective date of the increase.
Any shanges to wage rates, including mem or general v;age williAGr:easos, will be offectiYe tho fiFSt da1• of a pa•, oeFiod.

Duke Energy Corp.
March 7, 20 19
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UWUA Local 600 - 2019 Negotiatiolfse 9 or 32
MP #8- Payday-TA

Article VI 11, Section 1

New Paragraph: Pay Checks will be directly deposited into one or more bank accounts employees shall designate
and authorize. Direct Deposit advices will be mailed to the employee's home address if he/she has elected to receive a printed
copy. For any employee who specifically declines to authorize direct deposit, a paper check will be mailed to the employee's
home address.

Duke Energy Corp.
March 7, 2019
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Labor Relations
Union 9 - Personal & Diversity Holidays
Company Counter
Article XI - Section 2 (Personal and Diversity Days)

Section 2. (a) An employee who has completed six months of service with the Company shall be entitled
to four compensated Personal days off and one compensated Diversity day off each calendar year.
Requests for PersonaVDiversity days should be made at least so1len five calendar days prior to the date
requested and must be approved by management. However, because of extenuating circumstances, a
day off with less than a seven five calendar-day notification may be approved by an employee's supervisor; such approval will not be unreasonably denied. The Company reserves the right to limit the number
of employees who can be off on a specific day. Individual departments will attempt to accommodate as
many requests as possible to take a PersonaVDiversity day or vacation day on Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day, Presidents' Day, and/or Good Friday.
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UWUA Local 600 & Duke Energy
Union Proposal
February 21, 2019

ARTICLE XIV
Section 1. The Company agrees to erect bulletin boards at locations to be selected by the
Union and the Company. The use of these boards is restricted to the following: notices of Union
meetings, notices of Union elections, notices of changes within the Union affecting its
membership, and any other notices issued on the letterhead of the Union and signed by the
President and Secretary of the General Board. There shall be no other general distribution or
posting by the members of the Union of pamphlets, or political literature of any kind, except as
herein provided.
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Sidecar Letter A48
Final - March 28, 2019

April xx, 2019

Mr. Steve Kowolonek
President
local Union 600, IUU
Utility Workers Union of America
81 o Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071

Re:

Meter Reading

Dear Mr. Kowolonek:
During the 2019 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the Union discussed Meter Reading
operations.
Job Classification, Meter Reader - New: As discussed, the Meter Reader - Full Time job classification will be
retitled Meter Reader - New and the wage rate adjusted to the MR 3 wage level upon ratification of the new
Agreement. Incumbent employees in this classification will have their hourly rate adjusted to the minimum rate of
the MR 3 wage level and will be eligible for merit and general wage increases as outlined in the Agreement.
Part-time Meter Readers: Should part time employees be utilized in the future, they will be hired into the Meter
Reader - New classification at the minimum rate of pay as outlined in the Agreement. All provisions of the
Agreement regarding part-time employment would apply to these employees. Part-time Meter Readers will
receive the appropriate compensation for overtime when they work in excess of 8-hours in a day or any other
regularly scheduled shift that is longer than 8 hours.
Hours of Work: Core meter reading hours will be from 7:30 AM to 4:00 PM, subject to changes based on business
needs and to any schedule arrangements approved by an employee's supervisor or manager. The normal work
day will consist of 8.5 hours including a 30 minute unpaid meal break; however, based on business needs,
employees may be assigned a straight eight hour shift with a paid fifteen minute break. The Company reserves
the right to change these hours based on business needs in accordance with the Agreement. Employees working
in excess of their scheduled work day will receive premium pay and meal compensation as provided for in the
Agreement.
Transfers: Any future full-time openings in divisions offices will first be offered to voluntary transfers of current
qualified full-time Meter Readers.

Sincerely,

Jay R. Alvaro
labor Relations

Final Sidebar Letter A48 - March 28, 2019
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April xx, 2019

Mr. Steve Kowolonek
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

Cincinnati Customer Care Center

Dear Mr. Kowolonek:
During the 2019 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the UWUA, Local 600 (the
"Union") discussed the Duke Energy Cincinnati Customer Care Center.
As agreed, the Cincinnati Customer Care Center organization will consist of Customer Service
Representatives (CSR) and Service Installation (SI). The CSR group will consist of employees in the Cust
Svc Rep-FT Regular, Customer Service Rep-Full Time New, and Cust Serv Rep-Part Time New job
classifications. The Service Installation group will consist of employees in the Order Processing and
Customer Service Representative - Service Installation classifications.
The Cincinnati Customer Care Center wages and merit increases will be administered per the attached
(Attachment A). The minimum wage rate for the Cust Svc Rep-FT Regular and Customer Service Rep-Full
Time New classifications will be $14.50 per hour and the maximum hourly rate will be $16.00 per hour.
Effective April 1, 2020 and for the remaining term of the 2019 - 20xx Agreement, the General Wage
Increase (GWI) applicable to UWUA represented Clerical employees will be applied to the maximum hourly
wage rate of $16.00 for the Cust Svc Rep-FT Regular and Customer Service Rep-Full Time New
classifications. In addition, this increase will be applied to the individual hourly wage rates for employees in
these classifications not to exceed the maximum rate of pay. The minimum rate of pay will not increase
over the term of the Agreement.
Incentives in the Cincinnati Customer Care Center will be based on the achievement of established
performance measures as determined by the Company. The Company will notify the Union of any changes
and will meet to discuss if requested by the Union. Any request by the Union to meet for discussion will not
delay the implementation of incentive measures. Any employee, who is serving in a non-call-taking role,
will receive a bonus equal to the average bonus payout for call-takers, unless an alternative method is
mutually agreed upon by management and union representatives. There will be a quarterly review by
management and union representatives to ensure that bonus calculations are accurate. Assuming the union
representatives involved in this review are in agreement with the calculations, the Union agrees not to
support or process grievances related to the bonus calculations.
An incentive eligible employee, who leaves the Cincinnati Call Center, prior to the end of a quarter, will
receive a prorated bonus for the time worked in the Cincinnati Call Center organization.
It is expected that representatives working evening, night, holiday or weekend shifts provide at least three
hours' notice if they are going to be unable to report to work, whether due to illness or other factors. It is
understood that there will be times when an emergency occurs within three hours of the start of an
employee's shift.
Employees (including SI), who are called out for other than planned overtime, will be paid a minimum of
four hours at the appropriate overtime rate except when they come in, relative to storms, less than four
hours before their scheduled shift. In this case, they will only be paid at the applicable overtime rate for a
minimum of two hours.
Draft-March 26. 2019
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The Call Center may elect to observe the actual holiday or the Company designated holiday based on
business needs. Prior to December 31 of each year the Company will notify employees of the holiday
schedule for the following year: Employees scheduled to work the holiday designated by the Call Center
that are excused from work by the Company will receive holiday pay for the regularly scheduled hours they
would have worked on the holiday. All other employees will receive eight hours of holiday pay. Twelve hour
and nine hour employees working on the holiday designated by the Call Center will receive time and onehalf pay for their scheduled hours. If the employee exceeds their scheduled hours, double time will be paid
for those hours worked in excess of their schedule. In order to be eligible to receive holiday pay, full time
Customer Service Representatives must work the last regularly scheduled workday prior to the holiday and
the first regularly scheduled workday after the holiday.
The Union agrees to support the following:
Virtual Routing (Base Customer Care)
•

The Union agrees to not grieve the routing of Duke Energy customer calls and other types of
Call Center non-call work to available representatives within the Duke Energy Call Centers or
outsourced center(s). The outsourced portion of this work is not subject to any related sideletter agreements.

Premium for Specialties
•

Employees in developmental roles will receive $1.75 per hour in addition to the employee's
normal hourly wage rate. These roles currently include the training of new employees and
performing the duties of On Job Trainer. This premium may be applied to other roles as
determined by the Company. Prior to applying this premium to other duties, the Union and
Company will meet at least thirty days in advance to discuss.

•

Full-time new and part-time representatives, within the Cincinnati Call Center, who
demonstrate, through assessment, that they are fluent in Spanish, will be paid a premium of
$1.00 per hour.

Applicable to Customer Care Operations {Base and SI)

•

Virtual Agents. The use of Virtual Agents was discussed and it was agreed that the Company will
have the ability to implement a Virtual Agent program based on business needs. The advantages
to such a program include faster response for emergency/outage situations, a more efficient use of
resources, and increased customer satisfaction. Eligibility will be based on an employee's
performance including but not limited to:

o

Achieving or exceeding all performance metrics.

o

No corrective action within the past twelve months.

o

Minimal escalations or Resource Support Line (ASL) calls.

o

Participating employees who subsequently develop performance related issues may have their
Virtual Agent privileges revoked.

Draft - Marr::h 28. 2019
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The number of employees participating in the program is at the sole discretion of the Company. In
the event that two or more employees' performance is equal as determined by the Company,
seniority will be the deciding factor. Order Processing Representative and Customer Service
Representative - Service Installation (CSR-SI) classifications will be combined when determining
eligibility for the Service Installation work group. In addition, the program may be suspended or
discontinued based on business needs by the Company in its sole discretion. Prior to making such
a decision, the Company will meet with the Union for discussion.
•

Emergency or Abnormal Operations. In order to ensure that our customers' needs are met during
outage, abnormal, or emergency situations, it was agreed that a 33% response rate over a rolling
twelve month period would apply to all Cincinnati Customer Care employees. Response is defined
as reporting to work a call out associated with these types of situations. Any employee who has
pre-approved vacation/personal time scheduled immediately prior to or after scheduled off days, or
is beginning or ending a bereavement leave, will not have a non-response credited to them for the
purposes of calculating the response rate. However, if an employee does respond in this situation
a credit will be applied. Employees failing to meet the required rate are subject to corrective action.

•

Vacation Availability. In the event that Workforce Management determines that additional vacation
slots are available during the workday, employees will have the ability to make a request to take
advantage of these slots.

Applicable to Base Customer Care Operations

Employees may be hired either as full time or part time based on business needs. The startiAg wago i:ato

tor Rew f1:1II time Customer SeF\•ioo Ropreaonta1i•Jes will be $12.00 per hour and tho ma:Mimum will be $16.08
per ho1::1r. In accordance with the Collective Bargaining Agreement new employees will be classified as
probationary for a period of one year. Probationary CS Rs will not be eligible to apply for other positions for
a period of twelve months from the date of hire. Employees meeting the educational requirements for
technical positions represented by the UWUA will be eligible to apply within the twelve month period.
Based on business needs there may be a requirement for part time CSRs. All part-time CSRs will receive
part-time employee benefits, regardless of the number of hours they work. While the intention is for parttime CS Rs to be scheduled for less than 32 hours per week, they may exceed this number of hours due to
actual or expected peak call volumes, trading of hours between employees, etc.
In 2012 two new schedules were agreed to;
A} 3 twelve hour days and 1 four hour day.
B} 4 nine hour days and 1 four hour day.
The Company reserves the right to implement these and other schedules based on business needs. At
least 30 days prior to implementation, the Union and Company will meet to discuss the schedule. The
Company will make every attempt to notify effected employees within a reasonable amount of time when
planned overtime is being cancelled.
The meal provision for twelve hour workers will be triggered when the employee works thirteen consecutive
hours and fifteen consecutive hours with the employee receiving a meal, or compensation in lieu thereof.
For employees on a nine hour schedule, a meal or compensation in lieu thereof, will be provided at eleven
and fifteen consecutive hours respectively.
Personal days must be taken in full day increments regardless of the employee's schedule. Twelve hour
shift workers will be entitled to three personal day and one diversity day and nine hour shift workers will be
entitled to four personal days and one diversity day.

Draft - March 28, 2019
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Applicable to Service Installation
Customer Service Representative - Service Installation (CSR-SI) within the Customer Relations bid area
will have a minimum wage rate of $16.50 and a maximum wage rate of $19.00 per hour. Only full time
employees will be considered for this position. The minimum and maximum wage rates are not subject to
the negotiated annual wage increases. For the first 12 months after entry into the classification, and in
accordance with the Patrick P. Gibson Letter, employees failing to meet performance standards may be
demoted to the Full Time New job classification. Such demotion may take place prior to corrective action
being taken. This does not preclude action being taken on more serious offenses such as but not limited to
attendance, zero tolerance calls, or any dischargeable offense. Any demotion will not be subject to the
grievance procedure. If such a demotion occurs, the employee's rate of pay will be reduced to the rate of
pay at the time the employee promoted to the CSR-SI position plus any merit increase that the employee
had received since their promotion, not to exceed the maximum wage rate for the CSR classification. If the
employee is demoted, they will not be considered for promotion for an additional nine months, from the
date of demotion or last corrective action. During the first six months, an employee can request to demote
from CSR-SI. Employees who demote within six months will retain their classified seniority. Employees
demoted after six months will receive an adjusted seniority date.
Employees in the CSR-SI classification will receive a $p;fQ. merit increase every six months in accordance
with the December 29, 2000 Patrick P. Gibson Letter in lieu of the annual general wage increase until
reaching the maximum rate of pay. Once an employee reaches the maximum rate of pay, they will receive
an annual lump sum equal to the negotiated general wage increase for clerical employees.
Employees accepting a Customer Service Representative - Service Installation position will not be eligible
to cross or laterally bid for a period of nine months from the date they enter the classification.
This letter will be in effect during the term of the 2019 - 202X Agreement.
Sincerely,

Jay R. Alvaro
Labor Relations

Draft - March 28, 2019
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Attachments
Cust Svc Rep-FT Aenular and Customer Service Rep-Ftn
Aoril 1, 2020
Current Max
Aoril 1 2021
Aoril 1 2022

I General Waae Increase
I MaxWaae

NA
$16.00

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD

1. Merit increases for Customer Service Re~Ftn remain at $0.25 every six months in accordance with the
Letter of Agreement dated February 23, 2018.
2. Merit increases for Cust Svc Ae~FT Regular remain at $0.50 until April 1, 2020 at which time the
amount will be reduced to $0.25 due to the GWI being applicable.
3. Customer Care Incentive Bonus of up to $500 per quarter based on performance.
4. Employees are eligible to participate in the UEIP.

Title

Wage Range

Negotiated Base
Waae Increases

Merit Increases

UEIP

Call Center
Incentive Bonus

CSR-PTN

$12.00- $13.001

Same as Clerlcal 2

$0.25

Yes

Up to $375 per Quarter

CSR-SI

$16.50- $19.001

See#3

$0.504

Yes

See#5

Order Processing Rep

N9

Same as Clerical

$0.25 every six months.

Yes

See#5

1. The minimum and maximum wage rates for the CSR-PTN and CSR -SI will not increase with annual
base wage increases.
2. Any CSR-PTN with a wage rate at or above the maximum will receive their annual increase in the form
of a lump sum rather than a base increase.
3.

Semi-annual merit increases are in lieu of General Wage Increase.

4. $0.50 every six months is in lieu of General Wage Increase. After maximum is reached employee will
receive a lump sum increase equal to the negotiated annual wage increase for clerical employees.
5. •Service Installation representatives assigned to take base calls at least 35% of the quarter will receive
the quarterly Call Center Incentive based on their performance.

Draft - March 2s, 2019
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DRAFT
March 31, 2019

Mr. Steve Kowolonek
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE: Revenue Services Representatives
Dear Mr. Kowolonek:
During the 2012 negotiations, the parties discussed consolidating the current three work groups within the
Revenue Services Department into one newly created job classification classification titled "Revenue
Services Representative" (RSA). Based on these discussions, the parties agreed to create the RSA
position in accordance with this letter.
Specifically, Revenue Services currently is comprised of three work groups: (1) Billing, (2) Accounts
Receivables, and (3) Payments. These three work groups' functions will be combined and performed by
the newly created RSA position. The job description for the RSA position is Attachment A to this letter.

1. Wage Rate: The minimum rate of pay for the RSR position is established at $17.00 per hour and
will not increase during the term of the contract. T he maximum rate of pay is $19.50 per hour with
the maximum increasing to $19. 75 on April 1, 2021 . The GWI will not increase the minimum or
maximum rate of pay for this position. Any employee below the new minimum rate of pay will be
increased to new minimum with next payroll following contract ratification.
2.

Merit Increases: Employees in the RSA position may progress to the maximum wage rate
through merit increases of $0.25 at six-month intervals. Employees will be eligible for $0.25 merit
increases in accordance with the December 29, 2000 Patrick P. Gibson Letter. Employees at the
maximum rate of pay will receive an annual merit increase in a lump sum amount equal to the
negotiated general wage increase for clerical employees, which may be in the form of a
percentage pay increase and/or lump sum amount.

3.

Selection: The Company will give first consideration to full-time employees over part-time
employees in the competency-based selection process for the RSA position when all other things
are equal.

4.

Incumbent Employees. Incumbent employees will perform all functions of the newly created job
description but will be considered grandfathered in their existing classifications. Incumbent
employees will continue to receive the negotiated general wage increases applicable to their
current job classifications in accordance with the Collective Bargaining Agreement. In addition,
these employees will retain all bid and rollback rights in the Customer Relations Bidding Area.

5.

Tamper Theft and Switched Meter Work -The Company and the Union agree to establish a $1.75
per hour premium to be paid to employees in the RSA position when management assigns them
to perform tamper theft and switched meter work. Management will assign full-time employees to
perform specialty-type work as needed. Any employee who has received a verbal warning in the
past six months, or a disciplinary letter or higher-level discipline in the past year will not be
considered. Such employees are eligible for consideration once his or her record is free from a
verbal warning for six months, and/or free from any disciplinary letter or higher-level discipline for

March 21, 2019
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one year. It is anticipated the number of employees performing this work will vary based on work
load. Should additional specialty type work be brought into these teams the company will meet
with the Union, at their request, to determine whether the premium is applicable to the work. The
Company reserves the right in its sole discretion to determine whether the premium is applicable.
Management will consider seniority as a tiebreaker to determine which equally qualified employees
will be assigned to perform this work. No premium will be paid to employees while training or on
paid time off. This letter shall not be construed as limiting management's rights under the terms of
the applicable collective bargaining agreement.
Title
Revenue Services Rep
April XX 2019 - March 31, 2020
Revenue Services Rep
Aoril 1, 2021 - March 31 202X

Wage Ranoe
$17.00 - $19.50

Merit Increase
$0.25 every 6 months

$17.00 .. $19.75

$0.25 every 6 months

This letter will be in effect during the term of the 2019 - 202X Agreement.
Very truly yours,

Jay R. Alvaro
Labor Relations

March 21. 2019
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UWUA 600 & Duke Energy
Company Counter Proposal, March 21, 2019

April _, 2019

SIDEBAR LETTER A65
Mr. Steve Kowolonek
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
81 O Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE:

Competency Based Selection

Dear Mr. Kowolonek:
During the 2019 negotiations, the Company and Union discussed the ongoing implementation of a
Competency Based Selection (CBS) Process for certain job classifications. Specifically, this process will
be utilized when filling certain clerical jobs designated as Level N8 and above and certain technical jobs
designated as level T4 and above. This will ensure that the most qualified candidate is selected for the
position and is more likely to succeed.
Job openings will be filled using the following Competency Based Selection process:
•

Job applications/resumes will be screened to determine that the basic qualifications, as set forth in
the job description are met. An employee's corrective action which is below Suspension will not
affect consideration of the employee for any jobs that are posted externally.

•

To supplement their application, Company employees may print copies of their training records,
job history, or other similar documents relating to their employment from the Employee Center on
the Company's portal, and provide such documents to interviewers during the interview process or
as attachments to their electronic application. All such documents provided by employees will be
considered by the Company.

•

Candidates meeting the minimum qualifications will be evaluated based on the following factors:
skills and qualifications, prior job performance and/or experience and, in certain positions, a Basic
Skills Assessment.

•

Absent unusual circumstances; candidates will be interviewed by a team of at least three qualified,
interviewers as determined by the Company. When determined by the Company to be feasible,
one of the interviewers will be from a department outside of the department posting the position.
Human Resources and/or Labor Relations will continue to provide guidance as appropriate.

•

Company employees will be provided with advantage points in the process that will not be
provided to external applicants. Specifically, the advantage points will be calculated as follows:
o

One point will be provided for existing UWUA members; and

o

One point will be provided for existing UWUA members who are full-time employees.

Accordingly, a part-time UWUA member would be provided with one advantage point and fulltime UWUA members would be provided with two advantage points.
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•

•

Seniority will be the deciding factor if there are two full-time, internal candidates who are equally
qualified as determined by the Company.

(

Unsuccessful candidates under this process will be provided with additional interview training
and/or assistance with resume preparation upon their written request to their HR Business Partner.

The process, as outlined above, will be used for the following job classifications:

CLERICAL
Gas Operations Administrator
Administrative Office Clerk
Electric Operations Clerk
Order Processing Representative
Sourcing/Purchasing Associate
Customer Relations Representative
B
Gas Document Specialist
Customer Relations Clerk 8
Office Coordinator
Revenue Services Representative
Service Installation Representative
Customer Experience Support
Senior Work Management Specialist
Land Analyst
Gas Office Coordinator
Gas Operations Support Specialist
Customer Relations Representative
C
Customer Relations Clerk C
Engineering Office Clerk
Administrative Office Clerk - IT

TECHNICAL
System Integrity Technician
Associate
System Integrity Technician
Sr System Integrity Technician
Gas Technician
Control Technician Ill
Technician
Control Technician II
Gas Layout Technician
T&D Support Technician
Control Technician I
Sr Gas Layout Technician
GIS Technologist II
GIS Technologist I
GIS Technologist Ill
UT Support Agent II
LIT Support Agent I
T&D Design Technician
Design Technician
Operations Technician
Sr Substation Design Technician
Sr T&D Design Technician
Distribution Technician
Substation Design Technician
Surveying Technician
Sr Transmission and Distribution
Technician
Sr T&D Support Technician
Gas Marketing Specialist .
Configuration Management
Soecialist
Engineering Specialist I
Engineering Specialist Assistant
Event Tech Services Specialist I
Gas Controls System Tech
P&C Design Document Specialist
Lighting Specialist I
Lighting Specialist II

(
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Additionally, the Company would use this process to fill any newly created job classifications that are at or
above the N8 or T4 wage level (or its equivalent). The selection process for Customer Projects Resource
Specialist, Customer Project Coordinator and the Gas Operations Trainer, will remain as outlined in the
applicable side bar letters.
Sincerely,

Jay R. Alvaro
Director, Labor Relations
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Mr. Steve Kowolonek
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
81 o Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071

RE: Engineering Specialist Progression
Dear Mr. Kowolonek:
During the 2015 and 2019 negotiations, the parties discussed the Company's decision to establish an
Engineering Specialist Job Progression in the Customer Projects Bidding Area and the Transmission &
Distribution Bidding Area. This progression will consist of the Engineering Specialist I, II, and Ill
classifications. The wage levels for these newly created positions will be as follows:

Job Classification

Wage Level
T9
TS
T4

Wage progression will be as outlined in Article VIII of the Agreement and Sidebar Letter A40, with selections
determined by the Company in accordance with Sidebar Letter A65. Employees are required to
successfully complete all training programs required by the Company and to promote to the Engineering
Specialist II position in a timely manner. Employees successfully completing the requirements for the
Engineering Specialist Ill position will automatically promote to that position. In addition, the Company
maintains all rights provided under the Collective Bargaining Agreement and applicable sidebar letters,
including but not limited to the right to revise the Engineering Specialist job descriptions based on future
business needs. Should such material revisions occur, UWUA Local 600 may request a re-evaluation by
the Job Evaluation Committee as provided for in the Agreement.
Employees in the Engineering Specialist I classification may be assigned to a specific headquarters for
training purposes as determined by the Company. Employees in the Engineering Specialist I classification
will receive all training necessary. as identified bv the Company, to safely perform assigned duties and
meet all requirements to promote to the Engineering Specialist II position.
Due to a restructuring of how work is performed by the Company, the Company does not anticipate any
future postings for Customer Project Apprentice positions. Incumbent employees will be grandfathered
under their existing job description, and will be eligible to continue to receive the negotiated wage increase
applicable to employees in the Technical Unit. Existing employees in the progression not at the maximum
rate of pay will be eligible to continue receive merit increases as outlined in the December 28, 2012 letter
regarding this subject. Also, incumbent employees in the Customer Project Associate and Customer Project
Apprentice classifications must continue to meet all Company expectations as previously required,
including but not limited to the requirement to progress.

Sidebar Letter A81
Page 1
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As agreed, when the Company fills a position in the "Engineering Specialist 11" classification, the senior
qualified Technician in good standing will be promoted to T&D Design Technician. Furthermore, when the
Company fills a position in the "Engineering Specialist 111" classification, the senior qualified T&D Design
Technician in good standing will be promoted to Senior T&D Design Technician. In all cases, employees
must be in qualified and in good standing to be eligible for a promotion. This process will continue until all
incumbents in the following classifications: Technical Apprentice, Design Technician, Technician, and, T&D
Design Technician as of the date the Collective Bargaining Agreement is ratified until all eligible employees
have had the opportunity to progress to the Sr. T&D Design Technician position. The T&D progression will
be closed to Technical Apprentices and Technicians hired after April 15, 2015. It is the intent of the
Distribution Design organization to utilize the Engineering Specialist progression for all such future hires.
For the purposes of "hand-raising" (bidding on headquarters or location) within the Customer Projects Bid
Area, the Customer Projects Coordinator and the Engineering Specialist Ill classifications will be combined.
In the event of a work force reduction, the Engineering Specialist progressions in the Customer Projects
Bid Area and the Transmission & Distribution Bidding Area will be combined.
Sincerely,

Jay A. Alvaro
Director, Labor Relations
Duke Energy
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UWUA Local 600 & Duke Energy
Union Counter-Proposal
March 26. 2019

April_, 2019

Mr. Steve Kowolonek
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
81 0 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

Inclement Weather

Dear Mr. Kowolonek:
At Duke Energy, our goal is a zero injury and illness safety culture for our employees and the
communities we serve. In order to address the UWUA Local 600's concerns regarding inclement
weather, when the Company determines there is a safety concern during periods of heavy or
continuous storms or excessive cold weather, the Company will not require employees to perform
construction or maintenance work in exposed locations outdoors, unless such work is necessary
to protect life, property, or continuity of service. Employees are encouraged to communicate with
their supervisors or managers to report and discuss any weather situations they believe may be
unsafe. It is expressly understood and agreed that the services to be performed by the employees
covered by this Contract pertain to and are essential to the operation of a public utility and to the
welfare of the public.

Sincerely,
Lisa A. Gregory
Manager, Labor Relations

March 21, 2019
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UWUA, Local 600
Company Counter
March 7, 2019

311

!11

The Union proposes the fallowing as titles for the current contract articles (eh6nging the
numbe,s w .4.ra/Jiefrom RBman).1 Maintain current numbering convention including the use
of Roman Numerals

Article 1, Recognition, Management Rights, Union Security and Dues Check-Off
Article 2, Labor-Management Meetings
Article 3, Duration and Amendment of Contract
Article 4, Labor-Management Relations
Article 5, Seniority
Article 6, Health & Safety
Article 7, Grievance and Arbitration Procedure
Article 8, Wages and Compensation
Article 9, Vacation and Other Leave Benefits (Incorporate Funeral Leave provisions into this
Article)
Article 10, Military Leave of Absence
Article 11, Holidays
Article 12, Hours of Work and Overtime
Article 13, Physical Inability and On-the-Job Injury; Funeral Leave - The Union proposes moving

the portions of this article relating to funeral leave to Article 9 and removing it from the title.
Article 14, Union Bulletin Boards
Article 15, Union Leave
Article 16, Contracting, Location Reporting and Vehicles
Article 17, Witness Fees and Jury Duty
Article 18, Retirement Income Plan
Article 19, Miscellaneous Benefit Plans
Article 20, Hospital and Medical Plans
Article 21, Protection of Benefits
Article 22, Retirement Savings Plan
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Sidebar Letter A70

, ~ DUKE

ENERGY.

UWUA Severance Program
March 28, 2019

To the extent the Company and the union agree that a severance opportunity will be provided to UWUA-represented employees
during the term of the CBA. the Company will provide employees A sever-anoe program will be offered to employees
reprosenled by the U.YlUA who are designated as eligible by - management in selested aFeas of tho Company. Eligible
employees will reGoii,10 a one-time lump-sum severance payment and other benefits if they meet basic plan requirements. as
set forth below.
Severance Payment Formula

The Severance Payment will be calculated as follows based on the Eligible Employee's release date;J
•

Two weeks of Annual Base Pay for each Year of Service (including partial Years of Service).

•

For employees hired on or after April 1. 1989, the Severance Payment will not be less than 12 weeks and not more
than 52 weeks of the eligible employee's Annual Base Pay.

•

For employees hired before April 1, 1989, the Severance Payment will not be more than two times the eligible
employees Annual Base Pav. The maximum severance payment will not exceed two times an employee's annual
compensation calculated as two times the compensation listed in Box 5 of the employee's most current W-2.

•

The ll.lmp-s1::1m payment for eligible futl lime employees will be equitJalent to twa {2) weeks of anm1al base pay per
eaGh Jull year of serv1Ge.

•

The ma~dmum severance payment will not exceed two tiAias an employee's annual compensation caloulatoa-astwo times the compensation listed in Bol< 6 of the employee's most ourrent W 2.

Additional Benefits

•

Six months of Company-paid medical/dental coverage under COBRA following separation for all participating
employees who have such coverage in effect as active employees upon separation.

•

Access to outplacement services under the Company's program.

Design Features

•

Employees are required to remain employed in good standing until their release date, which will be established
by management in its sole discretion.

•

Employees must sign and not revoke a Waiver and Release of All Claims in order to receive any benefits under
this Program.

•

Employees who separate under this Program will not be eligible for rehire or for staff-augmentation contingent
worker (contractor) assignments for 12 months after their release date.

The Company shall designate who will be eligible for the severance program by department. job classification. age and/or
years of service, or other legitimate, objective criteria. as determined by the Company, in its sole discretion.
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UWUA Local 600 - 2019 Negotiations
Union Economic Bereavement - Company Counter
Article XII, Section 3
March 28, 2019

Section 3. Upon the death of the designated relatives of an employee, the employee, upon request, may be entitled
to the stipulated maximum number of calendar days off for which the employee is entitled to receive regular pay for not more
than the indicated number of consecutive working days, including the day of the funeral. No pay will be granted for regular
scheduled off days.

Relationship
Soouse or Domestic Partner
Child/Steo/Foster
Mother/Stec/Foster
Father/Stec/Foster
Brother/Steo/Fo.c;ter
Sister/Steo/Foster
In-Laws (father, mother, brother,
sister, son or dauahter)
Grandchild/Step
Grandparent/Spouse's
Grandparent
An~ relative who resides in the
emolovee's household
Aunt/Uncle
Neohew I Niece

Maximum Consecutive
Calendar Davs Off
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

Maximum Consecutive Working
Davs Off with Pav
5
5
5

5
5
5
3

5

3

44-5

a~

z

§

5

3
3

5

If an employee has reported to work and is notified of a death in the family and leaves the job, the day will not be charged as
one of the consecutive working days for which the employee is entitled to receive regular pay.

Duke Energy Corp.
March 28, 20 19
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Duke Energy

139 East Fourth Street

".., DUKE
~ ENERGY.

Cincinnati, OH 45202

April _ , 2019

Mr. Steve Kowolonek
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
81 O Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

Post-Retirement Medical Benefits

Dear Mr. Kowolonek:
During the 201~& negotiations, the parties discussed post-retirement healthcare benefits. This letter
amends the Post-Retirement Medical Benefits Sidebar Letter A-42 dated June 10, 2004 and A-42a
dated April 13, 2012, and confirms these discussions and the resulting agreement.
Access to Post-Retirement Health Benefits
Employees who terminate on or after October 1, 2015 after attaining at least age 50 with at least 5
years of service will have unsubsidized access (i.e., no Company contributions) to post-retirement
medical, dental, and vision coverage: provided, however, that beginning as soon as January 1. 202 11
employees who do not enroll in Duke Energy-sponsored pre-65 retiree medical. dental and vision
coverage at the time of retirement or following the expiration of any COBRA continuation will not be
permitted to enroll themselves or their eligible dependents at a future date. Coverage for retirees age
65 and older will be provided on an unsubsidized basis through a Medicare Coordinator. The
Company shall provide a subsidy/contribution towards the cost of post-retirement health coverage only
as provided below in this letter.
Subsidies/Company Contributions - Traditional Option
For employees who terminate on or after October 1, 2015, the ''Traditional Option" is hereby amended
to provide contributions towards the cost of post-retirement healthcare coverage, in the form of credits
to a newly established Subsidy Health Reimbursement Account ("Subsidy HRA''), only for individuals
who are under age 65 and who are:
•

In a group eligible for a medical subsidy under the rules in effect prior to October 1, 2015,
which is limited to those hired prior January 1, 2013; and

•

At least age 55 with at least 10 years of service at termination of employment.

The amount of the contributions will vary as follows:
•

Eligible employees age 50 or older by October 1, 2015 will receive (during retirement) a pre65 contribution of $350 per month, plus $175 per month for their spouse/domestic partner, if
any;and

www.duke-energy.com
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•

Eligible employees younger than age 50 as of October 1, 2015 will receive (during retirement)
a pre-65 contribution of $250 per month, plus $125 per month for their spouse/domestic
partner, if any.

Subsidies/Company Contributions - HRA Option
Effective October 1, 2015, the "HRA Option" is hereby amended such that:
•

The Company will discontinue crediting 1/12 of $1,000 each month to the health
reimbursement accounts for those employees who have a health reimbursement account
under the HRA Option, with interest credits continuing; and

•

The Company will offer a choice window in 2015 to employees who have a health
reimbursement account under the HRA Option to elect whether to continue in the HRA Option
(modified as described in the above bullet) or to forego their rights to their modified health
reimbursement accounts under the HRA Option in exchange for participation in the Traditional
Option {modified to provide credits to a Subsidy HRA as described above).

Miscellaneous
The post-retirement health benefits described above will replace the post-retirement medical coverage
options in effect prior to October 1, 2015, for employees who terminate on or after October 1, 2015,
Including those described in Sidebar Letters A-42 and A-42a. These benefits will be governed by and
construed in accordance with the applicable plan documents.
In all other respects, Sidebar Letters A-42 and 42a shall continue in accordance with their terms.
Sincerely,

Jay R. Alvaro
Director, Labor Relations
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April xx, 2019

Mr. Steve Kowolonek
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071

RE: Temporary Upgrading

Dear Mr. Kowolonek:

During the 2008 2019 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the Union discussed
temporarily upgrading employees in clerical and technical job classifications.
The Agreement provides that temporary upgrading shall only be available for manual employees. However,
as a result of these discussions, the Company will agree, during the term of the 200s _ 2008 2019 20xx
Agreement, to permit clerical and technical employees to be temporarily advanced to higher classifications.
Employees will only be given consideration for temporary advancement when they actually replace another
employee in a higher job classification for a full day or more; or supervision deems there is a need for an
employee to fulfill the duties of a higher classified job for a full day or more. When employees are temporarily
upgraded they will receive the minimum rate of the higher job classification or $4.-00 10.00 per week more
than their current wage rate, whichever is greater. When selecting the individual to be temporarily
advanced, the management will give consideration to seniority and rotation among qualified employees.
Such upgrading will not take place when the work duties of another employee are distributed among several
other employees, or when employees perform duties of higher classified jobs for training purposes.
Temporary upgrades will not apply to the Statistioal Typist, Typist Clerk, Reoeptionist Typist, Stenographer
or Senior Stenographer job olassifioations.
The Company voiced a serious concern about the potential for voluminous grievances if temporary
upgrading is permitted for non-manual employees as described. As agreed, no grievances will be
processed by the Union as a result of this limited exception to Article XII, Section 6 of the Agreement.

Sincerely,

Jay R. Alvaro
Labor Relations

Draft - Sidebar Letter A46
March 28, 2019
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April 21, 2004 April xx, 2019

Mr. Jim AndeFson Steve Kowolonek
President
Utility Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071

Re:

Vacation Carryover

Dear Mr. Anderson Kowolonek:

During the ~2019 negotiations, representatives of the Company and the Union discussed carryover
vacations.
As agreed, for the term of the current Agreement, employees entitled to a vacation may carryover up to GR&
two week§ of vacation to the next year. The carryover of vacation must be approved by supervision.
Furthermore, vacation carried over may be taken any time during the following calendar year.
This letter describes the agreement concerning the carryover of vacation.
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HISTORICAL SIDEBAR LETTERS
2015 - 2019
Between
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc.
Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc.
and
Utility Workers Union of America,
AFL-CIO, Local 600
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Appendix A
Historical Documents Preserved
And Made A Part Of This Agreement
For Interpretation And Application

The index and marginal references in the Labor Agreement to documents in Appendix A are
intended only for convenience in administering the Labor Agreement. The index and marginal
references and Appendix A are not intended to list every document that could be applicable to
any factual situation arising under a given Article or Section of the Labor Agreement. It is also
not intended that each document referenced in an Article or Section will be applicable to any or
all factual situations covered by the referenced Article or Section. No inferences, presumptions,
or conclusions shall be drawn by the Company, the Union, or any arbitrator from the indexing of,
a marginal reference to, or failure to reference any document listed in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A
HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS PRESERVED AND MADE PART
OF THIS AGREEMENT FOR INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION
INDEX BY DOCUMENT NUMBER
Document
Number
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-8
A-9

Document Date

Article

12/22/1971
07/16/1974
03/28/1977
03/28/1977
04/13/2012
04/18/1989
04/13/2012
04/18/1989

IX, 5(c)
V, 4(b)
V, 2(c)
V, 3(d)
IX, 4
V, 6
IX, 5(c)
I, 2(c)

A-11
A-12
A-13
A-14

04/16/1992
04/16/1992
04/16/1992
04/16/1992

XI, 1(d)
XII, 2(a)
XII, 3(b)
I, 1(a)

A-15
A-17
A-18
A-20
A-21

04/16/1992
04/13/2012
04/16/1992
07/19/1994
01/11/1998

A-32

04/14/2015

A-38
A-40

09/02/1998
12/29/2000

A-41

05/14/2003

XVI, 2(b)
XII, 2(a)
VII, 1(a)
V, 2(e)
V, 2(e)
VIII, 1(a)
VIII, 1(i)
II, 1
Ill, 1(b)
VII, 1(a)
VIII , 1(i)
VIII, 1(e)
VIII, 1(h)
VIII, 1(i)
VIII, 1(i)

A-42
A-42a

06/10/2004
04/13/2012

xx, 1
xx, 1

A42-b

04/15/2015

XX, 1

Subject
Vacation Selection
Inter-Department Transfers
Multiple Posting System in Property Department
Testing Procedures When Employees Promote
Leaves of Absence
Hiring Co-ops - Union Notification
Partial Day Vacation Administration
Falsification and Tampering with Company
Records
Holiday Call-Out
Flextime
24 Hour Notice - Change of Shift
Reorganization of Distribution Operations
Division
Out-of-Town Work or Training
Four 10-Hour Day Guidelines
Personal Attorneys
Gas Operations Trainer
Customer Projects Resource Specialist

Time Off for Union Duties/Business

BOGAR Job Evaluation System
Manual, Clerical and Technical Job
Classifications
Disconnect Non-Pay, Succession and Special
Reads
Post-Retirement Medical
Amendment to Sidebar Letter A-42 PostRetirement Medical Benefits
Amendment to Sidebar Letter A-42 and A42a
Post-Retirement Medical Benefits
33
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Document
Number
A-46

Document Date

Article

04/21/2005

XII, 6

A-48

04/21/2005

A-49
A-50
A-51
A-52
A-55
A-58
A-58a
A-59

04/21/2005
04/21/2005
04/21/2005
04/21/2005
04/21/2005
06/02/2008
04/14/2015
06/02/2008

V, ?(a)
VIII, 1(a)
V, 3(a)
IX, 2
XI, 2(a)
IX, 5(a)
V, 3(a)
XXII, 1
XXII, 1
Misc.

A-60

06/02/2008

Misc.

A-60a

04/14/2015

Misc.

A-61

04/14/2015

A-62
A-63
A-64
A-65
A-70
A-71
A-73
A-74
A-75
A-76
A-77
A-79

06/02/2008
06/02/2008
04/14/2015
04/14/2015
04/14/2015
04/13/2012
11/16/2009
03/31/2011
01/16/2012
12/20/2012
05/08/2014
04/14/2015

V, ?(a)
VIII, 1(a)
Misc.
Misc.
VIII, 1(a)
V, 2
V, 3(a)
XII, 2(b)
Misc.
XII, 4(a)
Misc.
XII, 2(b)
Misc.
Misc.

A-80
A-81
A-82

04/14/2015
04/14/2015
04/14/2015

Misc.
Misc.
V, 2

Subject

Temporary Upgrading in Clerical and Technical
Jobs
East Meter Reading
lnterplant Seniority Rights
Treatment for Substance Abuse
Personal/Diversity Day Requests
Vacation Carryover
Job Elimination Situations
Retirement Plan Agreement
Amendment to Retirement Plan Agreement
Sabbatical Vacation Bank and Vacation Credit
Programs
Union Employee Annual Incentive Program
(UEIP)
Amendment to Union Employee Annual
Incentive Plan (UEIP)
Cincinnati Call Center
Part-Time Employee Benefits
Meter Reading Travel Allowance
Revenue Services Representatives
Competency Based Selection
UWUA Severance Program
Overtime Provisions
LIT Job Progression
On Call Rotation - Local IT Support
G.I.S. Job Progression
Foreign Utility Assistance
Senior Work Management Support Specialist
Separation of Delivery Operations and Gas
Operations
Global Positioning Systems (GPS)
Engineering Specialist Progression
Customer Relations Representative/Clerk C
Positions
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THE' CINCINNATl
'

GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
CINCINNATI. OHIO -45201

Mr. Charles J. Neuhaus

Chairman

Independent .Utilities Union

P.O~ . Box 1,757..

C.:lncinnati., .Ohio

Dear

45201-

Mr. Na~aus : ·

Re.fer.ence 'is· .made :to. our disous sion at -a meeting on- November. 30,
197.1 and to 10ur let:ter of .Deciemberl 1, .19-7.1, ,concerning a- uniform
vacation seieO:tion p:rocedu:re ·for· ·emp-J.oyee·s: :repr-es'ented by the: J:n~~
pendent .utilities· Union. ·
·
·
l:n .acconlance '.w ith :Our conversation, :tha' :COnipany will ·adopt
:tlle :XO'l.lowi~g. vacation -select.ton· procedure:s effective :-;tanuary l, .

. ui12i.-·

·

·

·

· --.

.

Preference ".for the first t-wo weeks of vacation· .to whioh .
an- employee '.is. entitled will be :considet.ed within a job' ·clas-·

si:fication at. ~aah particul-m: work .lo·cation on. a :system service .
basi-s.~ Empl~s' enti:tl-ed to·. .roore :thail: a two Week'. vao.ati.on'
~ se:ledt that · additional.. vacati.on on' a system servi.ce· ;basi:a
a£ter all· eUgible '.employee's within the job .cla.ssification at
each parti:cul:ar .wrk. location -have. had an oppor:tuni ty ·t o ·se•••i
leot :the: :dates
for at least: .two· weeks of their. vacation. ·
.
.
:ct is emphasi-zed that ..thia. procedure :w ill in no way a££ect. .the canpany• s. right to deteniille t..ba number of employee's who may take a

va.cati-on· at ~Y one :time;

Please oonfil:m that ·the procedure .stated in this ·let:te·t is sat-:isfaoto~y t~ the union. so .t hat- ·the va.ri~us· ·affecite<i Company dep·artments
may be notified prior to. January. 1,· .19 72.
·
Vexy truly you~,· .

Q~e-~
Robert 13. ;sy:rnes·

Manager
Industrial Relations
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(Due to the deteriorating condition of 1he original, this letter has been retyped.)

July 16, 1974

Mr. Charles J. Neuhaus
Chairman
Independent Utilities Union
P.O. Box 1757
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
Dear Mr. Neuhaus:
During the 1974-1977 negotiation meetings, the committees of the Company and the Independent
Utilities Union discussed interdepartment transfers to different job classification and lateral bids and
their effect on classified seniority. The following procedure has been implemented as a result of the
·negotiations and subsequent discussions with representatives of the Union.
Individuals who laterally bid or transfer from one bidding are to another will receive classified
seniortty dates based on the dates they enter the new job classifications in the new bidding area.
However, when an employee's move is delayed, consideration wilt be given to the proper adjustment
of the employee's classified seniority rank so that the employee will not be penalized with respect to
future opening within the new department. When such employees bid on future openings in the new
department, they will be ranked on the basis of their classified seniority date in that bidding area.
Should these employees bid on an opening posted outside their immediate bidding area, their wage
level seniority will be used in deter~inlng their ranking for consideration on 1he posting. In
accordance with PE\St practice, departmental personnel will be given first consideration on an initial
1.U.U. wide posting.
The only exceptions to the above procedures are for the following employees in the Customer
Services Division of the Customer and Public Relations Department: Douglas Ray Deaton,
Patricia L Lindsay, and Ronald Eugene May. These employees. as was agreed during the
negotiations. will be ranked according to wage level date on all promotional bids after they acquire
the minimum work experience required for a promotion.
The procedure described in this letter applies only to transfers and lateral bids across bidding areas.
Wage level seniority will continue to govern on lateral bids within a bidding area where specific
procedures have previously been established.
The Company believes that the described procedures will conform with the agreement reached
during the discussions at the 1974 negotiation meetings and will eliminate the potential for
employees who transfer or laterally bid into another bidding area from subsequently acquiring more
seniority than incumbent employees within the same classification. If the Union concurs with these
arrangements, please initial and return the attached copy of this letter.
Very truly yours,
Robert L. aymes
Manager
Industrial Relations

cc:

L. M. Dageobach
R. G. Graham
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(Due to the deteriorating condition of the original. this letter has been retyped.)

March 28, 1977

Mr. E. Edward Divine
Chairman
Independent_Utilities Union

P.O. Box 1757
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201
Dear Mr. Devine:
During 1he 1977 negotiation meetings, the Company and the Union agreed to the introduction of a
multiple posting system into the Property Department. This system is designed to speed up the
process of filling job openings In the clerical and manual groups of the Department. For the purpose
of posing job openings, accepting bids and selecting qualified applicants for job classifications
bargained for by the Independent Utilities Union the existing northern, southern, eastern and western
divisions of-the Department will remain unchanged. Through multiple posting any known original job
openings that the Company decides to fill will be listed on the posting. Any equal or lower level job
that opens as a result of the original postings may be filled as a resultant available opening. ln
addition, any original job opening that becomes available during the posting period may also be filled
as a resultant available opening. However, the Company must maintain the right to discontinue the
tilting of openings at any level of the procedure.
To clarify the procedures, the meaning of certain terms used herein are defined at follows:
A "posting" is the announcement of a job opening on the proper forms which are
displayed on the bulletin boards of headquarters within the four divisions of the
Property Department.
A "bid" is a written request of an employee on the proper form for consideration for
an opening.
A "cross-bid" ls a bid for an opening in the same job classification in another Division.
A "lateral bid" is a bid for an opening in a different job classification having the same
maximum rate of pay.

A "promotional bid" is a bid for an opening in a job classification having a higher
maximum rate of pay.
Any Property Department employee may submit a bid at any time. It is not necessary that a job
opening be posted before a bid can be submitted. Only one promotional bid, one cross-bid or one
lateral bid can be made on a single bid sheet. The bidder may also indicate on the bid sheet his
preference for geographical division in numerical sequence. The bid sheet on file with the latest
date as of the closing date of a particular posting will be used in processing that posting. It is
imperative that the employee be continually aware of the bids he has on file, as well as his
promotional opportunities. An employee accepted on a valid bid must accept the new job
classification or new location.
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To be valid, a bid must be made out in duplicate and signed by the bidc!er's supervisor on or prior to
the closing date of a posling. One copy of the bid will be returned to the bidder and 1he other copy
will be forwarded to the general office of the Property Department All bids submitted in the
beginning of a calendar year will be retained and used for processing all postings for the calendar
year unless changed by the employee.
The acceptance of a bidder on a posting will invalidate all bids of that employee and the employee
must submit new bids for consideration on future openings. Any·individual bid can be invalidated
(withdrawn) by·submission of a similar bid with a later date'or by the bidder submitting a bid sheet
requesting cancellation of all previo1,1s bids. In addition, all bids become invalid on December 31 of
any year. This will require new bids to be submitted on the first working day of ec:1ch year or as soon
thereafter as practical.
After a job posting has closed the ranking of applicants wifl be determined on the basis of
qualifications, promotional sequences, and classified seniority. Bids will be considered in the
followlng order:

1. Cross-bids
2. Lateral bids
3. Promotional bids
The successful applicant on lateral and promotional bids may be required to qualify by means of an
examination if specified by the applicable job descriptions.

Requests for specific job assignments, locations, or shifts within a divisiofl m~y be made in writing to
the supervisor in charge of that division. The supervisor will forward a copy of such request to the
geoeral office of the Property Department for filing. These requests will be considered by the
division supervisor when an opening occurs and prior to the posting of such an opening. However,
employees may not exercise their seniority to assure a particular job assignment, location or shift
within a division. Requests for assignments will be retained in file until December 31 of any
particular year and will be given consideration when job openings occur in the division in which the
applicant presently works.
A "results of job o~ning'' will be posted after all bids have been processed. This form will indicate
the successful applicants, the headquarters, shift schedule, type of change and effective date. Any
applicable payroll changes will be effective on the date which is designated on the multiple posting
results sheet.
•
If, as the result of a job posting, an original opening or any resultant opening cannot be filled by an
employee within the Property Department. that job may be posted Company wide.
In addition to permitting more than one cross-bid per posted opening, it is believed that this
procedure will materially reduce the time required for the filling of job openings ther_eby expediting
the promotion of employees. It is contemplated that this change in procedure in the Property
Department will become effective on or about May 1, 1977.
Very truly yours,

Arthur R. Ehrnschwender
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(Due to the deteriorating condition of the original, this fetter has been retyped.)

March 28, 1977

Mr. E. Edward Divine
Chairman
Independent Utilities Union
P.O. Box 1757
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201
Dear Mr. Divine:

During the 1977 negotiations, the committees for the Company and the Union discussed the
testing procedures which are utilized in many promotional sequences when empfoyees
promote.
In certain areas of the Company, an employee is tested on the basis of the job from which he
promotes. In other instances, testing is based on the job into which an employee will progress
anci is given within a certain time interval before or after the employee is accepted. Further, the
re~testing time interval for employees who do not successfully complete a promotional test
varies in different departments. In certain areas of the Company, employees may be pre-tested
for future promotional openings. The Union has requested that such advance testing be made
available to employees for the next job in their promotional sequence even though an opening
may not exist.
The Company is not opposed to advance testing in those situations where a supervisor agrees
that such advance testing is in the best interest of all concerned. It must be realized, however,
that in some areas of the Company, methods or technology often change so that advance
testing is not practical, in such instances the material upon which an employee is tested may be
altered substantially at the time an employee may ultimately be promoted. An employee who
wishes to be considered for this advance testing should consult with his supervisor. The
supervisor will appraise the employee if such testing is permissible and , if not, the supervisor
will explain to the employee why his request may not be granted.
It is thought that this letter will clarify any misunderstanding that may have existed concerning
advance testing.
Very truly yours,

Arthur R. Ehrnschwender
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April 13, 2012

Mr. James Anderson
President

Utility Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

Leaves of Absence

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During 2012 contract negotiations, the parties discussed Sidebar Letter A-5 dated April
10, 1986 regarding good cause for granting leaves of absence. The parties recognized
that there have been significant legal developments since 1986, including but not limited
to passage of the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and the Uniformed Service
Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA). Given these and other similar
developments, the parties agreed to replace the April 10, 1086 Sidebar Letter as set
forth herein.
The Company understands that employees may need to be away from the workplace at
times for legitimate reasons. The Company further recognizes that time away from
work is important to maintaining a healthy work-life balance. At the same time, the
Company depends on a responsible and dependable workforce to serve its customers
and meet its business goals.
To balance these interests, the Company provides leaves of absence for qualifying
reasons, such as for new parents, medical issues (experienced by the employee or
eligible family members), military service, caregivers, education, and other personal
reasons deemed by the Company or its third party administrators to justify a leave of
absence. Leaves of absence may be granted for up to a maximum of six (6) months, or
as otherwise set forth in the applicable summary plan description.
All leaves of absence are provided in a manner consistent with applicable laws. To the
extent that a leave of absence provided by the Company is over and above the
employee's legal entitlement, it is recognized to be a privilege and not a right of the
employee. Such leaves are granted at the discretion of the Company. While never
desirable, an employee's absence in most situations can be tolerated more so during .
certain times of the year than other times.
It is difficult to enumerate the variable circumstances under which employees may be
granted personal leaves of absence. The Company evaluates each request on an
individual basis in light of the surrounding circumstances specific to such request. For
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example, leaves of absence will not be granted for individuals who are absent due to
incarceration or for individuals who want to try full-time employment elsewhere.
Employees are expected to cooperate with providing supporting documentation in a
timely and truthful manner as needed by the Company and/or its third party
administrators to manage the leave process consistently. Employees also are expected
to keep their management apprised of their return-to-work status and any work-related
restrictions prior to returning to work. Advance notice of the employee's return-to-work
date and of any work-related restrictions is necessary for business planning and to
ensure compliance with applicable laws.
It is believed that this letter accurately describes the parties' agreement.
Very truly yours,

)JZ,~

.J~~:

Alvaro
Vice President, Labor Relations
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CG&E The Energy Service Company
Rabertt;.Byma

7oo crneinna!i Gas & Electric Company
P.O. 8ox 960 CirlcinnaU, Ohio 45201.ooM

Setll(lr Vice President

April 18, 1989

Mr. Patrick G. Bl'Bdford

Chail"man
Independent Utilities Union

P. O. Box 1757
Cincinnati> Ohio·· 45201

Deer Mr. Bradford:
During the 1989 negotiations, the parties discussed the possibility of the
Company notifying the Union of the initial employment of co-ops :in two year
Associate Degree :progrru:ns.
As agreed . during these negotiations, Department Managers will attempt to
inform the Union delegates whenever a two year co-op is hired within their
areas of resporunollity.

lt is thought that by proceeding in this manner 1 the concerns e:icpressed by
the Union during the negotiating meetings will be alleviated.

Very truly yours,
\

<J?.-L.,,t ct

/).~r"1,'-i./

Robert E. Byrnes
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rt1Energy®
April 13, 2012

Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071

Re:

Partial Day Vacation Administration

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During 2012 contract negotiations, the parties discussed the granting of vacations in
less than one day increments.
As was agreed, department managers will review their individual work groups and
where it will not disrupt normal operations, at their discretion, permit requests for partial
day vacations in increments of one-half the employee's scheduled work day but not less
than four hours. It was further agreed that requests for these partial days must be made
at least seven calendar days prior to the date requested and must be approved by
supervision. However, because of extenuating circumstances, a partial day off with less
than a seven (7) calendar day notification may be approved by an employee's
supervisor.
Currently there are some departments that allow, business needs permitting , employees
to take partial vacation days in less than half day increments. It is agreed that individual
departments will have the ability to grant vacation requests for less than half day
increments at their discretion.
It is believed that this letter accurately describes the parties' agreement.
Very truly yours,

J~~

Vice President, Labor Relations
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CG&E · The Energy Service Company

April 18, l989

Mr. Patrick G • llradford
Chairman
Independent Utilities Union
P. O. Box 1757
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201

Dear Mr. Bradford:
During the 1989 negotiation meetings, the committees for:- the Company
and the Union discussed the degree of disQpline to be administered to
employees who falsify or taniper with Company~- .
Many employees represented by the Union are in positions of trust
concerning Company records and accounts. The management depend.a upon
the integrity of each employee in the performance of bis or her various job
duties and responsibilities. The wportance of this r-eliance upon complete
employee veracity cannot be overemphasized.
In many d.isciplina:ey situations, the Company adheres to a policy of
progressive and constructive disdpline in· order to impress upon e111ployees
the nature of Company expectations. BQwever, e.s mutually ttg'l"OOd upon
dul'ing the negotiations, employees whose dishonest acts adversely affect the
Company will be summarily disc.barged. For example, it has been a long
established. Company policy that all meter reading personnel will be tel'l'llinated
who CUl'b readings, falsify recoro~, ar a,:e guilty of defalcation; immediate
discharge for these activities will continue.

Emp)oyees in various departments have ac(!SSs to Company and other

accounting aDd business records and are confronted with situations where
circumstances could allow indiscretions for their personal gain or the benefit
of others without proper :remuneration to the Company. Many positions of

trustworthiness could be misdirected to a manipulation or falsification of
Company records in a fraudulent, la.rcenous, or otherwise dishonest manner.
As agreed, such activities will result in immediate t8i,nination of employment.
If the types of activities oc~r as descl'l"bed above, the Company will
Na.ct in good faith upon a lull, fair 1 and impartial investigation.
The
Company will take every pl"ecautton to evaluate particu~ incid~nts in full
light of all circumstances in order to make certain that any smmuary
tel"ID:ination is not undertaken in an arbitl'ary', capricious, or- disparate

manner.
Very truly yours, _

. .1

~.t

c. tJ1r,.•~"✓

Robert E. BYfnes
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CG&E

The Energy Service Company

April 16, 1992

Mr. Patcick G. Bradford
Chairman
Independent t1tWties O'.nit:>n

P. o. Box 17S7
Cinc:inna.ti, Ohio 45201

Oear Mr. Bradford:

During the 1992 negct:iadon 11ieetings, representatives ot the company
and the Union discussed the .negotiated intent and the our.rent admin:istrat::u:.n
of holiday call out provisions contained in Art:icle XI, sectfon 1 (d) af the

Agreement.
Thar& was no dispute between the parties as to how ~ empJoyee .is
oompensated far any call out assignment where an the hours worked by the
individual were entirely v.ith.in the holiday (midnight t.o midnight).
When
such can. out assignments are ~ tbur hours or ll:1Ss the empk,yee receives
four hours pay at the approp:r::late overtime rate and no travel pay. When
such call outs .a re :more than four hours l:>ut less than eight, the employee
recei.ves eight boll%'$ elf pay at the appt0priate overtime rate and no travel
pay. .When an employee works ent:iraly w.it:hin the holiday .for more than eight
hours, all. hours ~orked after e:jqht hours are compensated at the double ti.Jle
rate af pay w.:lth no travel pay. The area of dispute }:)et.ween the parties
conca;i:ns those call out as.sigmnehts which are worked contiguous to hours on
the day before or the day after a haliday.

In arder to completely resolve this matter, the company :is willing to
co:m.pensate the employee '&:sr one hour cf. travel time at the appropriata rate of
pay far' can outs of fcur hours a:- l!lore cx,ntiguous ~ hours worked ;int:n or
out: Of a company reo:,gnized hallclay. However, the guarantee of eight hours
pay for a can out that is more than four hours but less than eight that js
oontained in Artfcle XI, Secl:ion 1 (d) will not apply tc c:aJJ. outs that are
contiguous with hours into ar out Of the holiday.
By proceeding m this manner, .it ls thought that a cons.ist:ent and
equitable manner of administ:er:ing the holiday pay provisions at the Agreement
can be at:tained.
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CG&E

The Energy Service Company

April 16, 1992

Mr. Patr:idk G. Bndtbrd
Chai.r11ian
Independent tJ'tWi:fes Unkm
P. O. Bax 1757
dncinnati,. Ohio 45201
Dear Mr. Brad!crd:

ou:r::ing the 1992 negct:iat:um meetings between the company and the
Onion, the commtt.ees discussed the use of fleXtilne.
As was discussed during these mee:t:!.ngs, .it is the policy of the Company

to use :fleXttme programs Jn those work grwps whete such scheduling

js

deemed appropr.lat:e by the Department Managar,
A:li:hough the company
reserves the :right to discontinue the use of flext:inte vhera appropriate, .it
will. meet w.ith the. Un:lon before pro::eeding.

n: is thought that this
this matter-

wm

adequateJ.y desc:d~ the a.tscussfon concerning
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CG&E

The Energy Service Company

April 16, 1992

Mr.. Pat:r:ick G. Bradford
chairman
l:ndependent Uti1it:ies Ordon
P. o. Box 1757

Cincinnati, Olrlo 45201

t>ear Mr. Bradfard:

Dmng the 1992 negctiation meetings, the committees for the company
and the Union discussed the change of schedule prov.islon in Artb:::la m,
Secdcn 3 (b) ..
Although the language in the current Agreement stares that an employee
will receive at least a 24-hour notice of a change in :shift, the Company w:ill.
attempt to give at least a :flve c:alendar day nct::ice of such changes.
It .is thought. that th.is is a fair and eguit:abla policy which will satisfy

tne .irxterests at. an ccncerned.
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CG&E

The Energy Service Company

April 16, 1992

Mr. Patrick G. Bradford
Chairman
Independent otilit:ies Union
P. 0, BOX 1757
· cincl.nnati., Ohio 45201
Dear Mr. Bradford:
Our.ing the 1992 negotiat::10ns, the comJD:itt.ees far the Company and the

Union discussed the reorganization af the D:istdbution Ope:rat:!ons
af the Electric $yste111s Operations Deparbnent.

Div.ision

As was agreed dw:ing these negct:iat:ions, the superv.isory posi:t:ions within
t:b:is sec:::tk>n will have· the f1ex:ibilit.y to perform bargaining unit work when an
oper:at:lons Te:dlluc:ian is unavailable to rea.dil.y respond to a customer .inquiry
that neeas immediate attent:lcn. on those cx:x-astons superv.ision Will J:ie able to
invest::tgata, resal.ve and recommend solut:ions to customers a.bOut their
:inquiries. They may also be setting test equipment and or prepar:ing wr.itten
rea:,mmendations fQt' cust:o:m.e:s. lt ;is antic:ipated that the performance of this
bargaining unit work will be tninimal. As stated dw::bl9 the negot::Latu:,ns, .it Js
thought that suparv:isory emplc:>yees w.il1 only perform these types of operations
on an average <:I. one per. week. In the event that the Operations Technician,
assigned to a spedt!.c area, is on vacation, thcst average may increase to
approx:bnataly two to three per week.
Tb.is agreement does not: rest:dct
superv.isar:y employees fr:01.11 doing work they prevjously performed.
lt 3s thought that this agreement will e.nabls us to bet:t:et" serve our

cust::ame:rs.
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CG&E

The Energy Service Company

April 16, 1992
Mr. hb:::ick G. 8:rad.fot'd
Chairman
Independent 'Utilities Unkm
P. o. Box 1757
d:nc:innati., Ohio 45201
Dear Mr. Bradford:

Ou:rinq the J.992 negotiation meetings, :representatives for the company
Umon discussed the polides and procedures to be ut::Dized when
employees are required t.o work or train ~ out-of-t:cwn kx:at::u:ms.
and. the

'rhe mode cf tnmsportat.ion to be utilized for an. oat-af-tcwn trips v.lll. be
determined by the company.
commert;ial. airJ1nes w.iJl. be used whenevEa:"
pcssible. 'l'h, company w.m. normally tumish ::cundt::dp ah.:1ine tickets (tow::fst
er c::,aeh class) J:letw~ th~ Greater Cincinnati Airport and the paint. of
destinat:io.n. 'If pr:it:,r arrangements are lll.ade and the Company agrees,
emplt>yees lllay dl:::ive to ~d from their dest::inati0n and be :reilnbu.:rsed at the
appropriam mileage rate l::iut not exceeding the cost of · the toundt:r.ip airline
ticket. Each inai."17.id.ual request will. :be evaluated by the Company bef9t'S
determi:ning J.f alte.:rnate transport.ati.on w:ill be permitted..
Employees utilizing
the personal car option wm not be granted additional time of:f frOm their
regular sched.ulad. wc:xrk week in order to meet travel schedules not arranged

by the Company.

Nc:xr will any other expenses such as personal auto repairs

and insurance, extra 111eals or lodging be reimbursed by the Company.

Normally the Company will ar.range for, and pay any living acco111modat:10n
expenses. Oocasiona.Uy, there will be times when einplcyees will be :responsible
for dil::'ed: payment p.dm:' tt, leav.ing the hctel/metel..
In this case, the
employees w.ill ?"eCei.ve advance payme.nt. ti:lr the appllcahJe r00111 rates and must
rec::c:mc:D.e their a.c:cx:nint:s personally. Dw::ing most other out-af-town ttips,
prior arrangements may penut invaidng ·a t applicable hotel/illotel rcom costs
d:ired:ly to the Company. In this s:ii:uat:ion, involved employees will net receive
any di?:ect payments for room c:csts. 0th.er types af ac:::o::,mmodationa 'Will be
handled on a ease-by--c::ase basis w.:ith methods of payment appropr:iata to the.
situation.

For extended tt:ips, employees will be infor:med prior t0 leav.ing tor: the
out-o!-town ~ment as to the number af return tJ:::ips to cinc:innati they will
be ant,tto,d.
For these return td.ps, tbe company w:ill normally furnish
transpOrtation.. In the event that v.isits home a:ra grant:a.d and taken, the
company w.ill. re.imbut"Se each emplcyee for roundtx:ip transportation costs only.
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The Company may est:a?:.llish and pay an applicable per <liem rate in
advance fer each out-ot-town clay and each travel day. This rate, which may
vary between inaiv.idual out-Qf'-tovn locat::fons, will mclude all .e ther expenses,
suc;::h as :meals, laundry, telephone c::alls, tips, etc.. ~ n and lodging
will net. be included in th.a daily ·p er diem amount that each usplcyee wm.
recei.ve.
Any expenses incurred ove: and ~va the stlpulat:e.d per diem
amount tar any given tdp w.m. be the. :responsibility of the· employee.
AJternately, the company may els:t:. to reimburse qployees for the direct
reasonabla expenses far such il::ems as · meals, laundry, telephone calls, tips,
etc. 'l'he Company will determine on a case-by-case basis whether a per diem
arrange:m.ent ar reimbursement for reasonable expenses js used far out-Qf'-town

assignments.
It is thought that this letter will c1ar.ffy the Union's ~ about the
policies and prccedures to be ut:illzed when employees are required to wark er

trafn at out-cf-town ~ -

ADuke
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r"'Energy®
April 13, 2012

Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

Four 10-Hour Day Guidelines

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2012 negotiations, the parties discussed Side bar Letters A-17 and A-47
regarding four 10-hour day workweeks. As a result of those discussions, the parties
agreed to the following revised Guidelines for employees who are assigned to work four
10-hour days.

1.

Off Days. Management will attempt to provide employees working a four 10-hour
day workweek with three consecutive off days. However, employees in a particular
work group may request or may be required to have two consecutive off days and
another off day within the scheduled workweek. Supervision will give dµe
consideration to such requests.

2.

Overtime. Time and one-half will be paid for all overtime hours worked in any
single workweek, with the exception of Sunday. All overtime hours worked on a
Sunday will be paid at double time.
·

3. Vacation. One day vacations are for 10 hours. Weekly vacations are for 40 hours.
Employees who are transitioning to or from a four 10-hour day workweek shall be
entitled to all accrued vacation (i.e., if an employee returns to an five 8-hour day
schedule with 10 hours remaining vacation, the employee will have one day and
two hours of vacation to take in accordance with the contract).
4.

Personal Days. Personal days must be taken in full days regardless of the
employee's schedule, and cannot be taken in sm.al!er increments. For employees
on 10-hour shifts, personal days are paid for 10 hours. For employees on 8-hour
shifts, personal days are paid for 8 hours.

5.

Holidays. Employees working four 10-hour shifts convert to a five 8-hour day
schedule during all workweeks that contain a holiday recognized by the Company in
an effort to maintain consistency throughout the bargaining unit for employees to
receive 40 hours of pay.

A-17
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For any other alternate work hour schedule that may be developed, it is agreed that at
least two off days will be consecutive. The two consecutive off day agreement does not
apply to any currently established workweek or when changing from one schedule to
another. Furthermore, the two consecutive off day requirement can be waived, but both
supervision and the employee must mutually agree to such a schedule.
It is thought that this fetter accurately describes the parties' agreement.
Very truly yours,

-~

Alvaro
resident, Labor Relations
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CG&E

The Energy Service Company

April 16, 1992

Mr. 1>at:dck G. Brad.ford
chairman
Independent nHJitfes Onion
P. O. l30X 1757
c:l.nd.nnati, Ohio 45201
Dear Mr.. Bradford:

During th& 1992 negotiation meetings the committees af the Company and
the Union discussed the representat:ion af employees by personal attorneys or
outside agencies dw:::ing the grlewm::e and arbftrat!on procedures.
As a result ct these discussions, the parties agreed that: the Union is the
sale bargaining representatlve far .its members and therefore no outside
representation w:iil. be permft:ted. during such nteet:ings.
This in no way
restt:icts the U.rdon•s abinty to have an atmrney represent .its own interests
dw::ing the grievance and artm::rat:.ion procedures.
It .is l:>elieved that by proceeding in this manner the concerns expressed
during these meetings have been alleviated..

A-18
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OCT- 13-99 WED 9:15 AM

P. 6

CG&E • The Energy Service Company
July 19, l9~4

Mr. Patrick
Chairman

o.

Bradford

Independent Utilities Onion

.P.

o.

Box 1757

Cincinnati, Ohio 45201
This lvtter cancels and supercedes ~Y previous l•ttar to

you, date() JUly 13, 1994.

Reta:rence is made to our nieeting 0n Tuesday, June 28, 1994
r-egarding the new job classification, GH.. Operations Trainer,.

Job Cod~ 1s2~.
and D.

In addition to you and I, Messrs. E- Schuetta

zanitsch :rept-Heinting the Co111pany and Mr.

D.

~epreaent~ng the ll)U were also in attendance.

:Rosing

A~ agreed, the new job ol.assi:fioation ot Gas opet-ations
Trainer, Job coae /827 wiJ.1 be established at wage level 12.
'I'his now job classitioation wa1S evaluated by thq Company's Non ..
Manual ~ob Evaluation coriunittee as a wage level 11.

rn return for tpe Comp~ny'~ willi~gnesa to establish this
now job cla~sitication at wage lev9l ii, tba union ~g~eed that

the Manag~ent of Gas Oper~tions will select th& individual they
d0.c111 to be :most qualifiad for this position in lieu of accepting
the most ee.nio.r qualified incliv.i4ual. The Union further ~greed
.~£~~t_g. _p;-2=::,!r,~~¥_ 9r_.i ~vanoes releted to the $1!1loeti0n p:r(Wesa

for ~uupos .... o...

-··· .

.

rt fut~4e ra-evaluations of this job ola$sirioation
increase the total nWllber of points sufficient to increase the
wage level to 12, this job classi!ication will remain a wage
level 12 and the selection pt'Ocess will revert to being
conducted in accordance with the Onion contract in effect at
that time.

If you conou~ with this a9reement, pl~ase sign and date a
aopy of thi& letter and return it to my office.

,~~~
~tfty'
cc: E.R, Schuette

o.E.

Zanitsoh

\jobeval \ tra!ne~
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Januaty 11 , 1998

Mr. Patrick G. Bradford
Chairman
Independent Utilities Union

P. 0 . Box 1757
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201

Dear Pat:
Per out discussion on November 5, 1998, this letter deta~s our discussion on the
development of Customer Projects Resource Specialist positlon. Pending final
Management approval, these positions will be newly created IUU jobs within Energy
Delivery and wm be filled based on business needs as detennined by Management.
The duffes and responsibilities of the Customer Projects Resource Specialist are:
• On-the-job training of new employees in a work group
• Presenting and/or assisting others In classroom training
• Serving as an expert resource on work procedures and related technical
information
• Providing refresher/remedial/supplemental training requested by the work
group supervisor
• Performing duties in various work groups and as mutually agreed upon by
respective work group supervlsors
The Customer Projects Department will post Customer Projects Resource Specialist
vacancies when they occur . In exchange for the specially negotiated Customer
Projects Resource Specialist wage rate, interested, qualified candidates will be
selected by the Targeted Selection process. In the event that two candidates are rated
equal tnrough the Targeted Selection process, in accordance with the current IUU
Agreement seniority will be the prevailing factor.

The Customer Projects Resource Specialist positions will be filled by IUU represented
employees in the following bidding areas:
• Customer Projects
• Electric Operations
• Gas Operations
For the initial Customer Projects Resource Specialist job posting, T&D Coordinators will
be considered. If selected, the T&D Coordinators who accept the Customer Projects
Resource Specialist position must join the Independent Utilities Union within thirty (30)
days of being reclassified as a Customer Projects Resource Specialist. For the
selection of reporting locations, successful IUU candidates shall have preference,
based on System Seniority over successful T&D Coordinator candidates.

A-21
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Toe Customer Projects Resource Speciallst position will be staffed using the following

process:
•

Bids and/or resumes Will be screened to determlne that minimal

•

quaiifications are met
Candipates \\'illparticfpate in a Targeted Selection interview process by at
lea~t thr.ee (3) qualifled interviewers. If agreed to by the candidate, IUU
leadership may observe this process.
Adata-Integratfon process ml be used to aeate a rank fisting of qualified
candidates. IUU leadership may obse,ve 1his process.
Quaftfied candidates will be asked to develop and present a five minute

•
•

presentation on the topic of their Choice. These presentations will be scored
oli a pre--detennined set of criteria by at least two experienced, exempt
trainers.
Po:;,itions will be offered to the successful candidates.
Resultant}ob opening may be backfilled In accordance with the current IUU

•

•

agreement
·Toe minimum and maximum wage rates for the Customer Projects Resource Specialist
position will be $860.00.to $910.00.
Customer Projects Superv.isors assigned a Customer Projects Resource Specialist wm
be responsible for assignment of their work sciledules. performance evaluations,
discipline and administrativ~ requirements. customer Projects Resource Specialist's
performance will be evaluated formally on the same $Chedule as other employees
within Energy Oellve~.
·
Customer Projects Resource Speclalfsts will be required to travel to other locations
away from their normal \I\IOrk locations. Existing Company and departmental policies
will determine eompensation ~nd reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses. The
working hours for Customer Projects Resource Speciafists may need to be flexible.
Training actMUes may require work hours other than a normal 8 a.m. to 5 p .m.
schedule.
Customer Projects Resource Specialists may accept temporary upgrades to
supervisory positfQns, not to exceed 90 consecutive days, if they would have othe.rwise
been upgraded,
Very truly yours,

Jeny W. Baird, Manager
Customer P!'.Ojects
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(New -January 11, 1999
Energy Delivery Business Unit
Gas & Electric_Support Services Department

60600
Cl.ASSIEJCATION:

CUSTOMER PROJECTS RESOURCE S~E~ST

A DUT,IES:

Under general supervision, with a work schedule covering days, nights, weekends and
holidays is responsible for providing needs assessment, assisting in the development and
presentation of training programs related to the job skill areas identified for Customer
Project Coordinators and Office Coordinators, mainnµning training materials and
prov.iding on.site suppon as required at various Company locations.
1. Conducts job skill training as required-for Customer Project Coordinators and Office

Coordinators.
2. Assists in designing training modules for classroom a11d on-the--job training.
3. Designs job aides and other training-related .materials.
4. Conducts follow 11p on-the-job training to employees returning from classroom

training.
S. Participates as 'Job expert" on teams as required.

6. Works with other Company departments to provide supplemental training, module
development, and/or consultation as required.
7. Assists in maintaining training documentation tQ ensure that all materials are up to date
and in compliance with standards.

8. Provides input on employee perfonnance in job duties that are based on classroom and
field training.
9. Conducts follow.;up evaluations to critique the effectiveness of traimng and training
materials.
10. Participates in Company trmning programs and/or outside seminars to enhance job
related skills.

11. Operates and maintains audio visual equipment.
12. Supports employees as initial point of contact for job related issues.
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(New .January 11, 1999
Energy Delivery Business Unit
Gas & Electric Support Services Department

13. Schedules facilities. trainees. equipment and material for training programs.
14. Perfonns the duties of Customer Project Coordinators ancVor Office Coordinators as
needed and as able in the event of emergencies, job deadlines or exc(lssive workload.
15. PeJforms other similar or less skilled work.
B. QUALIFICATIONS:
Must meet the Company's requirements as to GENERAL QUALlFICATIONS,
and in addition:

1. Must have at least 5 years' Company experience in assisting or designing the process
of getting gas or electric service to our customers.
2. Must have demonstrated the ability to successfully apply Company and Commission
rules, regulations. and standards as appropriate.
3. Must have experience in designing and presenting informational material to other
departments and associates within the Company, outside groups and organizations or
o~er customers in a professional and organized rµanner.
4. Must have successfully passed the technical aptitude battery of tests.
5. Must have experience in successfully facilitating and leading groups of employees to

achieve desired goals.
6. Must be capable of designing training materials, instructing others and conducting
classroom training.

7. Must be capable of using and trouble shooting audio visual and computer software and
hardware equipment.
8. Must have a valid driver's license.
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Energy Delivery Customers Projects
Customer Projects Resource Specialist
Overview

To improve and .supplement classroom training in the
Customer . Projects Department, fulf.•time Resource
Specialist positions were established in 1998. The
dufles and responsibilities of the Customer Projects
Resource Specialist (CPRS) are listed below.

The

CPRS positions will be fllled based on business
needs as determined by Management.
These
positions are newly created jobs withln Energy
Delivery.
Eligible Job
Classifications*

CPRS positions will be filled by IUU represented
employees in the following bidding areas:

•
•
•

Customer Projects
Electric Operations
Gas Operations

CPRS

The following responslbilities are Included

Responsibilities

duties:

and

rn

CPRS

•

On-the-job training of new
employees in-a work group.

existing

•

Presenting and/or assisting others in classroom
training.

•

Serving

•

Providing
refresher/remedial/supplemental
training requested by the work group supervisor.

•

Perfonning duties in various work groups and as
mutually agreed upon by respective work group

as an expert resource en work
procedures and related technlcal Information.

supervisors.
•For the Initial Customer Projects Resource Specfallst Job posting, T&D Coordinators will be
consid8rea. Jf selected, the T&D Coordinators who accept th& Customer Pro)ectt RefJOuroo
Speciaflst position mustjoin the Independent utilities Union within thf,ty (30) days of being
reclaSSified as a customer Projects Resot.Jtee Specialist. For the sel9Clfon of reporting locations,
sucwsstul IUU candkfates shall have preference, based on System Seniority over successful
T&D Coordinator candidates.
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Energy Delivery Customer Projects

Selection
Procedures

OJT Procedures

The Customer Projects Department wm post CPRS
vacancies when they occur. . ln exchange for the
specially negotiated Customer Projects Resource
Specialist wage rate, interested, qualified candidates
will be selected by the Targeted Seleetion process.
In the event that two candidates are rated equal
through the Targeted Sefeotion process, in
accordance with the <:urrent IUU Agreement seniority
will be the prevailing factor.
The CPRS position will be staffed using the foUowing

process:
1) Bids and/or resumes wlll be screened to
determine that minimal qualifications are met.
2) Candidates will participate in a Targeted
Selection interview process by at least 3 quanfied
interviewers. If agreed to by candidate, Unicn
leadership rriay observe this process.
3) A data integration process will be used to create a
rank listing of qualified candidates.
IUU
leadership may observe this process.
4) Qualified eandldates wm be asked to develop and
present a &-minute presentation on the topic of
their choice. These presentations will be scored
on a pre-determined set of criteria by at least 2
experienced exempt trainers.
5) Positions
be offered to the successful
candidates.
6) Resultant job openings may be backfilled in
accordance with the current agreement

will

Wage Rates

The minimum and maximum wage rates for the
Customer Projects Resource Specialist position will
be $860.00 to $910.00.

Reporting
Refafipnships

CPRS wlll report to Customer Project Supervisors.
Customer Projects Supervisors assigned a Customer
Projects Resource Specialist win be responsible for
assignment of their work schedules, performance
evaluations,
discipline
and
administrative
requirements.
Customer Projects Resource
Specialist's performance Will be evaluated fonnaHy on
the same schedule as other employees w ithin Energy
2
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Energy Defive ry Customer Projects

OJT Procedures

Delivery,
Additionaf

CPRS will be required to travel to other locations

Consideration

away from their normal work locations.

Existing

company and departmental policies will determine
.comp.ensation and reimbursement for out-of pocket

t;aXpenses.
The working hours for CPRS may need to be flexible.
Training activities my require CPRS to work hours
other than a normal 8 to 5 schedule.
CPRS may -accept temporary upgrades to
supervisory positions, not to exceed 90 consecutive
days, if they would have otherwise been upgraded.

3
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Duke EnBrgy
139 East Fourth St

ENERGY.

Cincinnati, OH 45201

April 15,2015
Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600

81 0 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 4 1071
RE: Time Off For Union Duties/Business
Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2015 - 2019 negotiations, the representatives of the Company and the Union clarified the
administration of time off work and compensation for performing Union dutleSlbusiness. Subject to
legitimate business needs, the Company will grant compensated or non-compensated time off work in
accordance with the following guidelines.

NEGOTIATIONS

Members of the Union negotiating committee and any other employee
required to attend or prepare for negotiating meetings will be able to attend
during working hours. These employees will not be compensated by the
Company for time spent in and preparing for negotiations, unless previously
agreed to by the parties.

GRIEVANCES &
ARBITRATIONS

A reasonable number of employees will be able to prepare for and attend
grievance and arbitration meetings. Union employees will not lose their
straight-time wages while attending grievance meetings. The time spent by
Union members in preparing for and attending all arbitration meetings ls not
compensable by the Company.

JOINT MEETINGS

A reasonable number of employees will be able to attend joint meetings
between Union members and Company representatives. These employees
will not lose their straight-time wages while attending or preparing for joint
meetings.

UNION
DUTIES/MEETINGS

A reasonable number of employees may be excused but not compensated
by the Company for attending, preparing for or performing union
duties/meetings. This includes items such as counting voles, regular Union
meetings, General Board meetings, working on Union accounting records,
or other union duties or meetings.

Sidebar Letter A32
Page 1
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MILEAGE
EXPENSES

The Company will agree to reimburse the Union mileage expenses for up to
two union representatives to attend Company scheduled meetings, This
does not include grievance meetings, arbitrations, negotiations or meetings
held at the request of the Union. The Company will agree to reimburse the
Union mileage expense for one union representative to attend fact finding
meetings. The Union will provide an Itemized statement each month for this
expense and the Company will reimburse the Union.

There may be occasions when exceptions to these guidelines may be granted. The parties will make
every effort to accommodate each other in these matters. The Union agreed to give as much advance
notice as possible to supervisors of employees who need to be off work for Union business.
The advancing of wages for non-•compensable union business will continue. absent abuse of this process.
If problems arise, management will meet with the Union in an attempt to correct the abuse. However,
management must maintain the right to discontinue this arrangement, if a satisfactory resolution cannot
be reached.
Sincerely,

- ~~
Alvaro
D
r, Labor Relations
Duke Energy

Sidebar Letter A32
Page2
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Clne~Corp.
•139 East Fourth Sueet
P.O.Box~60

September 2, 1998

Mr. Patrick G. Bradford
Chairman
Independent Utilities Union
Po Box 1757
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

C!ndnnati, OH 45201-0960

CINERGY.
CG&E

Dear Mr. Bradford.
As you are aware, a new job evaluatiori system1 the BOGAR Job Evaluation
System is being implemented for a/I job classifications represented by the IBEW, Local
1347, IUU and the USWA, locals #12049 and #5541-06. The new system was
designed by the ERT Sub-Committee II (Joint Union/Management Team) and approved
for implementation by the ERT at its June 29, 1998 meeting. The BOGAR Job
Evaluation System completely replaces the McIntyre system.
The McIntyre Evaluation break poinf.s for each grade level have been
mathematically converted to new break points under the BOGAR System, therefore it is
not necessary for job classifications to be reevaluated at this time. Only new job
classifications or revised job classifications with significant changes since tf)eir fast
evaluation will be evaluated using the new system.· Job classifications will retain their
current wage rates/grade levers, but will be subje9t to change if they are revised and
reevaluated as was the p~ctice in the past.

Under the current agreement, a company job evaluation committee is
responsible for evaluating all new or revised job .classifications. (Article VIII, Section
1(I)). A key component of the new job evaruatJon system is the establishment of a new
joint Union/Management job evaluation committee. The committee will consist of two
management representatives from each business unit, two representatives from the
IUU, IBEW and each USWA local and two repres~ntatives from the Corporate Center.
Accordingly, there will be 16 ·total members with a maximum of 10 active during an
evaluation. Operating guidelines for the committee are as follows:
•

Unions will appoint their representatives and they will only
participate in the evaluation of job classifications represented by
their Union.

•

Unaffected union representatives may be present, but will not

participate at this time.
•

No more than two of the four USWA representatives will participate
in the evaluation of USWA job classifications.

A-38
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•

The participating union must · have at least one representative
available during the evaluation process.

•

Consensus should be reached on each factor during the

evaluation; absent consensus, majority rules.
• The participating Business Unit must have at least one
representative available.during the evaluation process.
,

• All job evaluation members should be informed it is a long term
commitment
•

A quorum 10 have a meeting is six members.

A. job evaluation coordinator from the Human Resources Department will also
facilitate in the evaluation process and will not be a voting member. The ERT SubCommittee II also established 1he pre-evaluation process. presentation guid~lines, post
evaluation proce_
ss, training, a creditability check arid' employee communication and
these will be implemented as presented to the ERT at the June 29 meeting.
This letter and accord modifies the tenns of the 1998-2001 contract with respect .
to the job evaluation system and it fs believed that this Jetter accurately describes the
agreement' the Company and Union have reached.
Sincerely,

~ e.w ~
Kenneth E. Williams
Manager ·
Employee Relations and Safety

2
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INTERNAL CORRESPONDENCE

)

To:

Officers, General Managers and Managers

From:

Patrick Gibson

Subject:

MANUAL, CLERICAL AND TECHNICAL JOB CLASSIFICATJONS

Date:

December 29, 2000

CINERGY.

· Reply By:

The purpose of thfs letter is to amend and update the Walter C. Beckjord letter of
October 1, 1945; Which has served as a preamble to the Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Company's Job classlflcatfon and evaluation system for Union represented · job
classfflcations;
In October 1~45, after a careful ~nd comprehensive study of the various kinds of
work necessary to conduct the business of 1he Company In a safe, efficient and
otherwise satisfactory manner, and the requirements of each Job involved, the
·· Company by agreement with the Unions representing the employees and With the
.. , approval of the National War Labor Board (Region V), placed Into effect a schedule of
job tffles and descriptions for all manual, clerical and technical employees. Wage rate
-· .schedules were estabJlshed and made effective In accordance with. the- Union
. : agreements and the approval of the war Labor Board.
The job descriptions and wage rate schedules were designed to provide a · falr
. · . -an~ equitable means by which all the Jobs, within the scope of the plan, being filled ~Y
· _ · · manual, ·clerical and technical employees could be designated with uniformity.· ~nd
. . underatanding. throughout the Company system. The C;,mpany and the duly certified
........ ~exclusive bargaJ~lng representatives of the bargaining units agreed to ~- b~~l_
s JJ~.. .-. .. · -.
. . ... . for defining Jobs . .It became 1he duty and responsibifity of the supervisory fQtce-_a$·the. · · -:
.·-~: ·.,/ r ~prese~tattves of management to see that tt was applied and mafntalned.ln'1i-~fr:.and · • - .
·. ·.. ·. ··: ·ix?nsisfent manner. It was also essential that employees clearly understo~ tlu~):Juties
. ,~
· and requirements of the jobs to which they were assigned. VVhlfe the Job de~ptlons
were not Intended to be all-fndusive. they were intended to cover such typical tasks
necessary to P.rovlde a fair basis-for evaluation.
·
·
The job ciassitication and evaluation plan provided:

1.

A set of Job descriptions which prescribe typlcal duties and quallficatlons;
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INTERNAL CORRESPONDENCE
2.

A set of promotional charts indf~ting the line of normal promotions in the
respective departments;

3.

A set of wage schedules conta1ning maximum wage rates for all jobs and
steps of progression to arrive at the maximum wage rates;

f

In September 1998, a new evaluation system {BOGAR) was implemented to
evaluate atf manual, cferical and technlcaJ Job cfassiflcatJons repr~E)nted by the
International Brotherhood .of Electrical Workers, Local 1347; the United Steelworkers of
America, Locals 12049 and 5541--06; and the Independent UtHltles Unfon. A Joint
union/management committee designed the aoGAR Job Evaluation System. In
addition to the items listed above, the BOGAR system requires a Job Evaluation
Questionnaire to be compfeted and approved for each new or revised job classification.
JOB DESCRIPTIONS

Each job description consists of a statement of the nature of work involved in the
job cla$$ffication, in sufficJent detail to identify the title and content to those familiar with
the organization: also a statement of the minimum qualificatiOJ'ls required to enter the
Job. Each Job descriptlon Is subdivided Into two parts. "Duties" and •Qualifications" as

follows:

·
)

DUTIES
This section Is devoted to a description of the es~entlal duties required in the
classification Itself, considered entirely apart from the indMdual who may occupy the
position. A sufficient number of duties are listed ~o:
1.

ln9icate the character and grade of the work;

2.

Indicate the variety of duties;

3.

Distinguish each job classifioatlon from another•.

The duties for each job description are those prlnclpal duties that ara required to
properly Identify and evaluate each of the specific job classffications. These duties are
not to be considered all-Inclusive. Employees may be temporarily assigned, within their
capabilities, duties of other classifications. VVhen the tempo$fily assigned duties are
those of a higher or lower rated job cfassffication the employees should be paid the
appropriate rate of pay in accordance with the Union agreemen~.

This section also indlcates. as a general guide, the degree of supervision under
which the employees are expected to be able to perform their work; that is under
•c1ose: •oirective,• or 11General Directive" supervision. These terms are defined as

follows:
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1. The tenn •under close supervision• means that the employees perform only
those tasks which they have been Instructed to do and are observed and supervised most of the time while performing them.
For example: A helper assisting a mechanic in performlng assignments
would ordinarily be under the •close• ~upervislon of the mechanic.

2.

The tenn •under directive supervision~ means that the employees perform
primarily those tasks and duties which they have been diFeeted to do and
then ¢arry out such instructions under observation or checking from time to
time.
For example: A mechanic, working under the direction of a suparvisor,
a$Slgned to a section of the work but observed or contacted perlodfcally
during 1he day, by the supervisor, woutd be consfdered as working under
·•directive" supervision.

3. The term •under general directive supervision• means that the employees
under .general Instructions perform duties independentJy. but within the
limitations of standard pracHces or procedure.

For example: A Senior Uneperson operating In the field on scheduled
assignments, fn accordance with standard practices and ·procedures 'but
wjthout any supervision while In the field, whose production or
performance would be the check on activities and quality of wort. would
be considered as working under "general directive• supervision. . .
QUALIFICATIONS
I~ this section of the job descrlptlons are . fist~ tho~~:f.l:l)!li!l'Um
qualifications which the fndMdual ts expected to bring to the Job. · Specffi~llf'1clilded
.,. are such items as basic education, degree of skill, extent of experfe~i;el speclal ·
·know1edge. and other required qualifications.
: ·: ·~:~;_;:/\ :~·-- ·

,:. .

.. ,:i:,;• . .

Compa_ny Requirements as to General Qualifications
In addition to the dutres and qualifications for each job classfficat!c,'n as set
forth in the job descrfptfons, each employee must meet the Company's
.requirements as to general qualifications, which include:

1. The physfcal and mental abilities to perfonn the essential functlons of
the Job classification, with or yitithout reasonable accommodations;
tboClllokmaU 0a · ~ C;omPlmY
fSIBnc:tgy.~
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2. Th$ willingness to follow instructions and cooperate With other
emproyees;
3. The wHRngness to respond to calls ou1side of regular hours, when the
need arises and in emergencies, to help in any department or phase of
the Companys operations in which they are qualified to help;
4. The wiUlngness to work a shift schedule and irregular hours
nature of the work requires it;

where the

5. The wilfingness to direct and instruct or train employees, of a lower Job
rating, assisting on the same work;

6. If required by assignment·to drive automobile or trucks, must hold a
vand State Bureau of Motor Vehicles Operato,s' license;

7. Comp~lance with the general rules and pracffces of the Company, with
specific rules of the department In which they are employed, and with
those of other departments with whfch their woik must be coordinated;
8: Thorough familiarity with and strict observance of the Company's
safety rules appffcabfe to their job;
9. Have the characteristics of · dependablltty, trustworthiness.

and

carefulness; and have a sattsfactory previous record in these respects;
10. The willingness to submit to physical examinations by a licensed
physician designated by the Company;
11.The willingness to supply the necessary employment records
including. but not limited to, •birth certificate, social security number,
selective service record.

military record. character and

past

employment records.
. . JOB EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Each questionnaire consists of questions related to the six factors used to
evaluate a job classfflcation under the BOGAR system. One or more employees in a
job classification represented by the applicable Union must complete and sign one
questionnaire. A depar1mental management representative must approve the
compJefed questionnaire. Th& six factws and related sections of the questionnaire are

as follows:

,

)
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Knowledge

Questions rerated to the amount of format and infonnal education, tralnfng and
experience.

Reaponslblllty
Questions related to the amount of responsibility for such things as: Company
funds; confidential infonnation; safety, tmfning and/or work direction of others; materials
and equipment; etc.
Customer Contact

Questions related to the amount, Importance and difficulty of contacts with
internal and external customers.
Decision Making and CompJexlty of Dutlea

.

Questions related to the complexity of the work; the freedom employees have to
make decisions; and, the impact 1heJr decisions may have an the Company.

_ PhysJcaUAdversa Characteristics
· ··,Questiops related to the amount duration and frequency of: physical work (e.g.,
lifting, climbing and walking); and. work In adverse conditions (e.g., heat, cold, dust and
noise).

Hazards
· Questions related to the Inherent dangers In the Job which directly expose the
·. ~mployee to the possibility of accidents which may result In lost time accidents or death.

WAGE SCHEDULE
Starting Rates
When employees ·are first assigned to ·a Job classification, they receive the
starting/minimum rate indicated In the wage schedule for that Job, except In· ca~s
. where an employee is already receiving a rate equal to or in excess of th!l
starting/minimum rate Indicated. In such event when the employe~ is promoting into
the job classification, the employee receives an increase as described in the applicable
Union Agreement, but In no event in excess of the maximum wage rate for the job to
whfch the emJjloyee Is assigned,
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Pros;,resslon Steps within a Wage Range

The wage range provides for progression steps leading up to the maximum
evaluated rate of the job. Job progression steps are designed for the purpose of
advancing an employee within the wage range. These progression steps are to be
used as follows:
At intervals of six months, the supervisor shall make a review of the employee•s
development and progress on the assigned Job. tf progress, measured by
demonstrated ablfity and performance. has been satisfactory, the scheduled
progression step will be made effective on the first Monday following the expiration of
that particular interval, until the employee)s wage rate equals the maximum rate
specified for the particular job classfflcation.
'Mlen the performance review indicates that the employee has not made
satisfactory progress In the job and an Increase In pay is not warranted the employee Is
to be personally notified by the immediate supervisor that the progression step increase
·· ·1s befng withheld. The notiffcation must take place at lea!rt .one month In advance of the
date for the scheduled progression step. In addfflon, serious consideration should be
given as ·to whether or not the employee should be demoted, transferred or released.
The Union m~y request a review of such a decision. Such review is to be made by a
representative or representatives of the Union and a representafllle or representatives
of the Company.
·
· · For new employees the six-month interval will start from the hiring date, and for
promoted employees, a new series of six-month intervals wJll start on the date of
promotion.
CONCLUSION

Although this plan is set forth as clearly and expUcttly as possible. questions may
arise as to the intent or interpretation of some provisions. In such even~ the matter
shotJld be discussed with a representative In the Labor Relations department.

Very Truly You~,

f
11icClnclnn.:!Oa&~c Q>mpao:,

m~.rne.
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Cinergy Corp.
139 P..ut Pourth Street
P.O. Boit96Q
Ctndnnatl, OH 45201-0960

May 14, 2003 .

Ms. Mary Harthun
President
Local Union 600, JUU
Utlllty Workers Union of America
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

CINERQy.
CG&E

Disconnect Non-pay, Succession
And Speclaf Meter Reads Agreement

Dear Ms. Harthun:
This letter documents our dfscusslons and agreements related to disconnect non-pay (ONP}
• field credit activity and succession and special meter rea~lng work.
·

)

In August 2002, the Company met wilh the leadership of each of 1he CG&E affiliated focal
unlons to discuss the need to significantly Increase the number of completed DNP's and to
complete all succ:;ession/spedal meter reads at a competitive cost:. As a result of those
discussions, a · team was formed, which Jnciuded the leadership from each unfon and
· management representatives, to evaluate the ·buslness case for ·Implementing necessary
flexlb!Jittes and cost controf me~ures to perform the Identified work at a competitive cosl The
team was charged with reaching a con~ensus on a plan to ~chleve the desired results.
It was recognized that residual union Jurisdictional issues around the ONP work and .the
successlon·and special meter reading work had resulted fn restrfcttve.work practices actoss the
multiple unlons· connected wi1h these job functions. Since Au.gust of 2002, the jafnt un{on and
management team has worked together on a regular basis to achieve compromise for the
implementation of the foffowing competitive alternatives to outsourcing ff"!ese Job functions.
Pending agreement with the leadership of the four local unioAs Involved in the discussions, the
Company will implement the changes described below.
Toe ·Company will form a new centrally managed work _group for the specific purpose of
performing the ONP fieldwork. 'fhe Company wll initially staff the new work group with 10
existing employees (Senior Representatives) represented by the UWUA currently perfonning
ONP ml'k. Additionally, 8 employees will be added in each of two entry-level job c!assificatloQS,
one represented by the USWA and 1he other by the IBEW, Local 1347. It is understood that if
any of the aforementloned 10 employees represented by the I.J,NUA vacate their position and
the Company decides to backfill the posltion{s}, it wlll be filled as
entry--level ONP worker
represented by the USWA or IBEW. The Company assured the Union that the two·clerical
positions that provide support to the ONP vvork process would not be ellr.nf nat~d as e result of

an

this reorg~nlzatfon. ·

·

The ·16 new eniry-l!3VeJ DNP W9Tker job openings wm be made available to other employees
represented by 1hefr respective unions (I.e., USWA and IBEW). Jf all 16 openings are not filled
by employees in their respective unions or by displaced employees In redeployment
represented by the !BEW, the remaining openings will be made available to fuff-time meter
reaqers and then parMlme meter readers, in that order. If ~Y full-time or part-ttme meter

A--41
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readers va~te their posiijons as a result of accepting any of the initial 16 DNP worker job
openln!J$ represented by the fBEW and USWA, the Company wm backffll those vacancies
~ccordlngly-'{i.e., part-time.With part-time and fufl-time with R;IIJ..tlme). These agreements only
apply fo fhe Initial 16 DNP Y.tlrker Job openings.·

If any of· the 10 Senior Representatives In ·Revenue Collections are bumped by Senior

::i,:

Representatives wffh mort;t seniority as a result of Company initiatives, it will not impac( the
numt1er of positrons ·being eliminated through attrition.
....
.
The su~sslon and special lf!eter Tef:lding duties wlll ba primarily, but not exciuslvely, assigned
to UWUA represented employees•. k. a result, 1Onew full~tJme meter reader job Qpenings will
be filled. Management intends to assign work other than suc;cesslon/special reads to DNP
. workers represented by the USWA and IBEW, Whenever there -fs other productive work
avaifable fat 1hein- ~ perform wfthln 1helr Job cf~sffiCc!tions. However, .this does not restrict
managemenrs tight to assign ttiose employees to perform such meter reads. The Company
agreed to b~ckflfJ part-Ume meter reader posltlons ~hat are·vacated as a·result of part-time meter
· readers.accepting any ~f the ihiaar 10 new full-time meter reader positions.

. This agre&ment Is made- between the parties without preJudice to the position of either party
· i:-egardlng the Jurlsdlctfon. assignment and contracting of work. However, the Unlon agrees that
.no grievaoc;es wm be flied or· pursued relating to the assignment of work as described above. for
the duratloirof·tnls agreement. To the extent that the Company has retained lts rights with . ·
re.gard ·to rnal<ing Mure changes to 1his, or any other work processes in th.a future, the Union
~taif,s its rigt:lt. to grieve In the: event that management implements clla.nges to ·!he above-.
descnaed'·terms. for achfeving the DNP, succession and· special meter· reading work. In thts
· conte~ ho~ver, it'i$ also llnderstotid that slight moditJcatfons to this pverall business· plan may
::if:~ bi:t made, as Jorn.;i as fhe plan's basic design remalns in effect .
· ·
~,...:{t_.~·
.
·.:::~.:.~',:; .: The leam of If?aD~~rrrent and unlon }eade,s ls commended for their f;Otnmitment to meeting the
P,resent•day business needs in a competitive manner. It is expected that all parties Will benefit
by ihls p,an for achieving this work with oompany employees. Please sign . where indicated
below to lndlcate t~ Union's agre&ment to the above terms. ·
.
· ·

Forth~ Company.

For the Union:

h~

--,,;:i/~ ~rk
· ate

Maryl-fun

ToddAmold

V.P., customer

President
Local Union 600, IUU
Utlllty Workers Union
Of America

~ntact Services

·cc:

J. O'Conner
J. Polfey

,.,. ,_.,..............

2

5-/$().g
Date
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139 ~ Pot!tth Street

)

June 10, 2004

P.O. Bo:t960
Ondmlatl, OH 45201-0960

Ms. Mary rfarthun
President
Local Union 600, IUU
Utfllty Workers I.Jnion of America
810 Brfghtoh Street
Newport, Kentucky41071

Re:

CINliRGY.
CG&E

.eost-Reflrement"Medfcal Benmjt§

Dear Ms. Harth~n:

On April 27, 2004, the Company met with union representatives from UWUA Local 600r
USWA 5541--06 and 12049 and IBl:W 1347 to continue the negotiations for providing a
post--retirement health reimbursement ·account <•HRA•) option (the •HRA Optio,t) to our
active employees. Prior to &hat meeting; Jn a fetter dated March 2. 2004, the Company
provided the unions (f) a written overview of the Company's proposed design for the HRA
OpUon, and .(IJ) written responses to certain related questions. This letter updates the
Companys proposed design for tt,e HRA Option.

I.

)

OVERVIEW QF HRA OPIJON
All current. · full-tfme employees represented by UWUA. LocaJ 600 wm be abJe to
make a one-tiine choice between conffnulng In the current tradlttonal post-retirement
medl.cal optton (the '7radlfional Option•) or electing to participate In the new HRA
' Optton described below. Employees V(ill be requlred to make this election by a
specified elecfioi:t date in 2004. (Notwithstanding the foregol~g, employees ru.rrenfly
receiving long..tann dlsabfllty benefi1s or on a milltary leave of absence, wlll make
this e f ~ whe~ they return to active, fuJJ..time status. If they do not return to
active, fulMlme status. they will default to the Traditional Option.) All employees
hired or rehired on or after January 1, 2005 will participate in tt,e HRA Option. Each
employee who elects to participate In the HRA Option, and each employee hired on
or after January 1, 2005, will be referred to as a •HRA Partic!~anr herein.
Under the Tradltionat Option, ehglb!e retirees (those _who retire atJ:er attalnlng age 50
with five {5) years of Servtce, as defined In the applicable Pension Plan) are
provided access to group medical coverage-and a premium subsidy th~ varies
based upon the retirees' service and classiflcatlon {see detail regarding the various
cfassl~c:atfons and subsidy levels attached hereto).

.

}

Subject to any collective bargaining obliga~lon, the Company reserves the ridlt to
amend, modify or tennlnate the Traditional Option•and/or the HRA Option at any
time. However. amounts afready credHed to a HRA Participant's account WIii not be
reduced by amendment. except to the e~nt necessary or appropriate to comply
with change$ In the'law.
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The benefit under the HRA Option is based on a bookkeepfng account that can grow
.like a savings account with service and interest credits ~s described below. An ·
employee who elects the HRA Option wm start with an Qpenf ng balance that ls equal
to 1112th of $1,000 for each prior calendar month In which the HRA Participant
worked at least one day for the Company. In the future, the .Company will credit
eligible HRA Participants with an additional 1112th of $1,000 for each calendar
morith in which the HRA Participant works ai least one day for the Company. The
Company wm also credit each eligible HRA Participant's bookkeeping acoount with
· an anm~al Interest credit. Interest wlll be credited at ihe same interest rate as the
cash balance updates as determfned fn.August of each year, except that for the tenn
of the current labor agreement, the Interest rate wm not be less than 3.5%; for 2004.
the rate Is 5.31%. Except ·as discussed below. only HRA Participants Who are
activ.e, full-time employees ahd work at feast one day Jn the month are eligible for the
·monthly service credfl Like retirees·In the Traditional Option, HRA Participants will
haVe access to group medical coverage only if they retire after_attafnfng age ~o with
· five (5) .years of Service (as defined In tfle applicable Pension Plan), however, there
will be no subsidy. PJea$e note the folJoWlng 1e9arding the HRA Option:
a.

ff a HRA Participant retires after attaining age 50 With five (5) years.of Service
(as defined In the applicable Pension Plan), the amounts ~ed to the
· }-fRAs generally can be used for the qu~lfffed ~fcaf .expen~, as defined In
S~on 213(d) of the Internal Revenue Code. of the retiree and the retiree's
spous..e and eligible dependents (see tRS publication 502 for examples of
. qualffied medloaJ expanses}. To 1he·extent permitted by applicable raw and
as ls ofheiwtse practJcable, th~ HRA optiOI') is Intended to 'provide a tax-free
bet1efit. Due to future law changes, however-, there can be no assurance of
favorable tax ti:eatment.
· ·

b.

Except as proylded below, if the employment of a HRA Participant terminates
prior to attaining age 50 with five (5) years of Service (as defined under the
applicable Pension Plan), the HRA Participant forfeits all amounts credited to
the HRA Account. ,

c.

If a HRA Participant dies while acttvely employed prior to attaining age 50
with five (5) years of service (as defined Jn the ~pplicable Pension Plan), the
HRA Participant forfeits all amounts a-edited to the HRA A-ccount.

d.

If a HRA Parti~pant dies while actively employed after attainlng age 50 with
five (5) years of Service, his/her spou~e and effgible dependents will be
entitled to use amounts credited to the HRA to pay qualified medlcal

expenses immediately.
e.

In the event of disabfnty or Jeave, the Company \Nill contfnue monthly service
credits for the first 12 month;:!. The <;ompany WIU ~tinua Jnterest credits
while the HRA Participant is disabled or on leave .(;md prior to recovery or
retirement). For HRA Participants on a mlitary leave. service credits and
interest credtts will continue for the full q~allfled leave period.
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H.

f.

If the employment ·of a HRA Participant Is lnvoluQtarily tennlnated in
oonnection wHh an Involuntary reduction In force and sua, termination ls In no ·
way related to performance deficiencies, the HRA Participant will be elfg1ble
to maintain his/her HRA balance as of termlnalion. The HRA Participant will
~ able to use amounts held In his/her HRA Account lmmedfately following
the tem,fnatJon.

g.

For the tern, of the current Collective Barg~ln!ng Agreement, the ·company
will agree not .to amend, modify or tennlnate retiree health care benefits for
any active employees covered by the CSA. Amounts credited to a HRA
Participant's account will not be reduced ·by amendment, except to ~e extent
necessary or appropriate to comply with changes In the law.

QUE§IfOtJS
Set forth befow ate responses to some of the questions regarding the HRA OpUon
rals~d In previous meetings.

·1.
;

WIii the Company offer choice to all employees?

A:

)
2.

Will an employee be able to elect the HRA Option upon retirement? .

A:
3.

Yes. Presently, the Comp~ny .plans to allow all current, full-time
employees to efect to stay In the T~dffional Option or swilth to the
HRA _
Option. After January 1, 2005, new hires af)d rehires will
autQrnatlcaJly participate In the HRA Option.
· · ·

No. A one-time election Will take place in 2004.

Can a HRA Participant withdraw amounts credited to hls.th,er HRA
account In cash upon retirement? Can the Company pay the amount
GUt in a lump s~m?

A:

Money may be withdrawn from the HRA account only for paying
qualified medical expenses. The account will not be paid out In cash.
Favorable tax treatment is available for a HRA only if the HRA
reimburses medical expenses -as defioed In Section 213(d} of ·the
Internal Revenue Coda. As stated below rror:n IRS Notice 2002-45,
any right to receive cash · will disqualify the HRA from
receMng favorable tax treatment.

. •An HRA does not qualify for the exclusion under ·§ 1OS(b) If any
person has the right to receive cash or any other taxable or nontaxable benefit under the arrangement other than the reimbursement
of medfcal care expenses. If any person has SUQl a rfg~t under an
arrangement currently or for any future ·year, au.dlsbibutfons to all
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persons made from !he arrangement in the current tax year are
Included in gross Income, even amounts paid to reimburse medrcal
care expenses. For example. ff an arrangement pays a. death benefit
Without regard to medical care expenses, no amounts paid Under the
arrangf:flTient to any p ~ are reimbursements for medical care
~xpeoses excluded under§ 105(b)••. Arrangements formaHy outside
the HRA that provfde for the -adjustment of an employee's
compensaflon or an emf)loyee's receipt of ~ny other benefit wm be
cx,nsldered In detennlnlng whether the arrangement Is an HRA and
whether the benefits are ~11.glble for 1he exclusions under §§ 106 and
· 105(b). If, for e~pfe, In the year an employee retires, tf1e employee
receives a bonus and the amount of the bonus is r~lated to that
employee's maxtmum reimbursement amount remaining in an HRA at
the time of retirement no amounts pald under the arrangement are
reimbursements for medical . care. expenses for purposes of §
105{b)...•
4.

What happens to tha HRA balance upon disability .o r extended leave
from the Company?

A:
5.

. see Section l(e).

What happens to the HRA balance In the event of a termination of

employment? ·
A!

6.

See SecUon I.

What ha:ppen:i to the HRA balance If i die whHf: actively employed?
A: . See Sect1011s l(c) and t(d). Currently, the spouse and eligible
dependents of an employee who dies while aqtively employed with
Cinergy can elect to become covered under the non-union medical
. plan and receive subsld!zed coverage at the active employee rate unt11
.death or a dlsqualifyfng event (for ·the sp(?Use, this would Include,·but
nof be limited to, remarrying or becoming Medicare eligible; for an
eligible dependent, It would include, but not be limited to, ceasing to
qualify as an ellglbfe dependent due to age).

7.

WIii the Company contributions be indexed In future years (e.g., Indexed

to the trend line fer heal~ care costs)?

·

No. At this time, we do not plan to align our service credit or interest
credit to any .ind~x. However, the Company will continue to evaluate
It~ crediting levels. SUbjec:t to any collectiVe bargaining obligations,
the Company reserves the right to make adjustments, lnclucfing

Increasing, decreasing or discontinuing credits unilaterally.

.
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8. · Will the opening HRA balances be calculated with retroactive Interest·
crediting?
A: ·
9.

No. Making retroactive ·interest credits would be cost prohibitive from
the Company's perspective;

What are other companies . doing with regards ~ post-retirement

healthcare?

A:
10.

How can HRA Participants use amounts credited to the HRA?

A!

11.

See Hewitt survey previously prow.Jed (51 % of survey respondents
have a unionized workforce).

Money credited to a HRA ·can be used to reimburse the HRA
Participant for medical expenses as defined ·1n Section 213{d) of the
Internal Revenue Code. See IRS publication 502 for examples of
qu~lffied medical e,q,enses.
·

Who wifl admrnfster the HRA account balances?

Hewitt Asso.ciates will track ttle HRA credits while HRA Participants
are actively employed. The Company Is reviewing propos~ls from
third party administrators .for post-retirement administratfon, but this
wlil
likely be Hewitt Associates. .
.
12.

Will the H~ ~e protected/guaranteed?
A:

13.

If the company decides to elfmfnate the TradJUonal Option at a later
date. would employees be allowed to get in the HRA?

A:
14.

.J

The .Company perfodlcally evaluates its benefit programs and would
determine the ap~ropriate course.of action at that time.

Would interest on the HRA account continue to accrue after an
employee retires?

A:
15.

The benefit under the HRA optlon ls based on a bookkeeping account
and is not funded lfke a 401(1<) pier). See Section I regarding the
Company's abUlty to amend.

See SectJon J.

ff two Cinergy employees are married, can they make different elections

with respect to the HRA Option?
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A:

Yes. one could efect to·remain In the Traditional Optton, and the other
coufd elect the HRA Option; if they remain married during retirement
and so elect, they would receive suJ:,sldJzed coverage under . the
Traditional Option and have aocess ~ amounts credited to the HRA on
behatf of.the other-spouse. Regardless, the electlons are independent
of each other.

Plea~e note that the explanation set forth above me,:ely summarizes the basic elements of
our currently proposed design for the HRA Op_
tion. · The Company Is fn the process of
working out the details of the HRA proposal and necessarily reserves the right to work out
1hose detalls. The Company also reserves the dght to more fullY document the HRA
Option, which option will be governed and construed ln accordance with 1he tenns of the
P.lan as adopted by 1he .Compa_ny.
Very truly yours.

?£~p~

Gf!lneraJ Manager
Labor RelatiOns

, )

cc:

r: vemagen
P. 'Glbson

K. Feld

bee:

L. Gregory
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What are other compaflles doing with regards to post-retirement ht:Jalthoare?

HeWltt Assoc~tes c:9nduct.ed .a s~rvey · for the Henry J · Kaiser Family

Foundation between June and Septem~er 2003 .19 understand how large
· private-sector employers are handlfng retiree health beneftts. The survey
-fnoluded responses from 45% of all Fortune 100 companies and ·30%-of all .
Fortuna 500 oompantes, Among fhe ·coinpanfes surveyed this Is what they

-hadtosay:

-·

·

• 10% have
. . terminated
.
. alf subsidized health benefits for future retirees
,

'

• 20%' say they are very Hkety to terminate aft subsidized .health benefits
for fu1ure re\1rees

.

• 35% of the firms terminated benefits for future retirees and now
. . provide access-only to heatfh benefits wtth tl_le·reuree paying 100% of
the·cost

...

..

• 6% of employers shifted to a defined contribution·approach

-·

• 5-7:% increased pr~scrlptlon.drug co-payments :

..

I,.

)

-

...

i

... ,, . .

71% report havtng lncraa~ed retiree contributions to premiums in the
past year 53% report lncreasea to pf~n design ~st ·sharing
.
•

• 12%
. now requfre·mandatory mall-order
. refills for maintenance drugs
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current ~ost-Retlremen.t Health Care Option

Employees hfred before Januaiy 1, 2005. who elect the subsfqy option and who retire from the
company on or a~ age _50 Wi1h at least ffva years of service, may be entJtled to a postretirement health care subsidy from the company dependent on their years of servfoe at
retirement.
.
.
.·

Sobsfdy Schedule:
Service at Retirement

fPra-65 only)

.

30+ .

29
28

50%
45%
·40%

..

27

35%
30%
25%
20%
1.5%

28
25
24
. ) ..

23
.,22 .
21

10%

·20 .

5%
0%

19

0%

18.
17
16

.;

..

16
14·

13
12

11
10

...

0%

9
8

0%

7

0%

:6

0%
0%

5

....... I

..

0%
·0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
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aDuke
, IEnergy®
April 13, 2012

Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

Amendment to Sidebar letter A-42 Post-Retirement Medical Benefits

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During 2012 contract negotiations, the parties discussed Sidebar Letter A-42 dated June 10,
2004 regarding post-retirement medical benefits. As a result of those discussions, the
parties agreed that Sidebar Letter A-42 will (i) continue to apply without modification for
employees hired prior to January 1, 2013, and (ii) be amended to reflect that any employee
hired or rehired on or after January 1, 2013 will not participate in the HRA Option or the
Traditional Option (both as defined in Sidebar Letter A-42). It follows that Sidebar Letter A-42
is hereby amended as set forth below:
In the second full paragraph on page one of Sidebar letter A-42, the fifth and sixth sentences
are hereby deleted and replaced with the following:

•

All employees hired or rehired on or after January 1, 2005 and before January 1,
2013 will participate in 'the HRA Option. No employee hired on or after January
1, 2013 will participate in the HRA Option or the Traditional Option.

•

No employee rehired on or after January 1, 2013 will continue to participate in
the HRA Option or the Traditional Option following such rehire date. Any such
rehired employee who was participating in the HRA Option or the Traditional
Option at the time of such employee's prior termination of employment:
(i) shall be eligible for access to the HRA or premium subsidies, as
applicable, only if he or she was eligible for such HRA access or premium
subsidies at the time of such prior termination of employment, and
(ii) shall not accrue additional benefits under either the HRA Option or the
Traditional Option. ·

•

Employees hired or rehired on or after January 1, 2013 who retire after attaining
age 50 with at least five (5) years of service under the applicable Pension Plan
are provided unsubsidized access to post-retirement medical coverage.

•

Each employee who elected to participate in the HRA Option, and each
employee hired on or after January 1, 2005 and before January 1, 2013 will be
referred to as an 'HRA Participant' herein.

A-42a
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Any provision of Sidebar Letter A-42 that is inconsistent with the above shall be deemed no
longer in effect. Except as provided herein, the remaining provisions of Sidebar Letter A-42
continue in full force and effect
It is believed that this letter accurately reflects the parties' agreement.
Very truly yours,

M.~
J~\.Alvaro
Vice President, Labor Relations
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139 East Fourth St
Cincinnati, OH 45201

April 15, 2015
Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America

local600
81 0 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE: Post Retirement Healthcare

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2015 negotiations, the parties discussed post-retirement healthcare benefits. This fetter
amends the Post-Retirement Medical Benefits Sidebar Letter A-42 dated June 10, 2004 and A-42a dated
April 13, 2012, and confirms these discussions and the resulting agreement.

Access to Po§t-Retlrnment Health Benefits
Employees who terminate on or after October 1. 2015 after attaining at least age 50 with at least 5 years
of service will have unsubsidized access (i.e no Company contributions) to post-retirement medical,
dental, and Vision coverage Coverage for retirees age 65 and older will be provided on an unsubsidized
basis through a Medicare Coordinator. The Company shall provide a subsidy contribution towards the
cost of post-retirement health coverage only as provided below in this letter
§tJt?sidie&CQmpaov Qootnbutioo§ • Trsidit!onf>I Option
For emproyees who terminate on or after October 1 2015 the Traditional Opt1on 1s hereby amended to
provide contributions towards the cost of post-retirement healthcare coverage, in the form of credits to a
newly established Subsidy Health Reimbursement Account ( Subsidy HRA ) only for individuals who are
under age 65 and who are
•

In a group eligible for a medical subsidy under the rules in ettoct prior to October 1 2015 wnich
ls limited to those hired pnor January 1 2013 and

•

At least age 55 ,-.;th at least

,o years of service at term,nat on of employment.

The amount of the contributions will vary as follows:
•

Eligible employees age 50 or older by October 1, 2015 will receive (during retirement) a pre-65
contribution of $350 par month, plus $175 per month for their spouse/domestic partner, if any;
and

•

Eligible employees younger than aga SO as of October 1, 2015 will receive (during retirement) a
pre-65 contribution of $250 per month, plus $125 per month tor their spouse/domestic partner. if
any.

Sidebar Letter A42b
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Subsidies/Company Contributions• HRA Optjon
Effective October 1, 2015, the "HRA Option" is hereby amended such that:
•

The Company will discontinue crediting 1/12 of $1,000 each month to the health reimbursement
accounts for those employees who have a health reimbursement account under the HRA Optlon,
with interest credits continuing; and

•

The Company will offer a choice window in 2015 to employees who have a health reimbursement
account under the HAA Option to elect whether to continue in the HRA Option (modified as
described in the above bullet} or to forego their rights to their modified health reimbursement
accounts under the HRA Option in exchange for participation In the Traditional Option (modified
to provide credits to a Subsidy HRA as described above}.

Miscellaneous
The post-retirement health benefits described above will replace the post-retirement medical coverage
options In effect prior to October 1, 2015, for employees who terminate on or after October 1, 2015,
including those described in Sidebar Letters A-42 and A-42a. These benefits will be governed by and
construed in accordance with the applicable plan documents.
In all other respects, Sidebar Letters A-42 and 42a shall continue ln accordance with their terms.
Sincerely,

~

Alvaro
or, Labor Relations
Duke Energy

D
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April 21, 2005

Mr. Jim Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
lUU Local 600.
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

139 East Fourth Street
P.O. Box 960
Cincinnati, OH JISWl-0960

CINERGY.
CG&E

Temporary Upgrading

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2005 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the
Union discussed temporarily upgrading employees in clerical and technical job
classifications.
The Agreement provides that temporary upgrading shall only be available for
manual employees. However, as a result of these discussions, the Company will agree,
during the term of the 2005 - 2008 Agreement, to permit clerical and technical
employees to be temporarily advanced to higher classifications. Employees will onJy be
given consideration for temporary advancement when they actually replace another
employee in a higher job classification for a full day or more; or supervision deems there
is a need for an employee to fulfill the duties of a higher classified job for a full day or
more. When employees are temporarily upgraded they will receive the minimum rate of
the higher job classification or $4.00 per week more than their current wage rate,
whichever Is greater. When selecting the individual to be temporarily advanced, the
management wifl give consideration to seniority and rotation among qualified
employees. Such upgrading will not take place when the work duties of another
employee are distributed among several other employees, or when employees perform
duties of higher classrfled jobs for training purposes. Temporary upgrades will not apply
to the Statistical Typist, Typist Clerk, Receptionist Typist, Stenographer or Senior
Stenographer job classifications.
The Company voiced a serious concern about the potential for voluminous
grievances if temporary upgrading is permitted for non-manual employees as described.
As agreed, no grievances will be processed by the Union as a result of this llmited
exception to Article XII, Section 6 of the Agreement.
Very truly yours,

l .~~

General Manager

Labor Relations

A-46
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April 21, 2005

Mr. Jim Anderson
President
Local Union 600, IUU
Utility Workers Union of America
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071

139 Ea.~t Fourth Strtet
P.O. Box 960
Cincinnati, OH 45201-0960

CINERGY.
CG&E

Re:

East Meter Reading

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2005 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the Union
discussed the use of part-time Cinergy East Meter Readers.
The parties thoroughly discussed the Company's utilization of part-time employees to
supplement the Meter-Reading work force. While plans to utilize technology such as
Automated Meter Reading on a wide spread basis are still on the horizon, it is almost certain
some form of AMR technology will be utilized ln the near future that will reduce the need for
meter readers to perform manual meter reading and field data collection.
The Company will continue to use part-time Meter Readers in the current manner and
under the following Ct?nditions:

1. The meter reading work force will receive any base wage percentage increases
applicable to the rest of the clerical workforce.
2. The starting wage rate for part-tlme meter readers will continue to be $12.00/hour.
The minimum wage rate for new full-time meter readers will continue to be $14.00
per hour. These minimum wage rates will not be Increased by negotiated base
wage increases.
3. All part-time Meter Readers will be entitled to part-time employee benefits for

employees working 20-31 hour per week, unless their regular schedule is fess than
20 hours per week and in that case they will receive the benefits appropriate to that
·
category, if any.
4. Part-time Meter Readers will not receive any overtime assignments unless the

available full~time Meter Readers at that headquarters have been asked to
participate in such overtime.

s.

Part-time Meter Readers wm receive the appropriate compensation for overtime
when they work in excess of 8-hours In a day or any other regularly scheduled shift
that is Jonger than 8 hours.
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6. Any future full.time openings in division offices will be first offered to voluntary

transfers of current qualified full-time Meter Readers. Regular employees who
accept may be required to work overtime, regardless of the employee's age.

will be trained as appropriate. Only volunteer union members
would be utilized to train part-time Meter Readers in the field. If ho one volunteers,
supervision will conduct the training in the field.

7. Afl Meter Readers

8. In order to meet the meter-reading workload, the Company will have the option of

adding either full-time or parUime employees to the meter-reading work force.
9. Part-time Meter Readers will be held accountable to the same performance
standards as the regular meter reading work force. Additionally, supervision must
maintain the right to evaluate and change the number of meters on each route.

1O. New full.time Meter Readers and part-time Meter Readers will be eligible for $0.25
merit increases every six months, until their wage rates equal their maximum wage
rates.
By proceeding in this manner, the future impact on regvfar full-time East Meter
Readers wm be minimized.

Cil'l.~
~~.Polle{]

General Manager
Labor Relations

2
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139 Ea,t Fourth Strret
P.O. Box 960
Cincinnati, OH 45201-0960

April 21, 2005

Mr. Jim Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
Re:

CINERGY.
CG&E

lnterplant Seniority Rights

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2005 negotiations, representatives of the Company and the Union
discussed the interplant seniority rights for employees at the electric generating
stations, in the event of a surplus situation.
As agreed, during the term of the 2005 - 2008 Agreement, should the Company
declare a surplus at one of its electric generating stations and affected employees
cannot be absorbed into the work force at the plant, all of the electric generating
stations within the CG&E service territory will be considered one department for
purposes of administering roll-backs. The intent is to provide the more senior
employees at the station with .a surplus situation, the ability to bump the less senior
employees at the other stations. The wage rates of surplus employees will be red
circled.

By proceeding in this manner, the Union's concern in this matter is alleviated.
Very truly yours,

~r-~
John E. Polley
General Manager
Labor Relations
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139 East Fourth Str~et
P.O. Box960
Cincinnati, OH 4520l•0960

April 21, 2005

Mr. Jim Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600

CINERGY.
CG&E

810 Brighton Street

Newport, Kentucky41071
Re:

Treatment for Substance Abuse

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2005 negotiations, representatives of the Company and the Union
discussed the compensation policy for employees who undertake treatment for substance
abuse.
White the treatment of these conditions is specificany excepted from coverage under
the sick leave provisions of the Agreement. the Company will, for the term of the 2005 2008 Agreement, continue the arrangement of providing short-term disability benefits (STD)
to employees who obtain treatment at an appropriate detoxification facility under the
dl~ction of the Company or in coordination with the Company and the employee's personal
physician. Available STD may only be used for the first continuous absence when an
employee und!9rtakes to correct a substance abuse problem through an approved program.
If the initial rehabilitation effort at a treatment center is not successful, the employee will not
be granted additional STD.
The Company ls willing to extend this extra effort to -help afflicted employees and their
families, to eliminate the burdel"! imposed upon fellow employees, and to minimize lost
productivity and absenteeism caused by substance abuse. Employees who are unwilling to
accept the responsibility for their own behavior or who refuse to participate in a necessary
program will, as in the past, jeopardize their continued employment with the Company.

The Union is encouraged to make the Company aware of Individuals thought to have
substance abuse problems. With such assistance, fellow employees may be given a
chance for which they may be forever grateful.

Very truly yours,

fl::~
General Manager

Labor Relations
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139 East Fourth Street
P.O. Box 960

Cincinnati, OH 45201-0960

April 21, 2005

Mr. Jim Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

CINERGY.
CG&£

Personal/Diversity Day Requests

Dear Mr. Anderson:
It was agreed that the individual departments would attempt to accommodate as
many requests as possible to take a personal/Diversity or vacation day on Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day, Presidents' Day and/or Good Friday during the term of the 2005 - 2008
Agreement. All requests for a personal/Diversity or vacation day must be made by
employees at least 7 days Jn advance. Days requested with the 7 day advance notice
will not be considered as an absence for determining an individual attendance record.
It is thought that this agreement will be mutually beneficial for all involved.

Very truly yours,

~£.~
John E. Polley
General Manager
Labor Relations
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April 21, i~4

JOO'J

139 East Fourth Street
P.O. Box 960
Cincinnati, OH 45201-0960

Mr. Jim Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600

CINERGYe

810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

CG&E

Vacation Carryover

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2005 negotiations, representatives of the Company and the Union

discussed carryover vacations.
As agreed, for the term of the current Agreement, employees entitled to a
vacation may carryover.up to one week of vacation to the next year. The carryover of
vacation must be approved by supervision. Furthermore, vacation carried over may be
taken any time during the following calendar year.
This letter describes the agreement concerning the carryover of vacation.

Very truly yours,

~t~

John E. Polley
General Manager
Labor Relations
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April 21, 2064 ).. OU?

Cinergy Corp.
139 East Fourth Street
P.O. Box960
Cincinnati, OH 4S201-0960

Mr. James Anderson
President
Utflity Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

CINERGY.

Job Elimination Situations

CG&£

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2005 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the
Union discussed the possibiJity of employees bumping other employees with Jess
system service seniority at the same wage ievel in other job classifications in the event
of a job elimination situation.

During the discussions the Union wanted the Company to agree to allow senior
employees at a given wage level within a bidding area, the right to bump junior
employees in other job classifications at the same wage level within the same bidding
area, even though the senior employees had never been in the job classification(s)
occupied by the junior employees. Due to the potential for a significant loss in
productivity, the Company could not agree to that arrangement. However, during the
term of the 2005 - 2008 agreement, it was agreed that if such a situation should arise,
the Company would work with the Union on a case-by-case ba$iS, in an attempt to
place such employees in other avaHable job classifications at the same wage level
within the same bidding area. It was further agreed that if the Company is unable to
place such employees in job classifications at the same wage level within the bidding
area and they have 25 or more years of system service, they will maintain their job titles
and wage levels and be eligible for negotiated increases and bonuses. This only
applies when such employees with more system service seniority are qualified. but
cannot bump into a same wage level job within the bidding area, held by a junior system
service seniority individual because they have not passed through the other job.
It was also agreed that should a job elimination situation occur during the term of
this Agreement, at the request of the Union, the parties would meet to discuss the
rollback procedure described in Article V, Section 3, which may be revised by mutual
agreement of the parties.
This accurately refl4;3cts the agreements reached between the parties.
Very truly yours,

~~:~
General Manager

labor Relations
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DUKE ENERGY CORPORATION
139 East Fourth Sr.
PO Box 960
Cincinrrati, OH 45201 -09$0

June 2, 2008

Mr. James W. Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America

local600
810 Brighton Street

Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE:

Retirement Plan Agreement

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2008 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the UWUA,
Local 600 (the "Union") discussed the Company's desire to migrate all employees to a
common benefits program. The following outlines the agreement between 1he Company and
the Union for providing the employees with options and protections for Retirement Plan
participation that will remain in effect during the 2008 - 2012 Contract.
Traditional Retirement Program Frozen:

Participation in the Cinergy Traditional Retirement Program will be frozen as of
January 1, 2013 for certain employees. Active employees on January 1, 2013 who are
younger than age SO (as of December 31, 2012) and anyone who is older than 50 but has
fewer than 25 years of service (as of December 31, 2012), will automatically begin
participating in the New Duke Retirement Program.
Voluntary Conversion Opportunities:

Active employees in the Traditional Retirement Program will be offered a voluntary window in
2008 to elect to remain in the Traditional Pension Program or elect the New Retirement
Program. In 2012, a second voluntary window will be offered only to those active employees
who remain in the Traditional Program and who are age 50 with 25 years or more of service
as of December 31, 2012.
Voluntary Conversion to the New Retirement Program:

Part A Benefit (Part A): The pension plan benefit employees will earn under the
Traditional Program will be based on their participation service as of the "day before
conversion date· and their final average monthly pay at retirement (not the date of
conversion).

AND
Part B Benefit (Part B): On the "conversion date," employees will start earning an
additional pension plan benefrt through a new formula that "mirrors" the Duke Energy
Retirement Cash Balance Plan.

The Company matching contributions for the 401{1<) plan will be enhanced to mirror
the Duke Energy Retirement Savings Plan. As a result, employees will be eligible to
receive higher matching contributions on a broader definition of pay. The higher
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Mr. James W. Anderson
June 2, 2008
Page2

amount is a dollar-for-dollar match on the first 6% of eligible pay (this includes base.
overtime and annual incentive pay).

Employees will also begin participating in an annual incentive plan with greater
award opportunities (up to 5%).
With Mandatory Conversion to the New Retirement Program:

1.

Mandatory conversion will be effective January 1, 2013 for employe~s who
have elected to remain in the Cinergy Traditional Retirement Program. Other
terms applicable to the mandatory conversion are as follows:
a.

The final average monthly pay for retirement will be frozen at the time of
conversion (no pay run up).

b.

Employees will have no choice between annuity and lump sum on Part A;
only the current traditional program annuitant options will be available for
Part A.

c.

Can still grow in to the 85 points.

d.

Employees will receive the enhanced 401(k) and enhanced incentive pay
as described above once they mandatorily convert.

Emplo'lees Currently In the Cash Balance Plans:

Employees who previously selected one ot the Cinergy cash balance plans (Balance or
Investor) will automatically transition to the New Retirement Program as soon as
administratively possible, but no later than January 1, 2009, to include participation in a cash
balance pension plan that mirrors the Duke Energy Retirement Cash Balance Plan and an

enhanced 401(k) plan to mirror the Duke Energy Retirement Savings Plan and an enhanced
annual incentive plan as described below:

Annual Incentive Plan Summary Changes for those who elect or automatically move
to the New Retirement Program;
In conjunction with the New Retirement Program, all participants who volunteer or
upon mandatory conversion to the New Retirement Program will be eligible for up to
a 5% maximum annual incentive pay (payable in 2010) based on the achievement of
goals as set forth below:
NEW RETIREMENT PROGRAM - UEIP

Goal

LevaJ1

Level2

Level3

Company Financial Result

.75%

1.5%

3%

Safety

.5%

.75%

1%

Customer Satisfaction

.5%

.75%

1%

1.75%

3.0%

~.0%
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Annual Incentive Plan Summary Changes for those who do not elect the New
Retirement Program:
Employees who elect to remain in the Cinergy Traditional Program, which provides
benefits under the current final average pay formula, will not be eligible for the higher
ineentive payout. but will continue their eligibility for the current Cinergy 401(k} Plan
formula and will begin participating in an annual incentive plan, with a maximum
award of 2% based on the achievement of goals as set forth below:

TRADITIONAL RETIREMENT PLAN - UEIP

Go~I

L~vel1

Level2

Level 3

Company Financial Result

.5%

.75%

1%

Safety

.25%

.375%

.5%

C~stomer Satisfaction

.25%

.375%

.5%

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

The Retirement Conversion Agreement Survives the 2008 - 2012 Contract:

The Company and the Union expressly understand and agreed that the Retirement Program
conversion agreement shall continue in full force through January 1, 2013, surviving the
termination of the 2008 - 2012 Contract, and shall continue in full force through succeeding
contracts. or in the absence of succeeding contracts, unless changed by mutual agreement
of the parties.

V•~w&:•
V

Alvaro
President
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Duke Enorgy
139 East Fourth St
Cincinnati, OH 45201

DUKE
~"ENERGY

April 15, 2015
Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41 071

RE: Amendment to A-58 Retirement Plan Agreement

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2015 negotiations, the Company and the Union discussed changes to the Company's
retirement programs. This letter sets forth the changes that were agreed to by the Company and the
Union.
Retirement Benefits for New Hires
For employees hired or rehired on or after January 1, 2016, the Company will provide an annual
contribution to the Duke Energy Retirement Savings Plan ("ASP") in the amount of 4% of the employee's
annual compensation (Including base, overtime, and incentive compensation) in accordance with the ASP
plan documents. Such newly hired or rehired employees also will be eligible for the Company-provided
matching contribution equal to 100% of the beforErtax (and Roth) contributions made up to 6% of eligible
compensation In accordance with the ASP plan documents on the same basis as employees hired or
rehired prior to January 1, 2016. Employees hired or rehlred on or after January 1, 2016 will not be
eligible to participate in the Cinergy Corp. Union Employees' Retirement Income Plan (the "Retirement
Income Plan'').

Cash Balance Interest Credit
The cash balance interest credit rate under the Retirement Income Plan for pay credits made on and after
January 1, 2016 will be based on a 4% interest rate (0.327% monthly equivalent interest rate). For
purposes of clarity, the cash balance interest credit rate applies to cash balance participants and the Part
B benefit for participants who have a Part A {traditional) and Part B {cash balance) pension plan benefit.
The Part A (traditional) portion of the participant's benefit will not be affected by this change.
Retirement Income

Benefit for Long-Term Disabillt~

A participant who starts receiving long-term disability benefits on or after July 1, 2016 will receive interest
credits under the Retirement Income Plan's cash balance formula while disabled, but will not receive pay
credits while long•term disabled, in accordance with the Retirement Income Plan documents. This change
will not apply for any individual who starts receiving long-term disability benefits before July 1, 2016, or
participants under the traditional formula, or for the Part A benefit for participants who have a Part A
{traditional) and Part B {cash balance) pension plan benefit.

Sidebar Letter A58a
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For purposes of clarity, as previously agreed, the Company may ln its discretion merge the Retirement
Income Plan into the Duke Energy Retirement Cash Balance Plan or other defined benefit plan
maintained by the Company. In accordance with applicable law, any such merger will not reduce
participants' accrued benefits.
The complete provisions of the Company's retirement plans are set forth in the plan documents, as
amended to make administrative changes, legally-required changes and/or technical changes that do not
reduce the benefits formula. In the event of a conflict between any other communication and the plan
documents themselves, the plan documents control.
It is thought that this letter accurately describes the agreement reached by the parties regarding
amendments to Sidebar Letter A-58 relating to retirement plan agreements.
Sincerely,

-~ \ t
Alvaro
r, Labor Relations
Duke Energy

Sidebar Letter A58a
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DUKE ENERGY CORPORATION
139 East fourth SI.

/>O Box. 960
Cincinn111i, OH 45201 -0960

June 2, 2008

Mr. James W. Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America

Local600
81 0 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE:

Sabbatical Vacation Sank and Vacation Credit Programs

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2008 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the UWUA.
Local 600 (the "Union") discussed the phasing out of the Sabbatical Vacation Bank and
the Vacation Credit Programs.
As agreed, these programs shall be phased out in accordance with the attached
document, Attachment A, which outlines the specific revisions to the Sabbatical
Vacation Bank and Vacation Credit Programs that will remain in effect through
December 31, 2012.
The Company and the Union expressly understand and agreed that the phasing out of
the Sabbatical Vacation Bank and the Vacation Credit Programs , as stated in the
attached document, shall continue in full force until December 31, 2012, surviving the
termination of the 2008 - 2012 Contract, and shall continue in force through succeeding
contracts, or in the absence of succeeding contracts, unless changed by mutual
agreement of the parties.

Very truly yours,

~~.~

Vice President
Attachment
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ATTACHMENT A
REVISIONS TO THE SABBATICAL VACATION BANK
AND VACATION CREDIT PROGRAMS
FOR UWUA, LOCAL 600
Effective January 1, 2009, the Vacation Bank and Vacation Credit Programs will be phased out over a
four year period and will be ending on December 31, 2012.

THE CHANGES:
Sabbatical Vacation Program:
• The sabbatical banking program wm be eliminated for efl'1ployees who are younger than 47 years old
as of December 31, 2008.
• Employees who are 47 years old or older as of December 31, 2008 will be eligible to continue
banking vacation until December 31, 2012, up to the limits described on the schedule below.
• Employees who have already banked more than the maximum amount of vacation based on the
schedule below {including any vacation credits) cannot bank more after January 1, 2009 but will be
grandfathered with the amount they have banked.
• No additional banking will be permitted after January 1, 2013. Therefore, the last opportunity to bank
vacation will be in December 31, 2012 because banking is done at the end of the year.
• Banked vacation will be paid out at the final rate of pay at tetirement.
Vacation Credit Program:

•
•
•
•

Vacation Credits: Up to six weeks credit, starting at age 51, cannot exceed the employee's vacation
entitlement.
Employees who are at least 51 years old as of December 31, 2012 will continue to receive "vacation
credits" up to the lesser of their annual vacation entitlement or the schedule below.
The vacation credit program will be modified for employees who are younger than 51 years old as of
December 31, 2012. For those employees "onlt hired prior to January 1, 1997 will receive their
"vacation credits• up to the amount of vacation time they were eligible for as of January 1, 2006.
Vacation credits will be paid out at the final rate of pay of retirement.

Service Credit Program:

•
•

•

Service Credits: Up to two weeks for years 32 and 33 years of employment In lieu of a 6th week of
vacation time off.
Employees will continue to receive one week of "service credit" added to their vacation bank m years
32 and 33 of employment in lieu of time off until December 31. 2012. Effective January 1, 2013,
employees will be granted a 6111 week of vacation time off during their 32 nd year of employment in Heu
of a week of service credit.
An employee who has already reached their maximum or more of vacation bank before January 1,
2013 will receive their 6111 week of vacation as "time off' in lieu of a service credil

THE SCHEDULE:

Age as of:
12/31/2008

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Maximum B.anked Vacation
(including vacation and

service credits)
10

fO
10
12
14
16
18
20

22
22
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DUKE ENERGY CORPORATION
139 East Fourth St
PO Box 960
Cincinnati, OH 45201 -0960

rt1Energy/J)

June 2, 2008

Mr. James W. Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America

local600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071

RE:

Union Employee Annual Incentive Program (UEIP}

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2008 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the UWUA,
Local 600 (the ''Union'') discussed that the payout for the incentive bonuses for
employees will vary based on their participation in the offered retirement program.
Beginning with the 2009 goals and during the term of the 2008 - 2012 Agreement, the
UEIP payout (payable in 2010) will be administered as follows:
Annual Incentive Plan Summary Changes for those who elect or automatically move to
the New Retirement Program :
In conjunction with the New Retirement Program, all participants who volunteer, or upon
mandatory conversion, will be eligible for up to a 5% maximum annual incentive pay, as
specified below:

NEW RETIREMENT PROGRAM - UEIP

Level1

Level2

Level3

Company Financial Result

.75%

1.5%

3%

Safety

.5%
.5%

.75%

1%

.75%

1%

1.75%

3;0%

5.0%

G'oaf

Customer Satisfaction

--

A-60
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Mr. James W. Anders.on
June 2, 2008
Page2
Annual Incentive Plan Summary Changes for those who remain in the Traditional
Retirement Program:
Employees who elect to remain in the Cinergy Traditional Program, which provid~s
benefits under the current final average pay formufa, will not be eligible for the higher
incentive payout, but wil.1participate in an annual incentive plan; with a maximum award
of 2% 1 as specified below:

TRADITIONAL RETIREMENT PLAN - UEJP

Goal

Level1

Level2

Level3

Company Financial Result

.5%

.75%

1%

Safety

.25%

.375%

.5%

.375%

.5%

1.5%

2.0%

- -

Customer Satisfaction

Very truly yours,

Mi!:

Vice President

.25%

- ..

1.0%

.

.
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Duke Energy
139 East Fourth St
Clnclnnatt: OH 45201

~., ENERGY.

April 15, 2015
Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
81 OBrighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE: Amendment to A-60 Letter Regarding the \,Jnlqn §mployee Annual Incentive Plan {UEIP)
Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2015 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the UWUA, Local 600
("Union"} discussed eligibllity for the Union Employee Annual Incentive Plan ("UEIP"). As a result of those
discussions, the parties agreed to amend Letter A-60 dated June 2, 2008 as set forth below.
Beginning with the 2015 calendar year performance period under the UEIP, the Company will provide a
prorated UEIP payment (calculated as set forth below) to any eligible Union employee who meets the
following criteria during a performance period: (i) works for at least six complete calendar months, and (ii)
retires (as defined below).
Such prorated UEIP payments shall be paid in the first quarter of the calendar year immediately following
the applicable performance period at the same time and on the same basis as other UEIP payments are
made to other eligible Union employees, and any such prorated UEIP payment shall be calculated based
on the eligible earnings of the retired Union employee during the applicable performance period and
actual achievement relative to the pre-established goals sat forth in Letter A-60.
For purposes of clarity, in no event will a Union employee who does not meet the criteria set forth in this
letter be eligible for a prorated UEI P payment for a performance period if he or she isn't employed on
December 31st of the performance period. For purposes of this Letter, "retire" means separate from
employment with the Company after having attained at least age 55 and 1O years of service (as
determined for purposes of access to Company sponsored retiree medical coverage).
In other respects, Sidebar Letter A-60 shall continue in full force and effect herein for the duration of the
2015 - 2019 Agreement. unless changed by mutual agreement of the parties.
Sincerely,
I\

01~

bt~~r,

~~wro
Labor Relations
Duke Energy

Sidebar Letter A60a
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Duke Energy
139 Eas1 Fourth St
Cincinnati. OH45201

Aprll 15, 2015
Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600

810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071

RE: Cincinnati Call Center
Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2015 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the UWUA, Local 600 (the
"Union") discussed the Duke Energy Cincinnati Call Center.
As agreed, the Cincinnati Call Center organization will consist of Customer Service Representatives
(CSR) and Service Installation (SI). The CSR group will consist of the followlng subgroups: full-time
incumbent CSRs; full-time new CSRs; part-time incumbent CSAs; and part.time new CSRs. Incumbents
are defined as CSRs who were employees in the Cincinnati Call Center prlor to the original Call Center
agreement of 1996.
The Cincinnati Call Center wages will be administered per the attached (Attachment A). None of the
existing CSRs will have their wage rate reduced as a result of these changes. Full time CSRs will be
eligible to receive a $0.50 merit Increase every six months in accordance with the December 29, 2000
Patrick P. Gibson Letter in lieu of the annual general wage increase until reaching the maximum rate of
pay. Once an employee reaches the maximum rate of pay, they will receive an annual lump sum equal to
the negotiated general wage increase for clerical employees.
Incentives in the Cincinnati Call Center will be based on the achievement of established performance
measures as determined by the Company. The Company will notify the Union at least 30 days prior to
any change of the performance measures and will discuss with the Union upon written request. Arly
employee 1 who Is serving in a non~call-taking role, will receive a bonus equal to the average bonus
payout for call-takers, unless an alternative method Is mutually agreed upon by management and union
representatives. There wltl be a quarterly review by management and union representatives to ensure
that bonus calculations are accurate. Assuming the union representatives in.volved in this review are in
agreement with the calculations, the Union agrees not to support or process grievances related to the
bonus calculations.
An incentive eligible employee, who leaves the Cincinnati Call Center, prior to the end of a quarter, will
receive a prorated bonus for the time worked in the Cincinnati Call Center organ! zation.
It is expected that representatives working evening, night, holiday or weekend shifts provide at least three
hours notice if they are going to be unable to report to work, whether due to illness or other factors. It is
understood that there will be times when an emergency occurs within three hours of the start of an
employee's shift.
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Employees (Including SI), who are called out for other than planned overtime, will be paid a minimum of
four hours at the appropriate overtime rate except when they come in, relative to storms, less than four
hours before their scheduled shift. In this case, they will only be paid at the applicable overtime rate for a
minimum of two hours.
The Call Center may elect to observe the actual holiday or the Company designated holiday based on
business needs. Prior to December 31 of each year the Company will notify employees of the holiday
schedule for the following year. Employees scheduled to work the holiday designated by the Call Center
that are excused from work by the Company will receive holiday pay for the regularly scheduled hours
they would have worked on the holiday. All other employees will receive eight hours of holiday pay.
Twelve hour and nine hour employees working on the holiday designated by the Call Center will receive
time and one-half pay tor their scheduled hours. If the employee exceeds their scheduled hours, double
time will be paid for those hours worked in excess of their schedule.
The Union agrees to support the following:
Virtual Routing (Base Call Center)
•

The Union agrees to not grieve the routing of Duke Energy customer calls and other types of
Cal! Center non-call work to available representatives within the Duke Energy Call Centers or
outsourced center(s). The outsourced portion of this work is not subject to any related sideletter agreements.

Premium for SQecialties
•

Employees in developmental roles will receive $1.75 per hour in addition to the employee's
normal hourly wage rate. These roles currently include 1he training of new employees and
performing the duties of On Job Trainer. This premium may be applied to other roles as
determined by the Company. Prior to applying this premium to other duties, the Union and
Company will meet at least thirty days in advance to discuss.

•

Full-time new and part-time representatives, within the Cincinnati Call Center, who
demonstrate, through assessment, that they are fluent in Spanish, will be paid a premium of
$1.00 per hour.

Applicable tq Base Call Center Operations
Employees may be hired either as full time or part time based on business needs. The starting wage rate
for new full-time Customer Service Representatives will be $12.00 per hour and the maximum will be
$15.08 per hour. In accordance with the Collective Bargaining Agreement new employees will be
classified as probationary for a period of one year. Probationary CSRs will not be eligible to apply for
other positions for a period of twelve months from the date of hire. Employees meeting the educational
requirements for technical positions represented by the UWUA will be eligible to apply within the twelve
month period.
Based on business needs there may be a requirement for part time CSRs. All part-time CSRs will receive
part-time employee benefits, regardless of the number ot hours fhey work. While the intention is for parttime CSRs to be scheduled for less than 32 hours per week, they may exceed this number of hours due
to actual or expected peak call volumes, trading of hours between employees, etc.
Jn 2012 two new schedules were agreed to;
A) 3 twelve hour days and 1 four hour day.
8) 4 nine hour days and 1 four hour day.

Sidebar Letter A61
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The Company reserves the right to implement these and other schedules based on business needs. At
feast 30 days prior to implementation, the Union and Company will meet to discuss the schedule.
The Company will make every attempt to notify effected employees within a reasonable amount of time
when planned overtime is being cancelled.
The meal provision for twelve hour workers will be triggered when the employee works thirteen
consecutive hours and fifteen consecutive hours with the employee receiving a meal, or compensation in
lieu thereof. For employees on a nine hour schedule, a meal or compensation In lieu thereof, will be
provided at eleven and fifteen consecutive hours respectively.
Personal days must be taken in full day increments regardless of the employee's schedule. Twelve hour
shift workers will be entitled to three personal day and one diversity day and nine hour shift workers will
be entitled to four personal days and one diversity day.

Applicable to Service lnstsllatlon
Customer Service Representative - Service Installation (CSR-SI) within the Customer Relations bid area
will have a minimum wage rate of $16.50 and a maximum wage rate of $19.00 per hour. Only full time
employees will be considered for this position. The minimum and maximum wage rates are not subject to
the negotiated annual wage increases. For the first 12 months after entry into the classlfication, and In
accordance with the Patrick P. Gibson Letter, employees faillng to meet performance standards may be
demoted to the Full Time New job classification. Such demotion may take place prior lo corrective action
being taken. This does not preclude action being taken on more serious offenses such as but not limited
to attendance, zero tolerance calls, or any dfschargeable offense. Any demotion will not be subject to the
grievance procedure. If such a demotion occurs, the employee's rate of pay will be reduced to the rate of
pay at the time the employee promoted to the CSR-SI position plus any merit Increase that the employee
had received since their promotion, not to exceed the maximum wage rate for the CSR classification. If
the employee Is demoted, they will not be considered for promotion for an additional nine months, from
the date of demotion or last corrective action. During the first six months, an employee can request to
demote from CSR-St. Employees who demote within six months will retain their classified seniority.
Employees demoted after six months will receive an adjusted seniority date.
Employees in the CSR-SI class1tlcation will receive a $0.25 merit increase every six months in
accordance with the December 29, 2000 Patrick P. Gibson Letter until reaching the maximum rate of pay
and will be eligible for the General Wage Increase. Once an employee reaches the maximum rate of pay,
they will receive an annual lump sum equal to the negotiated general wage increase for clerical
employees.
Employees accepting a Customer Service Representative - Service Installation position will not be
eligible to cross or laterally bid for a period of nine months from the date they enter the classification.
This letter will be in effect during the term of the 2015 - 2019 Agreement.

~·L
Ji1·
1

Alvaro
Director, Labor Relations
Duke Energy
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Title

Wage Range

Negotiated
Base Wage
Increases

Merit Increases

Incentive
Bonus

Incentive Bonus

CSR'

$12.00 • $15.08

See#3

$0.50 every six months

Yes

Up to $500 per Quarter

CSR· PTl 1

$15.08

Sae #2

NIA

Yes

Up to $375 par Quarter

CSR-PTN1

$11.00- $12.00

See/12

$0.25 every six months.

Yes

Up to 5375 per Quarter

CSA·S1 1

$18 .50 • $19.00

See Jt4

SO.25 every six months.

Yes

See #5

Older .Processing Rep

N9

Same as Clerical

$0.25 every six months.

Yes

See #5

Corporate

Call Center

1.

The m;nimum and maximum wage rates for the Service Installation Representative, CSR-PT/, CSRPTN, and CSR positions will not increase with annual base wage t'ncreases.

2.

Any CSR, CSR-FTN, CSR - PT/, and CSR-PTN, with a wage rate at or above the maximum will
receive their annual Increase in the form of a Jump sum rather than a base increase.

3.

Semi-annual men't increases in lieu of General Wage Increase. Once an employee reaches the
maximum rate of pay, the GWI will be in the form of a lump sum payment

4.

Employees below the maximum rate of pay will rooelve the General Wage Increase (GWI) applicable
to the Clerical Unit. Once an employee reaches the maximum rate of pay, the G WI will be in the form
of a !ump sum payment.

5.

Order Processing Representatives assigned to take base calls at least 35% of the quarter will receive
the quarterly Call Center Incentive based on their performance.

6.

Any employee below the new minimum rate of pay will be increased ta new minimum with next
payroll following contract ratification.
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DUKE EMl:.RGY CORPORATION

139 £c1st Fourth St.
PO Box 960

rl1'Energy<j/

Cincinnati, OH 45201-0960

June 2, 2008

Mr. James W. Anderson
President

Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071

RE:

Part-Time Employee Benefits

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2008 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the UWUA, Local
600 (the "Union") discussed benefits that would be extended to part-time employees
represented by the Union. Accordingly, the following table outlines the benefits that these
employees will receive during the term of the 2008 - 2012 Collective Bargaining Agreement.

Comment

Benefit

Pension

-- ..

401(k)

.,

__

......

---

Medical
Dental

. ..

.

·-- ·-

Vision
Flex Spending Ac~ounts
Short~Term Disability (STD)
Bereavement
Holidays

Onlv if work greater than 999 hours in a 365 day period
Same as full time employees
..
Same as full time employees
..... . __·-·.
Same as full time emofoyees
-·-·•-·--Same as full time employees
Same as full time employees
After 12 consecutive months of emplovment
Dav of funeral only
Only if holiday falls on a regular scheduled work day
One personal day after 12 consecutive months of
employment
Number of hours regularly scheduled per week times # of
vacation weeks based on years of service
Same as full time employees
Onlv if it falls on a regular scheduled work day
Same as fuH time emolovees
Same as full time employees
Same as full time emelo}.:'.ees

-··

Personal Day
Vacation

Suoolemental Workers' Compensation
Jurv Duty & Witness Pay
., r__
Shift/Sunday Premiums
Life and AD&D J!:Jsurance
--Deeendent Life Insurance

·-

Very truly yours,

l~
Vice President

A-62
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139 East Fourth

St.

PO Box 960
Cincinriati, OH 45201-0960

June 2, 2008

Mr. James W. Anderson

President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE:

Meter Reading Travel Allowance
i

i

Dear

Mr. Anderson:

I,

i·

During the 2008 contract negotiations, representatives of the Company and the

UWUA, Local 600 (the "Union") discussed the Meter Reading Travel Allowance

and the cost ,of transportation resulting from rising gasoline prices.

As a result of those discussions, although the Company raised this allowance by
$1/day, the Company indicated its willingness to meet with representatives of the
Union during the term of the 2008 - 2012 Agreement to discuss the allowance, if
requested in writing by the Union.
Very truly yours,

hit~

Vice President

A-63
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April 15, 2015
Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071

RE: Revenue Services Representatives
Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2012 negotiations, the parties discussed consolidating the current three work groups
within the Revenue Services Department Into one newly created Job classlflcatlon titled "Revenue
Services Representative" (RSR).
Specifically, Revenue Services currently Is comprised of three work groups: (1) BIiiing, (2) Accounts
Receivables, and (3) Payments. These three work groups' functions will be combined and
performed by the newly created RSR position. As part of the 2015 negotiations, the parties have
agreed to the following;
1. Wage Rate: The minimum rate of pay for the ASA position is established at $16.50 per hour,
and the maximum wage rate Is $19.00 per hour. The minimum and maximum wages will not
increase during the term of the contract. Any employee below the new minimum rate of pay
will be increased to new minimum with next payroll followlng contract ratification. Employees
below the maximum rate of pay will receive the General Wage tncrease (GWI) applicable to
the Clerical Unit. Once an employee reaches the maximum rate of pay, the GWI will be ln the
form of a lump sum payment.
2. Selection: The Company will give first consideration to full-time employees over part-time
employees in the competency-based selection process for the RSA position when all other
things are equal. UWUA represented employees will receive an additional polnt(s) as
provided tor In Sidebar Letter A65.

3. Incumbent Employees: Incumbent employees will perform all functions of the newly created
job description but will be considered grandfathered in their existing classifications.
Incumbent employees will continue to receive the negotiated general wage increases
appllcable to their current Job classifications in accordance with the Collective Bargaining
Agreement. In addition, these employees will retain all bid and rollback rights in the
Customer Relations Bidding Area.

Sidebar Letter A64
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4. Tamper Theft Work -The Company and the Union agree to establish a $1.75 per hour
premium to be paid to employees in the RSA position when management assigns them to
perform tamper theft work. Management will assign full-time employees to perform specialtytype work as needed. Any employee who has received a verbal warning in the past six
months, or a disciplinary letter or higher level discipline In the past year will not be
considered. Such employees are eligible for consideration once his or her record is free from
a verbal warning for six months, and/or free from any disciplinary letter or higher level
discipline for one year. It is anticipated the number of employees performing this work will
vary based on work load. Should additional specialty type work be brought Into these work
groups the company will meet with the Union, at their request, to determine whether the
premium is applicable to the work. The Company reserves the right in its sole discretion to
determine whether the premium is applicable,
Management will consider seniority as a tiebreaker to determine which equally qualified
employees will be assigned to perform this work. No premium will be paid to employees while
training or on paid time off. This letter shall not be construed as limiting management's rights
under the terms of the applicable collective bargaining agreement.

This letter will be in effect during the term of the 2015 • 2019 Agreement.

Sincerely,

'

.Oi'J.,~

Alvaro
r, Labor Relations
Duke Energy

J

D
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Duke Energy
139 East Fourth St
Cincinnati, OH 45201
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April 15, 2015

Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE: Competency Based Selection (CBS)
Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2015 negotiations, the Company and Union discussed the ongoing implementation of a
Competency Based Selection (CBS) Process for certain job classifications. Specifically, this process will
be utilized when filling certain clerical jobs designated as Level N8 and above and certain technical jobs
designated as level T4 and above. This will ensure that the most qualified candidate is selected for the
position and is more llkely to succeed.
Job openings will be filled using the following Competency Based Selec1lon process:
•

Job applications/resumes will be screened to determine that the basic quallfications, as set forth
in the job description are met.

•

To supplement their application, Company employees may print copies of their training records,
job history, or other similar documents relating to their employment from the Employee Center on
the Company's portal, and provide such documents to interviewers during the interview process
or as attachments to their electronic application. All such documents provided by employees will
be considered by the Company.

•

Candidates meeting the minimum qualifications wtll be evaluated based on the following factors:
skills and quallflcatlons, prior job performance and/or experience and, in certain positions, a Basic
Skills Assessment.

•

Absent unusual circumstances, candidates will be interviewed by a team of at least three qualified
interviewers as determined by the Company.

•

Company employees will be provided with advantage points in the process that will not be
provided to external appllcants. Specifically, the advantage points will
calculated as follows:

be

o

One point will be provided for existing UWUA members; and

o

One point will be provided for existing UWUA members who are full-time employees.

Accordingly, a part-time UWUA member would be provided with one advantage point and fulltime UWUA members would be provided with two advantage points.
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•
•

Seniority will be the deciding factor if there are two full-time, internal candidates who are equally
qualified as determined by the Company.
Unsuccessful candidates under this process will be provided with additional interview training
and/or assistance with resume preparation upon their written request to their HR Business

Partner.
The process, as outlined above, will be used for the following job classifications:
CLERICAL
Gas Operations Administrator
Administrative Office Clerl<
Electric Operations Clerk
Order Processing Representative
Sourcing/Purchasing Associate
Customer Relations Representative B
Gas Document Specialist
Customer Relations Cieri< B (excluding moves
due to hand•ralslno in Order Completion)
Office Coordinator
Revenue Services Representative
Service lnslallatiOn Represen1ative
Customer Experience Support
Senior Work Management Specialist
Land Analyst
Gas Office Coordinator
Gas Operations Support Specialist
Customer Relations Representative C
Customer Relations Clerk C

TECHNICAL
Corrosion Technician A
Gas Technician
Control Technician Ill
Technician
Control Technician II
Gas Layout Technician
T&D Support Technician
Control Technician I

Sr. Gas Layout Technician
GIS Technician II
GIS Technician I
GlS Team Lead
LIT Support Agent II
LIT Support Agent I
T&D Design Technician
Oeslgn Technician
Operations Technician
Sr. Substation Design Technician
Sr. Surveying Technician
Sr. T&D Design Technlcian
Distribution Technician
Substation Design Technician
Surveying Technician
Sr Graphics & Design Toohnician
Sr Transmission and Distribution Technician
Sr T&O Support Technician
Gas Marketing Specialist
Sr Gas Mar1tetlng Specialist
Configuration Management Speclallst
Engineering Specialist I, ll and Ill

Additionally, the Company would use this process to fill any newly created job classlf!cations that are at or
above ttie N8 or T4 wage level (or Its equivalent). The selection process for Customer Projects Resource
Specialist, Customer Project Coordinator and the Gas Operations Trainer, will remain as outlined in the
applicable side bar letters.
Sincerely,

~

Alvaro
r, Labor Relations
Duke Energy
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Sidebar Letter A 70
UWUA Severance Program

A severance program will be offered to employees represented by the UWUA who are designated as eligible by
management in selected areas of the Company. Eligible employees will receive a one-time lump-sum severance payment
and other benefits if they meet basic plan requirements.
Severance Payment Formula
•

The lump-sum payment for eligible full-time employees will be equivalent to two (2) weeks of annual base pay per
each full year of service.

•

The maximum severance payment will not exceed two times an employee's annual compensation calculated as
two times the compensation listed in Box 5 of the employee's most current W-2.

Additional Benefits
•

Six months of Company-paid medical/dental coverage under COBRA following separation for all participating
employees who have such coverage in effect as active employees upon separation.

•

Access to outplacement services under the Company's program.

Design Features
•

Employees are required to remain employed in good standing until their release date, which will be established
by management in its sole discretion.

•

Employees must sign and not revoke a Waiver and Release of All Claims in order to receive any benefits under
this Program.

•

Employees who separate under this Program will not be eligible for rehire or for staff-augmentation contingent
worker (contractor) assignments for 12 months after their release date.

The Company shall designate who will be eligible for the severance program, in its sole discretion.

aDuke
r#Energy®
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April 13, 2012

Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

Overtime Provisions

Dear Mr. Anderson;
During 2012 contract negotiations, the parties discussed providing employees' flexibility
in certain situations to work overtime assignments at a time mutually agreeable to the
individual employee and his or her management, when consistent with business needs.
Per our discussion regarding overtime scheduling, the parties have agreed to the
following in order to provide flexibility to employees. If an employee volunteers or is
required to work overtime and the employee requests to work the overtime on their
second scheduled off-day in lieu of working the overtime on a different scheduled offday, management may approve the employee's request if it meets business needs as
determined by the Company. When such employee requests are granted by the
Company, the overtime worked will be paid at the rate of time and one-half, instead of
double time.
Similarly, if an employee requests to work overtime at a date and/or time of his or her
choice and the supervisor approves the request as consistent with business needs as
determined by the Company, the Company will pay the overtime at the time and onehalf rate.
This in no manner restricts the right of the Company to schedule overtime based on
business and operational needs. Such assignments may be mandatory and employees
are expected to work such mandatory assignments, and the applicable overtime and
meal provisions would apply as stated in the Agreement.
It is believed that this letter accurately describes the parties' agreement.
Very truly yours,

M.~
Ja~~~lvaro
Vice President, Labor Relations

A-71
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Aprrl 13, 2012

Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
IUU Local 600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Re:

Outsourcing Affecting Job Elimination

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2012 negotiations, the parties discussed the issue of outsourcing and its
impact on bargaining unit members. The parties agreed that the 2005 Labor
Management Executive Committee (LMEC) process was outdated, and should be
replaced as set forth herein.
The parties will continue to engage in a collaborative process where Labor Relations
professionals, management, and union representatives exchange data, perspectives,
and ideas so that outsourcing decisions affecting job elimination can be made in an
open and candid environment.
As a first step, once the Company has determined that outsourcing is feasible based on
proposals received from a potential vendor(s) and that outsourcing will likely result in job
elimination, the Company will notify the Utility Workers Union of America, IUU Local 600
("Union"). Upon receiving this notice, the Union can request information from the
Company and/or propose how it would be more advantageous for unionized employees
to retain the work at issue.
If requested by the Union, a meeting will be held to discuss the most competitive bid.
During the meeting, the Company will provide the Union the key criteria used to
evaluate the bid. The meeting should include the following representatives:

•
•
•

Management representative of the outsourcing department;
Union leadership;
A representative from Labor Relations

The Company is fully aware of any legal responsibilities it may have, including the legal
duty to share information and bargain in good faith, and will comply with those
responsibilities. The Union understands that information shared between the parties
while utilizing the process described in this letter is subject to legal protections, and the
information shall remain confidential to this process and to the Company.
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The parties recognize that each outsourcing proposal should be evaluated on a caseby-case basis, with consideration of factors including but not limited to the overall
operating costs, relative labor costs (including the applicable loading rates such as
benefits, pension, payroll taxes, etc.), any applicable regulatory requirements,
equipment, technological developments, job process improvements. special expertise,
efficiency, safety, availability of skilled labor and supervision, scalability, and any other
factors that may impact the merits of outsourcing.
The parties further recognize and agree that neither party shall cause unreasonable
delay during the process. It is the intent of the parties that this process will occur during
approximately two months following the notice provided to the Union referred to in
Paragraph 3 hereinabove and/or the parties' first meeting on the issue, if later than the
notice. No provision of this letter shall be construed to eliminate or otherwise modify
any applicable provision of the parties' collective bargaining agreement relating to
outsourcing.
It is agreed that this letter accurately reflects the parties' agreement.
Very truly yours,

~-~
J~~.Alvaro
Vice President, Labor Relations
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Duke Energy Corporation
139 East Fourth St.
Cincinnati, OH 45202

Michael A. Ciccarella
LabOr Relallons Consultant
513,287 5022 (Tel)
513.287,1760 (Fax)

November 16, 2009
Mr. Jim Anderson
President, UWUA Local 600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071

RE: LIT Support Agent Job Progression
Dear Mr. Anderson:
The Company is establishing a new job progression in order to provide information technology support to
various business units. The classifications are as follows;
•

LIT Support Agent l

•

LIT Support Agent II

•

LIT Support Agent Ill

Initially three positions will be filled with one employee classified as a Support Agent I and two classified
as Support Agent II. Based on the skill set required to perform this work, the Company will select the
individuals for these positions. In regard to educational requirements, employees initially placed in these
positions will be grandfathered and will be considered as meeting the requirements for promotional
opportunities within this progression. Going forward, the LIT Support Agent Ill will be the entry level
position for this progression and posted as stated in the Collective Bargaining Agreement.

Wage Rates
The wage rates for this classification will be as follows;
Job Classification
LIT Suooort Aqent I
LIT Suooort Agent 11
LIT Support Aaent Ill

Minimum Hourly Rate

$30.71
$25.97
$21.88

Maximum Hourly Wage
$33,71
$28.97
$24.50

Merit Increase
$0.25
$0.25
$0.25

lndividuals placed Initially in these positions will be placed at their current wage level not to exceed the
maximum wage rate established for the classification. Employees making less than the minimum wiH be
placed at the minimum wage rate for that classification.

Merit Increases
Merit increases will be given every six months is accordance with the "Patrick P. Gibson" letter dated
December 29, 2000. These increases will be $0.25 per hour.
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Out of Town Work Assignments
It is anticipated that all employees in this progression will be given out of town assignments to support
Duke Energy facilities . Based on skill level, the majority of these assignments will fall within the UT
Support Agent I classification. When such assignments are made Sidebar Letter A-15 will prevail.

Emergency Overtime Cal/outs
There may be occasions when employees are called out to respond to information technology issues that
require an immediate response to ensure continuity of operations. In such cases, employees will be
permitted to respond from locations other than a Duke Energy facility. In such case, the minimum call out
of four hours will apply. If a second call out is required within four hours of the first call out it will be
considered a continuation of that call out. If an employee does not travel in order to respond then no
travel time will be paid.
Employees are expected to respond to and work a reasonable number of emergency overtime
assignments. Employees who are cons istently unavailable for such assignments are subject to
disciplinary action, up to and including discharge.

Progression
Employees will perform satisfactory will automatically promote from the Support Agent Ill classification to
the Support Agent II classification once all qualifications are met. Employees on a disciplinary track or
those that have been denied a merit increase will not be eligible to promote unrn they have received two
consecutive merit increases or have been discipline free for one year. Promotions to the Support Agent I
classification will be based on business need only.
This letter describes the establishment of the above mentioned classifications, wage rates, and initial
staffing. Except where specifically abridged by this letter, all provisions of the 2008 - 2012 Collective
Bargaining Agreement apply. In addition, the rights retained by the Company under Article I, Section 2 {c}
of the Agreement remain unchanged. This letter in no manner represents a commitment on behalf of the
Company in regard to staffing levels . The Company reserves the right to change or modify these job
descriptions in accordance with the Agreement. I believe that this letter adequately describes our
discussion regarding this matter. If the Union is in agreement with this proposal please return a signed
copy of this Jetter to me at your earliest conven ience.

Sincerely,

'.- ~JidadCt~
Michael A. Ciccarella
Labor Relations Consultant
Duke Energy
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OUK£ ENERGY CORPORA170N
f 391:.. Foudh S1nH1t
P.Q

8clr960

Clnt:illnllli. OH ffiOf-ogG()
MlcnaelA~

513.2117.$022 {Tel}
513.287.1760 (fax)

M?reh 31, 2011
Mr. Ji'II Anderson
President
Utlilty Workers Union of America
Local~

810 Bright.on Street
Newport, Kentl.ld<y 41071

RE: OIJ <;slf Rotation- Local IT Sugpo,t

Dear Mr. Andefson:
Per our recent d ~ n . tt'le Company Is ~bllshin9 an on call rotation for employees in the Local
ln~rmatior1 Technology Job progl"eS$lon. As we dlscussed, the ""'ployee in the LIT I classification is
exdtldl:)!:I from this ro1a1:ion due to business needs at this time.. However. It is acknow!edged and agte9d
that !he Company has the $>le discretion to include employee{s) in the UT I classffication in lhe rotation ff
business requimments change in the rutt.m,.

Whlle on call, employees will b e ~ at the rate of $16.50 per day. 1n addition, the minimum call
out will' be two hows. If a $8COnd call out iS required within two hours of the first call out. it wm be
oons~ a cionJ111uatlon of 1hat ~ call out. As p,eviou:sly agreed to, employees will be permitted to
resi>ond from locations other than .a Duke Energy facility. If an employee does not travel in order to
nnpond, !hen no ttavel time will be paid.
Employeea failing to respond to a call out in a timely manner may be subject to disciplinary action. up to
and including discharge.

FortheUnlon:

~
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OUKE ENERGY CORPORATION
139 E. Fourth Slrfft
P.O. Box960

Cinckrmtfi, OH 45201--0960
Micftael A Cicca~lla
513.287.5022 (Tel)
513.287.1760 (Fax)

January 16, 2012

Mr. Jim Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local60_
0
810 Brighton Street
N&Wpart, Kentucky 41071
RE: G.I.S. Jo'2_ Progression
Dear Mr. Anderson:
Per discussion between the Union and the Company, a new job progression iS being established Within the
Electric Operations Bidding area The classifications and wage levels are as follows;

Job Title
GI$ Team lead

·-

WaaeLevel

TS

GIS Technician I

T7

GlS Technician II

T5

GIS Anorentice

T4

''

As discussed, at the lower two levels (GIS Apprentic-e and GIS Technician II} lateral movement within the
bidding area can occur if employees are qualified. rn addition. existing employees in the T&D Support
Technician job classification will promote to Senior T&D Support Technician prior to any promotions to
GIS Team Lead. I have attached the revised promotional chart for Electric Operations and the job
descriptions. The Company reserves the right to change or modify these J'ob descriptions in accordance
with the Collective Bargaining Agreement. I believe that this letter adequately describes the discussions
held regarding this matter. If the Union is in agreement with this proposal please retum a signed copy of

this letter to me at your earliest convenience.

1#:,;✓~
Michael A Ciccarella
Labor Relations Consultant
Duke Energy
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CONSTRUCTION PLANNING

Duke Energy Corporation
139 East Fourth Street
Cincinna/1 OH 45202

December 20, 2012

Mr. Jim Andersen
President
Local600
Utility Workers Union of America
810 Brighton Street
Newport, KY. 41071

Re: Foreign Utility Assistance
Dear Mr. Andersen:
This letter documents our discussions and agreement concerning emergency work
performed for other utilities. The following guidelines will apply when employees
represented by UWUA Local 600, are called upon to work for a foreign utility in
emergency situations.
Compensation Guidelines:
•
•
•

•

•

All hours of travel or work will be paid at the rate of time and one-half.
After 16 consecutive hours of work, Article XII, Section 2(c) will continue to apply.
Compensation when traveling begins when the employee begins driving toward
their destination and ends when the employee arrives at the final destination of
the day.
When employees reach their destination and are to begin work, compensation
will begin when the employee leaves the host Company staging area. If the
staging area is away from the place of lodging and crews have to be transported
to the staging area, then time begins when the employee leaves the place of
lodging .
Compensation ends for the work day when the employee returns . to the host
Company's staging area. If the staging area is away from the place of lodging
and crews have to be transported , then the time will stop when the employee
returns to the place of lodging.
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rllEnergy~
Duke Energy Cc,poralion
139 East Fourlh Street

Cmcmnatl OH 45202

•

•

Employees required to work ten consecutive hours or more, shall be furnished a
meal or compensation in lieu thereof (in accordance with the Contract), and an
additional meal or compensation in lieu thereof, for each contiguous five hour
interval worked thereafter until released from duty.
Employees are not eligible to receive a daily per diem allowance.

Crew Assignments:
•

Management will determine which bidding areas will be eligible to participate in a
deployment, and the number of employees and crews from each of the bidding
areas.

•

During their deployment, employees are expected to comply with the Duke
Energy Code of Business Ethics and related policies and procedures.

This letter will be interpreted and applied to comply with all laws. To the extent that th is
letter conflicts with any applicable law, the law will prevail. The current Contract will
remain in effect for issues not addressed herein.

Marc W . Arnold
Director Design Engineering OH/KY

cc:

L. Gregory
R. Atkins
M. Ciccarella
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Maya, 2014
Mr. Jim Anderson
President
Utilfty Workers Union of Ametica

local 600
810 Brighton Slreet
Newport, Kentucky 41071

RE: Seni!)r Wed< Mansgemgnt $UJ2DQrl Specialist
Oear Mr. Anderson:

I am writing In regard to Ollr conversations regarding the establishment of the Senior Work Management
Support Specialist within Midwest Delivery Operations. As we have discussed, the minimum hourly rate
for this position will be $31.02 and a maximum rate ot $31.52 per hour. Merit incteases will be
administered a{; outlined In ttie Collective Bargaining Agreement. Furthermore, Sidebar Letter A65
(Competency Based Selection) will be applicable to this position. Also as discussed, the Company wll!
agree that the llrst three posi1ions will be limited to qualified UWUA represented employees plus any
addltlonal positions for two years after entering this agreement. In the event that three positions are not
filled within two years, the agreement will be extended until such time as three total positions are offered.
This agreement In no manner restncts the Company's right to revise this job description In the future as
provided for in the Collective Bal'galning Agreement ·or any applicable sidebar letter.

I believe that this latter accurately describes our conversations regarding this Issue. If Yott are in
agreement, please sign and retum this letter to me.
Sincerely,

'-rv)

·,

.,......
1 1 ./

11 ;. .<-t.l!e.i//

.Let!}

•

I

(a/4.._

Micha~ A. Clccare!la
·' Senior HR Consultant
Labor Relations KY/OH/Carolina
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Duke Energy
139 East Fourth St
Cincinnati, OH 45201

April 15, 2015
Mr. James Anderson
President

Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE: Separation of Delivery Operations and Gas Operations
Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2015 negotiations, the parties discussed the separation of Midwest Delivery Operations and
Gas Operations relating to clerical functions performed by Office Coordinators, Customer Projects
Recourse Specialists, and employees assigned to the Order Complet1on role.
As discussed, the work being performed by the above referenced classifications ls being divided between
the Midwest Delivery Operations (Electric) and Gas Operations (Gas) business units. As such, two new
positions are being established in the Gas Operations Clerical Bid Area, Gas Office Coordinator (Gas QC)
and Gas Operations Support Speclallst (GOSS). Employees In the Office Coordinator classification
currently assigned to Gas Operations will be reclassified as Gas Office Coordinators. The Customer
Projects Resource Specialists (CPRS) currently assigned to Gas Operations will be re-classified into the
new Gas Operations Support Specialist position. Employees currently performing the Order Completion
role wlll remain In their respective classifications in the Customer Relations Bid Area.

The wage levels for the new positions remains the same as the existing Office Coordinator and CPRS
classiflcatlons. The Company maintains all rights provided under the Collective Bargaining Agreement
and applicable sidebar letters to revise job descriptions and/or discontinue filling these job classifications
based on future business needs. Should such material revisions occur to the job descriptions, UWUA
Local 600 may request a re~evaluat!on by the Job Evaluation Committee as provided for In the
Agreement.
In order to give incumbent employees a final opportunity to move between the electric and gas bidding
areas, the next three vacancies in either bidding area for an OC or a Gas QC will be filled by cross

bidding (hand raising) as a combined area. The process for each vacancy will continue until the original
posting is filled. This same process will also apply for the next CPRS or GOSS vacancy. Once this
commitment •is fulfilled, vacancies will be filled using the Competen·cy Based Selection process in
accordance with Sidebar Letters A21 (CPRS) and A65 and hand raising will apply only within the
individual bid area.
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ln the event of a work force reduction, the Office Coordinator and Gas Office Coordinator classifications
will be combined for the purpose of determining any rollbacks or layoffs. The same will apply for the

GPAS and Gas Operations Support Specialist classifications.
Sincerely,

-Ob~

Alvaro

r, Labor Relations

Duke Energy
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Duke Ensrgy
139 East Fourth St
Clncinnati. OH 45201

DUKE
ENERGY.

April 15, 2015
Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
81 0 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE: Global Positioning Satellite

{GPSl

Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2015 contract negotiations, the parties discussed the use ot Global Posltionlng Satellite (GPS)
system and other types of technology being contemplated for use in Company vehicles.
The primary purpose of the GPS and similar technology is to allow the Company the ability to more
efficiently manage and assign work and to enhance safety by allowing us to locate a vehicle in the event
we have lost contact with someone or a vehicle has been stolen. As discussed, it is not the Company's
Intent to constantly monitor employee's whereabouts using the GPS or other technology for the purpose
of issuing corrective action.
Although its primary use is for managing work, the Company may review and rely on technology and/or
the information obtained through its use to aid in an investigation where there is reason to believe an

employee may have violated a Company policy or work rule, and the violation may be substantiated or
disproven by such a review. To the extent the Company does rely on such information, the Company will
treat similarly-situated employees in the same manner. Any such Information, upon which the Company
relies for purpose of imposing corrective action, will be provided upon request by the Union in accordance
with applicable law.
In accordance with the March 29, 2007 GPS Letter, the Company is providing notice to the Union that the
amount of history maintained in these systems may be longer than 30 days.
Sincerely,

.Qlrt,\~
Alvaro
or, Labor Relations
Duke Energy
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OukeEn61'9y
1:39 East Fourtti Sr
Cincinnati, OH 45201

DUKE
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April 15, 2015

Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Loca!S00
81 0 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE: Engineering Specialist Progression
Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2015 negotiations, the parties discussed the Company's decision to establish an Engineering
Specialist Job Progression in the Customer Projects Bidding Area and the Transmission & Distribution
Bidding Area. This progression will consist of the Engineering Specialist I, ll, and Ill classifications. The
wage levels for these newly created positions will be as follows:
Job Classification
Enaineerlna Soecla!lst ill
Enaineerina Soecialist 11
Engineerino Soeclalist I

Wage Level

T9
TS
T4

Maximum Hourly Rate
as of 3131/15
$35.18

$34.20
$28.22

I

Wage progression will be as outlined in Article VII! of the Agreement and Sidebar Letter A40, with
selections determined by the Company in accordance with Sidebar Letter A65. Employees are required to
successfully complete all training programs required by the Company and to promote to the Engineering
Specialist II positron In a timely manner. Employees successfully completing the requ!raments for the
Engineering Specialist Ill position will automatically promote to that position. In addition, the Company
maintains all rights provided under the Collective Bargaining Agreement and applicable sidebar letters,
including but not limited to the right to revise the Engineering Specialist job descriptions based on future
business needs. Should such material revisions occur, UWUA Local 600 may request a re-evaluation by
the Job Evaluation Committee as provided for in the Agreement.
Employees in the Engineering Specialist I classification may be assigned to a specific headquarters for
training purposes as determined by the Company.
Due to a restructuring of how work is performed by the Company, the Company does not anticipate any
future postings for Customer Project Apprentice positions. Incumbent employees will be grandfathered
under their existing job description, and will be eligible to continue to receive the negotiated wage
increase applicable to employees in the Technical Unit. Existing employees In the progression not at the
maximum rate of pay will be eligible to continue receive merit increases as outlined in the December 28,
2012 letter regarding this subject. Also, incumbent employees in the Customer Project Associate and
Customer Project Apprentice classifications must continue to meet all Company expectations as
previously required, including but not limited to the requirement to progress.
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As agreed, when the Company fills a position in the "Engineering Specialist II" classification, the senior
qualified Technician in good standing will be promoted to T&D Design Technician. Furthermore, when the
Company fills a position in the "Engineering Specialist 111" classification, the senior qualified T&D Design
Technician in good standing will be promoted to Senior T&D Design Technician. In all cases, employees
must be in qualified and in good standing to be eligible for a promotion. This process will continue until all
incumbents in the following classifications: Technical Apprentice, Design Technician 1 Technician, and,
T&D Design Technician as of the date the Collective Bargaining Agreement is ratified until all eligible
employees have had the opportunity to progress to the Sr. T&D Design Technician position. The T&D
progression will be closed to Technical Apprentices and Technicians hired after April 15, 2015. It is the
intent of the Distribution Design organization to utilize the Engineering Specialist progression for all such
future hires.
For the purposes of "hand-raising" (bidding on headquarters or location) within the Customer Projects Bid
Area, the Customer Projects Coordinator and the Engineering Specialist Ill classifications will be
combined. In the event of a work force reduction, the Engineering Specialist progressions in the
Customer Projects Bid Area and the Transmission & Distribution Bidding Area will be combined.

tlhbu
J\J~~lvaro
Director, Labor Relations
Duke Energy
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Cincinnati, OH 45201

April 15, 2015
Mr. James Anderson
President
Utility Workers Union of America
Local600
810 Brighton Street
Newport, Kentucky 41071
RE: Customer Relations Representative/Clerk C Positions
Dear Mr. Anderson:
During the 2015 negotiations, the parties discussed the filling of future vacancies in the Customer
Relations Representative C and the Customer Relations Clerk C classifications,
Based on these discussions, the parties have agreed that future openings In the Customer Relations
Representative C and Customer Relations Clerk C classifications will be filled by the Company using the
Competency Based Selection process.
The first three (3) positions will be fllled using the Competency Based Selection process among the
incumbent Order Processing Representatives in good standing. Should there only be one Order
Processing Representative apply for each of the first three positions and he or she meets the minimum
qualifications and is ln good standing they will be the successful candidate. Order Processing
Representatives selected by the Company for the first 3 opportun ities will have their rate of pay reduced
to the maximum wage rate of the Customer Relations Representative/Clerk C classification. In the event
that no Order Processing Representative in good standing applies for one or more of the first three
positions, the Company may fill the vacancy by a Union wide posting using the Competency Based
Selection process.
Sincerely,

I

Gl~

J
Alvaro
D
r, Labor Relations
Duke Energy
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